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ÂBSTRACT

Polanized proton targets of the frozen spin type (FST) rely on

nuclear nagnetic resonance (Nl'tR ) systems to neasu¡e the proton

polarizatlon. Diffieultles arise shen the polarlzatlon Bust be known to

an absolute accuracy that ls greater than that achievable by the

currently used NMR systems, which are typlcally in the order of l4g'

An lndependent absolute ßeaêureÃìent of the FST proton polarization was

achleved at TRIUHF by perfornlng a p-p elastlc scattering experiment at

an energy and angle r,¡here the p-p analyzlng power is accurateLy known.

A beam of unpolarized protons fa,as scattered from the FsT, and the

scattered and recoiì protons ¡{ere detected in two symmetrically placed

detector systens. The neasurement of the FsT proton polarization

distribution allowed the calibration of the NMR system to be nade to an

absolutè accuracy of + 2.69. The average NI¡|R caìlbration constant,

deduced from its distributlon over three equally segmented horizontal

bins (top, middle and bottom), elas 0.953 j 0.025 (absolute).

i\t
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Polarized proton targets of the frozen spin tl'pe, otherwise known

as frozen sÞin targets (FST), har¡e been used in nuclear and high enelgy

physics experiments for over two decades. Great emphasis has tleen

placed on their development, largely because of their abilitl' to achieve

and maintain high proton polarizations as is required for the

measurements of tnany spin-dependent obsel\tables.

Frozen sÞin targets currentll' in use utifize "dynamic" methods,

that is nìicrowave "Þumping", to achieve polarization Nuclear magnetic

resonance. (NMR) methods are then used to ascertain the degree of Þ¡oton

poìarization in the tal'get. For the FST developed at the TRIUMF

ct'clotron facility, the abso.lute accuracl¡ in the NMR polarization

neasul'emeÌrts vras tttpically about + 4% [Ref. 1]

Using NMR technlques to neasure the FST polarizations have a tt'¡o

fold disadvantage:

(a) achie\ting an absolute accuracy of ! 4% may be sufficient for nost

nuclear scattering experiments, but for cases in ?lthich the ta¡get

polarization must be known to higher accuraclt, the current N¡lR

techniques are clearll, inadequate; and

(b) because of the NMR coil phtrsical geonetrJ' within the target sanple,

the NMR system sampLes different parts of the target volume with

unequal weight, indicating a target polarization that may be

different frorn I4ìlat is seen by the bean in the actual experiment.

Therefore, l¡hat is needed is an independent absolute measurenent of the

FST polarization, which calì be achieved by a proton-proton (p-p) elastic
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scatterjng experiment. The accurac5r in the I'ST polarization

measurenents in such experiments is then linited by the knof,¡n accuracy

of the p-p analyzing powers, which act as sl'sternatic errors (scale

factors). A second advantage in using p-p scattering e\¡ents originating

throughout the entire target volunìe to measure the target pol.arization

is that not on.ly does it girre a good representation of the true a\rerage

polarization, but it aìso p¡ortides the means to determine the target

polarization distrÍbution, thus enabling finite target size effects to

be accounted for.

An experinent was performed at the TRIUM¡' cyclotron laboratorlr to

measure the neutron-Þroton (n-p) spin correlation parametel' 4.,r,(0) and

anaiyzjng power A-,.(e) to an absolute accuracl' of + 0.03. for the
J_

angular range of 40" to 150' (center of mass) at incident Ììeutron

energies of 22O, 325 and 425 Me\¡ [Ref. 2]. Attainnent of the 10.03

absolute accu¡acy depended on tì'ìe crlterion that the FST proton

polarization be known to an absolute accuraclt ol 12% [see Appendix A].

The objective of this B'o¡k is to determlne the average NMR

ca.lib¡ation constant fron tbe FsT proton polarization distributiorì to

an absotute accuracy of j2% by perfornìing a p-p elastic scattering

experiment at an energy and angle where the p-p analyzing power is known

to +1.5% [Ref. 3]. The proton polarization was determined fÌom a

¡ìeasurernent of the left-right scattering asymrnetry.

The main concern of this thesis is the direct measuÌrenìent of the

target polarization distribution (and hence the NMR catibratÍon constant

distribution) using p-p elastic scatter.ing. Ciìapte¡ II will desc¡ibe

the FST polarizing nechanism, how the polaÌization was majniained, hôw
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the NMR system ,neasured the target polarizatlon, and the difficulty

that arose when using the NMR system. Chapter III is concerned r,\'ith the

experimental apparatus for the p-p elastic scattering experiment, and

Chapter IV presents the analysis involved in the determination of the

average NMR callbration constant fron the FST polarization distribution.

Finally, Chapter V summarizes the results, and draws conclusions about

the target polarizatlon and NMR calibration constant distributions.



CHAPTER i I

lHE FROZEN SPIN TARGET

l L 1 Introductlon

The traditional polarized targets used in particle scattering

experlments erere mainl!t of the continuously polarizing tyÞe, in which

irradiation of the target nuclei with rnicrowaves was required to obtain

and maintain the target polarization. Thls required that the target be

held continuousl]' in a strong magnetic field which was uniform over the

target voIume.

In 1965, Schnugge and Jeffries IRef, 4] suggested that target

polarizations could be malntained without. an external nicrowa\¡e source

in a less honogeneous and perhaps less strong field. Their prediction

was based upon the obsert'ation that the nuclear spin-l.attice relaxation

tine of the protons in Lanthanum Magnesiurn Nitrate ILa2Mgg(N0Z)12.24H20'j

extrapolated to very large rralues at tempe¡atures below 1K. Using this

materia.l would free the experiment from the constraint of having the

target in a region of high uniform magnetic field. a.l.l.owing a large

solid angle of access for obserrring the scattered particles and nininal

pertulbatÍon of the particle trajectories. The advent of highly

po.larizable organic naterials IRef. 5, 6] having long relaxation tines

at low tempe¡atures, and the incorporation of the dilution refrigerator

in the polarized proton target, as suggested by London, Clarke and

Mendoza [Ref. ?] led to the deve.lopment of the FST. The large angle of

acceptance around the FST, the orientability of the target polarization,

and the use of a low holding field have made the use of the FST in

present day nuclear scaitering or reaction experinents most desj!'able.



iL2 The ÐyDarf c Nuclear Polarlzatlon llethod

Consider an ensemble of protons in a static external magnetic

field, B. The Þroton polarization at thermal equilibrium (TIi) can

shown [see Appendix B] to be of the form:

PrE = t""h(#l

n(m=7/2)+n(m=-1l2)

wi th
mytsn

n(m) = e kT

where y is the gyromagnetic ratio of the proton (in rad.m?.s-l

(1a)

(1b)

( 1c )

.t.rb-l), B

is the nagnltude of the magnetic field (in T), å is Planck's constant

divided by ztr (in J.s), k is the Boltzmann constant (in J.X-1) and T is

the absolute tenperature (in K). The occupation number n(m) of the

magnetic substate, n, after the zeeman splitting of the proton energy

levels is given by the Boltzmann distribution IEq. ic].

It is seen from IBq. 1a] that significant proton polarizations can

in pÌinciple be achiet'ed bt' reducing the temÞerature and,/or increasing

the nagnetic field so that ihe thermal energy kT becomes nuch smaller

than the magnetic energy 18ñ. This is i.llustrated in [Fig. 1].

Howe\¡er, the construction dlfficulties in refrigerators operating

at \¡ery lor,J temÞeratures (< 10 mK) and the reguirement in nuclear

scattering or reactlon expe¡iments to have the least possible

interference by target, cryostat and magnet with the lncoming and/or

scattered charged particles, has made this "brute force" method of

polarizing protons inadequate. The requirement fo¡ a strong magnetic
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field is particularl!' restrictive for lower energy (less than 100 Mev)

charged particles.

An alternate scheme r,¡as then developed which allowed achÍe\¡ement of

proton polarizations as high as 0.9? [Ref. 8], using nìagnetj.c fields of

2.5 T and operating tenperatures of -0.5 K. Under these conditions the

brute force method would have obtained a proton polarization of onl¡'

0.005. The new method has corne to be known as the dl¡nanic nuclear

polarization nethod or the "solid effect".

The samples that are commonlJr used as target material for the

dynamic metlìod of proton polarizatlon are organic substances IRef. 5,

6] that ha\¡e been doped with an elect¡on donor naterial, usually a

complex molecule containing tlìe chromium atom. This is done because the

efficienc¡' of the polarization process depends on the densit¡t of free

electrons in the target sample, as will be explained þelow. In this

nethod the electrons in question a¡e the unpaired electrons of the

chromium atoms, whereas the protons to be pol.arized are tlìe nuclei of

hl¡drogen atoms in the organic substance.

The nechanism of target (proton) polarization j.s indirect: fi¡st

the spins of the electrons are pol.arized, and then the poLarization is

transferred to the protons. thls 1s made possible by the fact that the

e.lectron has a magnetic rnoment some 660 times .]arger than that of the

proton and so under conditions of 2.5 T and 0.5 K has a polarization in

excess of 0.99.

In the presence of an external magnetic field that permeates the

target sample, the electrons and protons form temporarSt pairs, whose

ene¡gy le\¡els undergo Zeeman splitting into four distinct magnetic
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substates I memp> depending on the electron (m") and proton (mn) sÞin

orientation IFig. 2]. In this discussion a spin up (down) orientation

ç,¡lth respect to the external magnetic field i, is denoted as '*' (-).

The occupation numbers of the nagnetic substates at thermal equiìibrium

are given by the Boltzmann factor. Under conditions of 2.5 T and 0.5 K,

the states I *-t und I **t u"" almost unpopulated and the states | --> and

I -*t u"" aÞproxi¡nately equally populated.

By irradiating the target samÞle with microwave photons of energ!'

h(r)e + up) the transition N becomes saturated, equalizing the populations

of the states l-*> and l*->. The electrons are strongly coupled to the

lattice and so the state | +-¡ quickty relaxes (relaxation tine -1 ms

[Ref. 9]) to the state l--> by electron spin flip. After a certain

time the state l--> breaks up into an electron and proton, leaving the

proton in a spin state reversed from that in which it started. The

electrons are free to form spin coupled states with other protons, some

of r,rhlch a¡e 1n the l*> .tut" and so can be flipped to a l-> state.

Since the protons al'e only neakly coupled to the lattice, they relax to

thei¡ equi.librium state relatively slowly; by this process of microwat¡e

pumping, the proton l-> stat* is Þopulated at the exÞense of the l+>

state and the nagnitude of the proton polarization approaches that of the

electron polarization. thus, tlìe proton polarization can be given as:

'=-'""erJ

which is enhanced by the magnetic

thernìaì egul I lbrium polarization

(3)

noment (p) factor Èel!¿p s 660 over the

glven by:
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IFig. 2]

Energy leveì diagran of elecf-ron-protoll sJtsiem in an external
magnet.ic field B. The state lt" mo t for electron and proton
spin up (+) orientation is Iabelled as l**>. 1he sol.id ìines
represent microwa\¡e pumped transitions wìtere as the dashed
!ines represent the deca!¡ of excited states (relaxation
transi tions ) .
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(4)'TE -

where lì i s

fregue¡ìcy

following

-'""(PJ

Planckrs con s tant

(in Hz). [Eq. 4]

substitution:

(in J s) and v being the transition

can be related to [Eg. 1a] by performing the

', _ *p
,2n

=zE
2n

(5a)

(sb)

r,Jlìere ctp is tlle proton angular frequencl, in the magnetic fielcl i.

In the above examÞìe. microHave photon energ]' of h(tre * pp)

resulted in the enhancement of the population of the proton l-> state,

causing a negatlve proton polarization. Similarì¡' microwa\re photons of

energt' h(ìre - up) k'i11 saturate the transition N IFig. 21, result!ng

in a positive pfoton polarization.

It becones e\¡ident from the above discussion that in order to

obtaiìl a significant proton pola¡ization uslng the dl¡¡ramjc nuclear

polarization method, three criteria must be met. ¡'irst, the external

magnetic field used to produce the Zeenìan splitting of the

e.lectron-Froton (e-p) energl' le\¡els L!ig. 2], tnust be extremely

homogeneous, to ensure that the microwave photon energl' matches the

energl' difference betr,Jeen the two states invol\red in the transition N o¡

M throughout the sample (a microwave photon frequenc!' uncertaintV of Àu

= + 0.003%, requires the external nagnetic field homogeneitlr to be known

to j 8 x 1O-5 T). Second, the external magnetiù field, henceforth

refer|ed to as the polarizing field, must be large to ensure that

t-hermal excitations kT can not exceed the energ:' difference betweeÌì any
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two neighbouring spin states. Thus, by eliminating spi!ì state mixing,

the pola¡ization process is preser\red. Finall¡', the tenpet'ature must

be low; this has the effect of decreasing the thermal excitations kT

Ir'hich in turn increases the efectron polarization IEq. 3].

once the target sample is polat'ized blr the dynamic nuclear

pola¡ization method, the microwar¡e irradiation is stopped, the

polarizing field is reduced and the sample polarization ls maintained in

a weaker external nagnètic field called the holding field. The lowering

of the polarizing field is done to ensure t.hat the perturbations in the

incomìng and outgoing charged particle trajectorjes during the

expeì'imeDt a¡e snal.l ,

The target polarization in the holding field as a function of tirnr:

(t) and initial polarÍzatiorì (Po) can be expressed in the following

f orm :

(6a)

fieÌd and

-!
T

whefe r is the target pol.arization decal' time in the holding

is given bt' the followlng empirical relation r,¡hich applies to

our exper.imental condltions IRef. 10] :

r = o.'7 x to17 84
CT6

(6b )

In the abo\¡e equation, B is the holding field (in T), C is the

concentÌ'ation of the electron donor material (in motecu.Ies ml-1), T is

the sample temperature (in K) and T is the target poiarization decay time

(in hours). During the experiment, the FST sample (with electron donor

concer)tration of 6 x lo19 molecules nl-1) was cooled to -4S nK in a

0.257 T holding flelcl to attain Þolarizatiorì decal' times that r{ere on

the a\¡erage 620 hours, when using [!ìq. 6b]. Large polarization decay
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tines r.rere desirable during the experirìent to ensure a relati\¡el!¡ stable

target polarization throughout the data taking period.

Ii.3 the He-3/8e-4 Dllutlon Refrlgerator

The milliKelvin temperatures necessary to attain a large

poì.arization decay time was achieved by a Helium-3./Helium-4 (He-3/He-4)

dilutÍon refrigerator.

IL3.a tlquid ldlxture of He-s and He-4

The operating principle of the dilution refrigerator is based on

tlìe unique ppoperties e-xhibited b!¡ mixtures of He-3 and He-4 at low

temperatures. To best understand these prope¡ties consider the phase

separatlon cur\¡e for a liquid He-3/He-4 mixture Il-ig. 3] [Ref. 11] at

temperatures below 1.5 K.

Below about 0.8 K the liquid mixture spontaneously separates into

the two isotope components, one of the phases being r.ich in liquid

He-3 and the other rich in liquid He-4. tsut since the He-O phase has a

ì.ower densit¡, it fLoats orì top of the He-4 rich phase. As the

temperature is lowered further, the re.lati\¡e amounts of He-3 and He-4 in

the two phases change; below about 40 mK the upper phase is essentia.lly

pure liquid He-g whereas the lower dilute phase is made of liquid

He-4 of whfch 6.4% [Ref. 12] is dissolrred Iiquid He-3.

The fact that in the dilute phase the He-3 solubility does not

change from 6.4% as the temperature is lottet'ed to absolute zero is of

Þaramount importance for the success of the dilution refrigerator.
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iL3.b The Prlnclple of Dllution

Because liquid He-4 has zero nuclear spin, at temperatures below

0.5 K it undergoes a Þhase transition to a quantum mechanicat g¡ound

state (Bose condensate) with suÞerftuid properties. Also, since \¡er¡l

few phonons are excited the ltquid is thermally inert. As a result of

this, we may describe the He-4 in the dilute phase as a "supporting

mediun" for the acti\¡e He-g atoms. Thus the upper phase of llquid

He-3 is in equilibriun with its or,i'n vapor (He-S atoms in the lower

d i.l ute phase ) .

If¡hen atons of He-3 mor¡e downward fron the liquid to the dilute

phase the tenperature is lowered because energy is needed to overcome

the interatomic forces. But because the concentration of He-3 ator¡s in

the dilute phase remains constant at 6.4% as the temÞerature is lowered

below 40 nK, the cooling process can be nade continuous b]r recirculating

the He-g atoms from the dilute phase to the pure He-3 liquid phase.

This is precisel!' what is done in a He-3/He-4 dilution refrigerator.

iI.3.c Theory of Operation of a Dllution Refrigerator

To describe the cooling that takes place when one nole of

He-3 crosses the phase boundar¡r isothermally, consider a rressel (mixing

chamber) containing the phase-separated He-3,/He-4 mixture in thermal

equilibrium at a temperature less than 0.1 K IFig.  ] [Ref. 11].

Since the upper phase is essentially pure He-s, the molar entropy

in this phase is the molar entropy of pure liquid He-3 (s3) which has

been shown experinentalÌ]¡ [Ref. 13] to be:

s3 = clRT (?)

Hhere cl is a constant equal to 2.'7 K-7, T is the mixing chanber
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temperature (in X) and R is the gas constant (i¡r J mol-1 .K-1). Because

in the dilute Þhase the He-4 is a Bose condensate (thrìs has zel.o

entrop],) the totaì entropl' in the lower phase (s¿) is just the entropl'

of the He-g "vapor" e¡hich has been theoretically IRef. 14] and

experinentall!' [Ref. 15] shown to be that of an ideal Ferni gas. Thus

the molar entropy in the dilute phase is gi\ren by the entropy of a Fermi

gas IRef. 16], which is:
,sr = 7t-RT (8)

¡

wi th
rr = r'2 lsol\',t (e)

etm.\ v/
where N is the nunbe¡ of He-3 atorns in the dilute phase, V is the volume

occupied bt, the He-3 atoms in the dilute phase (in 13), Tf is the Ferrnj

tenperature (in X) and ng is the effecti\¡e mass of a He-3 aton in the

dilute Þhase, which is 2.4 times [Ref. 1?] that of the He-g atom mass

(in ke). Because 6.4% of the dilute phase is occupied b]' He-3 atoms

then:

(i0)

where pHe-4 is the densitv of liquid He-4 (in kg r-3) and m4 is the

He-4 atoÌn mass (in kg) .

E\¡aluating IEq. 10], IEq. 9] and IEq. B] r.{e get:

Tr.= o.sz K (11)

and

sO = crRT

where c2 is a constant equal to 13.3 K-l.

If r,re now assume the mixing chambe¡ to be in thermal contact with a

i = , ,.,(:rc.¡
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heat ¡eser\¡oir at a temperature beìor,r 0.1 K, [Fig. 4] the amount of heat

(AQ) that can be withdraç.rn from the reservoir as one moìe of He-3 is

transferred fron the pure He-3 phase to the di.lute phase is:

Âa = TAs

= T(sd - sg)

= caRT2 ( 13 )

qthere ca.is a constant equal to 10.6 K-l

If N3 mo.les pe¡ second are transferred, the rate of heat extraction

ó (in r."-t ) t",
2

Q = caN3RT'. (i4)

[Eq. 14] appLies to the case in which He-3 is withdra$¿n from the

dilute phase and is not returned to the pure He-g phase. To nake the

ditution refrigerator continuous, the He-g atoms in the dilute phase

nust be renoved, cooled aÌìd returned to the pure He-3 phase. A neans of

doing this is shown in IFÍe, 5].

To reno\¡e the He-g atons fron the dilute phase, an unbroken column

of dilute He-3/He-4 is conducted from the lotr temperature region (T <

0.1 K) of the nixing chanber to a higher temperature region of -O'9 K

called the sti]]. At the temperature of the still, the r¡apor above the

dilute phase is verv rich in He-3 so that cotd He-3 gas can be removed

by pumps and then recompressed at roon temperature. The returning

He-g gas is then cooled to 4.2 K $,hen it passes through a tubular heat

exchanger in the separator that is in thermal contact with liquid

He-4. The He-g gas is cooled further and liquified when it passes

through a tubular heat exchanget' in the condense¡ that is in thermal

contact with liquid He-4 at 1.6 K. The liquid He-3 is thcn cooled to
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apÞroximatell¡ the mixing chanber tenperature when it tra\¡erses the

sti1l's tubular heat exchanger, the nain dilution heat exchanger and

sintered copper heat exchanger, a1l of which are in thermal contact $tith

the cold He-3/He-4 dilute phase leaving the mixing chamber. The phase

boundary is maintained in the mixing charnber by adiusting the anount of

He-3 in the system.

The rate of heat extraction from the mixing chamber when it is

operating continuously at a temperature below 0.1K can be ealculated

using [Eq. 14]. This represents the total heat that can be renoved from

the surroundings during the dilution process. If we now assume that

Na moles per sec of pure He-3 is entering the top of the tnixing chamber

at a tenperature Ti < 0.1 K and that the dil.ute phase is leaving the

bottom of the mixing chanber at a temperature T¡{c, then [Eq. 14] can be

¡er,¡ritten for the case of continuous dilution as follons:

Q = N. [h.(Ti) - hs(T*c)] + Qe

= "^*^*rt 
( rs )

't 't Mc

with:

(16)

0

whu"" iu is the external heat load (in J s-l) applied to the mixing

chanber. Ca is the molar specific heat of pure He-3 at constant

-1 - l
pressure (in J mol-'K') and h3 the nolar entholp]' of pure He--q (!n

J.mol ,.

As it is seen in tEq. 151, the total heat load Q that is being

T

fh.(r) = I ca(r')dr'
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dumped into the mixing chamber is a result of two distjnct processes.

The first term is due to the He-3 fluid stream whereas the second term,

Q", is the heat load on the nÍxing chamber from e\¡er}r other concei\¡able

source. This is referred to as the external heat load and could be from

the mixing chamber heater, or radiated heat from the heat shields [FiC.

5], or beam heating, or vibrations or any combination of these.

Llsing the experinentall]' [Ref. 18] determined Ca value for the

tenperature region below 0.1 K:

ca(T) = cnRr (1?)

in IEq. 16] vre get:

h3(T) = crRt2 (18)

where c4 and cU are constants equal to 2.7 K-7 and 1.35 K-1,

rêsnê^ti(rê1rr

Substituting [Eq. 18] into IEq. 15] we get the external heat load

the mixing chamber can handle, that is:
22

Q^ = C"N^RT- - c.N"RT- (19)-e Lì _r MC o .r i

Í,¡here c6 is a.constant equal to 11.95 K-1.

Setting Qu = 0 in [Eq. 19] gi\¡es the low temperature linit that can

be reached bt' tlìe nixing chamber. This is found to be:

TMC = 0.336 Ti (20)

It becones e\rider'ìt fron the abo\¡e equatlon that it is the heat

exchanger efficienc!' (which eventually determines Ti) that governs the

performance of the dilution refrigerator'.
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Il.3.d Dilutlon Refrigerator Bxternal [eat Load tinitatlon

l{hen a dilution refrigerator is used in an experiment to cool the

target material to milìiKel\'in temperatures. ir. is imperative that the

heat deposited in the target (mixing) chanber bI' the incident bean (as

it tra\rerses the FST), be below a heat load that is large enough to cause

a substantial rise in the nixing chamber temperature. If thls condition

is ¡ìoi satisfied, the excess heat load would cause the target materiat to

depolarize, by decreasing the target polarlzation decal¡ constant IEq. 6b].

It is seen then. that, the incident beam lntensitt' r,fill linìit the

magnitude of the polarization deca]' time.

Fol smal.l r¡alues of ó". ,nua is r,rhen Ti = T¡lC. LEq. 191 indicates

that Q^,y T--. If one then sepa|ates Q" into two terms:'e Mc

ó" = an . U"" (27)

where Qh is the mixitìg chamber heater Þower (heat load rate) and Qee the

power due to all other exte|na.i heat- sources. One can theÌì obtain the lìeat

leak from the exte¡nal sources. Qu", bV plolting Qn u" ,'.,,,a for vat ious
)va]ues of Qh and then determjning -Q"" from the Qh intetceÞL ai- f'MC = O.

Prior to the p-p elastic scattering exÊeriment, a nìixitìg chambe¡ power

test, such as the one described abor¡e was performed [Fig. 6] at a base

temperature (at Qn = 0) of 37 nK and it was determined that the residual

heat leak r,ras 4? .2 lttf .

During the p-p elastic scattering experinent, the nìixing chamber

temperature Hith beam loading eras t!'Þicallt' at 45 mK.1 From

IFie. 6], this tempe¡ature corresponded to an incident proton beam

lThe mixing chamber temperature Íras determined f¡om the conductance
of a call¡o¡r l'esistor ç'¡hich was located beneath the mixing chamber. lile
temperature r,Jas then ext¡acted fron a cal!bration tab.te.
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heat load rate on the target chamber of ZS.? Al{. Thus the total heat

load rate on the mixing chamber due to all of the external heat sources

was typical ly 72.9 ttt{.

The polarization decav ti¡¡e as calculated frorn [Eq. 6b] for a

tèmperature of 3? (45) mK r.ras 1990 (620) hrs. Thus, the I mK temperature

rise in the mixing chamber as produced by beam heating resulted in a 69%

¡eduction in the target polarization decay time.

II.4 The Frozen SplD Target Apparatus

The FST [Ref. 19] used in the Þ-p elastic scattering experiment eras

constructed at the TRIUMF cyclotron laboratory. The target sample was a

EHBA(CrV). chemical formula INa( (C2HS)zcooo2)Acrol IRef. z0], with a

concentration of o x 1019 molecules per ml . The above nixture was frozen

into beads of 1.5 mm diameter and stored 1n a liquid nitrogen (LN2) vessel.

The sample r,Jas chosen for lts high fractional nass of polarizable

protons and long spin-lattice relaxation tine. past experlence uslng

this type of sample [Ref. 21] has shown that p¡oton Þolarization vaÌues

as high as 0.9? can be reaqhed, previously shown only for propanediol

[Ref. 8]. It was also confirned [Ref. 22) that butano] relaxation tiÌnes

that are longer than the ones for propanediol [Ref. B] can be obtained.

The main components of the FST system consisted of:

(a) a He-3,/He-4 dllution refrigerator to obtain the milliKelvin

tenperatures desired for long target polarization decay times thus

"freezing" the proton spln orientation;

2Forned rehen conbining sodium dichronate and 2-etht'l-Z-
hydroxybutryic acid IEHBA] .
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(b) a microna\¡e source to polarize the target nuctei usjng the clt¡nanic

nuclear polarization method:

(c) a tnagnet assembl\t that alloked the ref¡igeratot' to operate in a

verl' homogeneous and strong nagnetic field during the polarizing

Þrocess and in a weaker holdlng field during the data taking period

of the experìment; and

(d) a NMR system to measure the target polarizatlon.

iI.4.a Procedure Used to Cool the Frozen Spin Target SacÞle

The follor,ring discussron refers to IFig. S]. The dilutio!t

refrjgerator comÞonents: separator, condenser, phenolic rod3, r,acuu¡r

chambeÌ', ta¡get basket and the \¡arious heat exchangers were aIl

constructed upon a center tube with diameter of tg nìm. t{ithin the sDace

of the centrial tube r.an two NMR cables and a mic¡owa\¡e guide r,rhich

continued to pass through the \tacuum chamber belor,r the still to the

mixing chamber. The mixing chamber comprised of three compartments: a

target basket constructed of 2 mrl copper wjth dimensions of 2 cm r..ride,

3.5 cm long and 5 cm high, and two \¡acuun chambe¡.s jocated above and

be.l or,J t¡te target basket [¡'ig. 71. The dilution refrigerator was mounted

on the FSl' suÞport structur.e and remained fixed throughout tlìe course of

the experiment. A- ct'lindricat cryostat IFig. 5] containing r_hree

racliatio¡r shields r{rithin its shell was nounted onto the FST support

structure in such way to enclose the dilution refrigerator components.

The crtrostat was ¡emoved to load and unl.oad the target mate¡ial .

SThe pheno.lLc ¡od had machined groo\res that fitted the components
of the maiì] dilution unit heat exchange¡.
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0n the dal, before the target loading, the space betr,reen the

radiation shields h'ithin the crt'ostat (which had not been rnounted yet)

was pumped on and the inner ca\¡ity space (space ar¡ailable for the

dilution refrigerator) was fiììed !,¡ith LN2. 0n the morning of the

target loading, the crl'ostat was repumped a¡ìd topped up with LN2. As

the cryostat inner walls continued to cool to LN2 temperatures (-77 K),

tl'ìe target basket sras prepared for the target loading. This involved

the submerging of the target basket in a LN2 filled cup. once the

temperatu¡e of the target basket had stabilj.zed, the LN2 fiIIed cup was

lowered to expose a 5 mm diameter hole located at the top of the target

basket. The ta¡get beads were then loaded inr:o the basket \¡ia a tlìin

wal,led funnel and tube, in a LN2 stream (i.e. spoonfuls of LN2 and

ta¡get beads). t{hen the target basket was fu]] of beads, the LN2

filled cup used to cool the target basket, was remo\¡ed and a pre*cooling

can was positionetl in suclì a t{av to enc.lose the dilution refrigerat-or

conponents. The pre-cooling can, r.¡hi ch was essentially a long dervar

f]ask, was filìed with LN2. During this LN2 pre-cooling peÌiod, the

liquid He-4 transfer line r,Jas installed and He14 gas that had been

stored at room tempel'ature in tanks beneath the pump frame was introduced

r{jthin the He-3 retu¡n llne to flush awa¡t anl' air that naSr hatre been

trapped. After the temperature of the diÌution refrigerator components

had stabilized, the pre-cooling can was renoved from underneath the

di.lution refrigerator, the LN2 h'lthlr) the cryostat inne¡ ca\¡ity space

was removed and the crl'ostat was mounted onto the FST support structure.

0nce the crI'ostat was insta.Lled, the He-4 gas f 1or,{ r{ithin the He-3 Iine

was stopped and the He-3 space (space beth'een cr]'ostat inner wall and
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dilution refrigerator) was pumped on to renove any remaining tNZ and

air. The separator was pumped on and liquid He-4 transfer comnenced

v,hen the pressure in the He-g space r,Jas reduced enough to use a

diffusion pump. Once the separator temperature began to decrease, the

condenser was pumped on and the condenser valr¡e r,ras opened. As the

liquid He-4 level $¡ithin the condenser lncreased (monitored bl¡ a

superconductive wire), an automatic condenser val\re controller was

acti\¡ated to maintain the desired operating Ie\¡ef . t4lhen the separator

and condenser ¡eached a temperature colder than the mixing chamber

temperature (-17 Rl, a mixture of He-3/He-4 gas that had been stored at

rooJn tentperature beneath the pump frante was introduced into the He_g

return line. The gas nixture was then circurated (path through dirution
refrigerator is indicated bt'a solid line in tFig. 5l) h'hen the Vl and

He-g bypass rralr¡es were opened. Once the entire He-g,/He-4 gas inventorl,

was condensed power was supplied to the stitl heater. The heat shields
jn the meantine we¡e also cooled by conduction from the bottom plate of

the condenser and cold He-4 gas tlìat vJas pumped out of the separator.

As the separator and condenser approached their operating temperatufes

4.2 and 1.6 K. the circulating gas mixture reduced the mixing chamber

tenperature fron 7? to 1,6 K. Note though, that it was bt, pumping on

the Ijquid He-4 that enabled the co¡rclenser to be lowe|ed below the

liquid He-4 boiline temperature of 4.2 K- To lower the mixing chamber

temperature below 1.6 R, the circulat!ng gas path was changed by

c.losing the He-3 bypass rralrre and opening the He-3 rralrre. such that it
noH entered the stiì1 tubulat' heat exchanger and main djlution heat
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exchaÌìger' By continulng to circulate the He-3./He-4 gas mixture, fl¡e
mjxing chamber was cooled to the phase seÞaration point, r,Jhere it began

to operate in dilution mode. A ninimum mixing chamber temperature rsas

attained by naking smart adjustments to the He-g/He-4 gas ffor.J rate.
It took eight hours to cool the nixing chamber tenperature from ??

to 1.6 K and an additional four hours to achieve an operating

ternperature of -4s mK. A t¡'picat coor down cur.\'e for the di_rution

refrigerator when operating in dilution node is illustrated in IFig. 8].

II.4.b Procedure Used to Attain and llaintain the Frozen Spln Target
SaEple polarization

To poÌar.!ze the dilution refrigeratorrs target sample, a nagnet

assembly consisting of a room tempel'ature coil (aborrs) and supe!,con duc t i ng

solenoid (belolv) was raised such that the target basket (chamber) was

located at the center of the s rìpe rconduct I ng solenoid IFig. 9a]. The

nixing chamber was warmed to 1.6 K b]' stopping the He-3/He_4 circulation
and letti.ng the .efrigerator come to egui.r.ibrium with the condenser

tenpelatul'e. The superconducting solenoid ¡¡as then turned on to produce

a field of 2.55 T wìth homogeneity of j S x 1O*5 T o\¡er a volume of
100 cm3 (the solenoid homogeneit¡, specifications were verified using NMR

probes). At this temperature the area under the NMR absorption curt¡e

was neasured to caljbrate the NùtR sl¡stem (to be discussed in the

followjng section). The target sample was then cooled to _ ct.1K and

then polarized b¡r ¡¡g d]'namic nuclear polarization method by irradiation
with njcrowarre photons of energ¡r appropriate to obtain the desired

ta.get sÞin orientat-ion. pora¡ization wourd then take pl.ace at a

temperature estinated at 0.2 or 0.3 K. A polarization cur\re typical for
the experiÌ¡ìent is il.lustrated jn IFig. 1O].
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point "a" the
refrigerator began to operate in di.lution node (-1 K)-
.4t po!nt "b". a flot.: restriction r¡aÌr¡e was closed b\¡ a
quarter turn. This enabled the refrigerator to
stabilize at -45 mK after 2 houfs.
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.After approximately four hours of polarizing the microera\res were

"turned" off and the refrigerator was allowed to cool to *45 rnK. The

room tenperature coil r,¿as energized with a current of 500 A and the

entire magnet assembly r,Jas positloned such that the target chamber

Location was in the middle of the gap between superconductlng solenoid

and roon temperature coit IFig. 9b]. The target polarization was

maintained in a holding field of 0.25? T.

The holding field v¡as monitored using tero Hall probes placed at

fixed locations in the space between the room temperature coil and the

superconductlng solenoid. -An original requirement was that the holding

field be stable to +1 part in a thousand or to +0.25 mT.

IL5 Nuclear llagnetlc Resonance

When a proton is placed in a static external nagnetic field

80. the proton's nagnetic monent U and hence the spin precess about

the nagnetic fleld with an angular frequency of

o0 = 7Bo (22\

whele

U = Tfts (23)

regardless of the angle betB,een U and 80. In the above equation, BO is

the magnitude of the external rnagnetic field, Tl is Planckrs constant and

T is the proton gt'romagnetic ratio. The \talue of o0 is called the

Larmor precession frequency of the proton in the static nagnetic field

Bo.

Consider nogr a sJrsten composed entirel\r of protons. In the

presence of the static external magnetie fiefO io = n$, tne Hamiftonian

for the interaction between each Þroton magnetic monent and the field



B^ is siven as

H = *¡¡.tì

= -7ótsosz

(2^\

where

s, = ls.Î I . (2b)

Because protons are spin 1/2 particles, Sz has two allor,¡ed values: -7/2

and 7/2. lncorÞorating these two possible Sz values in [Eq. 24] we see

that the protons in the system can occupl' one of two energy states | - >

or l* >, depending on the value of S" [r'ig. 11al. A transition from

one proton spin state to the other can be pr:oduced by either enission ot

absorptjon of a photon of energ¡' ãcoo, whlch is equal to the separation

energy between the two spin states [¡'ig. 11bj. Because ihe amount of

ene¡gv that must be absorþecì bit a single ploton in the l+ > spin staie

to undefgo the upward transition to the l- > spin state is ároaì, the

relative populations of the th,o spin states can be determined f¡om the

amount of energ]¡ the systen can absorb, at frequenc¡r r"r0. (Note that the

protons in the !+ > spin state must be eïcited to the l- > sÞin stal.e,

in order to perform the polarization measurenent).

Since it is more realistic to represent the energ5r le\rel states

in IFig. 11aj with a finite width (this finite width arises from rhe

proton spin-spin coìlisions within the system which limits tlìe l!fetinìe

of a given spin state), the sanìple proton polarization is related to

the area unde} the sampì.e energ¡' absorption curve for electromagnetic

ir¡adiatjon that is scanned about the proton Larmor precessj.o¡t frequenc¡'

(ù0 [!jg. 11c]. The frequencl' scanning is necessary to ensure that most
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of the protons occupying the | + ¡ state have at one time or another har¡e

absorbed a quantum of energy wjth the appropriate frequency to undergo

the upward transition to the l- > state. The NMR st'stem uses this

principle to produce a signal that is propot'tional to the sanple

polarizatio¡1.

II 5.a Theoretical Consideration of the ìHR Polarlzation I'leasurelent

When a NMR system is used to measure the proton poÌarization of a

given sample, the proton depolarization is achieved b]'a coit that is

enbedded in the sample [Fig. ?]. Let us once agaj.n consider the

prerriously described proton s!¡stem wlth the addition that the nor{

embedded coil is perpendicular to the static external magnetic fiefa iO.

When a current flows in the coil, a magnetic fiefd i, w!11 be produced

r,\'ììose direction is along the coil's longitudinal axis and is

perpendicular to the fietd iO. The net effect of this field wiJ 1 be to

introduce an additiona.l torque, causing the proton magnetic moment

\¡ectors (which we¡e originall]' aligned with and precessing about the

magnetic fieid B0) to precess about the total field B = BO + 81 at some

angle ç{ith respect to their previous alignme¡ìts. Because t-he nagnitude

of the nagnetic field B, is osclìlating in tine h'ith angula| frequency

ú), the total field i precesses aUout iO r,rith angular f¡equenct, ro. When

the resonance condition û) = úJO is met, the precession of the total field
B and the proton spins will be in phase, and radio frequenc¡' (rf) energy

t¡il.l be strongly absorbed by the sanìple; this is expressed below as

rf por,rer abso¡ption = -il'oi'' (46)
ãT'

where M is the sample magnetization of the proton system, gi\¡en as



l2'7 |

+n+
M = 1 I ui

V i=1

with n being the nurnber of protons in the volume V of sanple and

Ui being the indi\¡ldual proton rnagnetic moment.

As rf energSr is absorbed bl' the sample at resonance o = oO.

changes in the sample magnetization and hence the sample polarization

will occur as a result of proton depolarizations. The NMR svsten

detects these charìges in the sample magnetization by measuring the

sanìple nagnetic susceptibitity X(û)), which foÌ s¡nall rf excitation is

M = Y{(.l) ts.

wllere

Yl¿rl = vrlr,lì - iv"l¿ìl

Since the amourjt of rf eneì'gy absorbed by the sanÞle at resonance

ú) = oc) is proportional to the sanple pola!'ization and since the

relationship IRef. 23] between rf ene¡gy absorptiot.t and x(úJ) is

rf power absorption = zB2x" (r¡)
I

tììe NMR sl¡sten uses the absorpti\¡e term of the sampìe magnetic

susceÞtibility, X" (o) , to perforn the polarization measurement. Because

not all of the protons see the sane nagnetic field due to differing

local magnetic envj.rûnments within the sample, the rf of the embedded

coi.l is scanned about the proton Larnor precession frequencl' and the

term X" (úr) is averaged over all the scanned frequencìes. Thus. tlìe

target polarizatjon (P) is proportional to

(28 |

(29 )

lí{nì
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The direct absolute calibration of IEq. 31], which is the NMIì

polarization signaJ., requires knowìedge of geonetrical factors, the gain

of \tarious amplifiers, etc. This difficult¡r is evs¡se¡e b¡t go¡p¿"int

the rf energy absorbed with the samÞle highl]¡ po]arized to the energy

absorbed when the proton sÞin system is in therrnal equilibrium at the

temperatu¡e of a helium bath. 'l'hus,

P = E. PTE

with

f
,
I x" {t¡) do

J
cl

E =.

v¡here E is the enhancement in the NMR po.larization signal over the

ther¡nal equ!librium signal and PTE is the thernal equilibriurn

polaÌ.ization given b!' [!ìq. 1a]. Duling the course of the p-Þ elasiic

scattering experiment, proton polarizations as high as B4% were measured

wlth the NI1R s¡rs¡s¡.

iI 5.b Ðifficulties iD Using the Nuclear llagnetic Resonance SysteE to
Detertsine the FST Polarlzation

It was pointed out in the introduction that the target polarization

must be knoR'Ìl to an abso.lute accu¡acy of !2%, if the A\¡\,f 9) parameter

is to be measured to +0.03 (absolute). SI'stematic errors i.n the



NÀlR svstem a¡i se from:

(a) de\¡iation from Iinearitt' of the NMR signal with target

polarization;

(1.) non-uniformitl' of the pola¡ization o\¡er the target \¡olume, which

could arise from the inhonogeneities in the microwave irradiation:
(c) NMR s¡¡stem sampling of different parts of the target with unequal

r,reight, indicating a polarization that is different from the

a\rerage r¡alue of the sample; and

(d) thermonìeter calibration near 1K when the NMR s¡¡stem was calibrated

¡rith the TE method.

These erro¡s limited the NMR [Ref. 19] st'sten used in the AUu(0)

experiment to attain an absoìute calibration of no better than + 4%

lRef . 1l.

Because of tlìe abo\¡e uncertainr_l' in the ta¡get polarization, an

independent absoìute measurement of tlìe !'ST polarization was reguired to

calibrate the NMR system. Tl¡is Has done by performing a p-p elastic

scattering expe¡inrent at an enet'gy ancì angìe where the p-p analt'zing

po}ter is accuratell' known.

The main concern fol. the renainder of this thesis wjll be the p-p

eLastic scattering experiment, whose appat'atus is discussed in the

f o.l lowing chapter.

A list of the frozen spin target opet'ating parameters is tatìul.ated

in ITable 1].
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' [Table 1]

operating Parameters of Frozen Spin larget

Target voìume 35 cm3
(5 cm high, 2 cn eride and 3.5 cm thick)

Target sample l-Butanol beads
Bead diameter 1.5 j 0.3 nm

EHBA concentration 6 x 1019 rnolecules/nl
Operating temperature (typically) 

^ 45 + 5 mK

Flow rate of circulated helium gas" 1.53 + 0.02 !/min
Mixing chamber external heat load rate 72.9 lJW

Holding field 0.257 T

Holding field reproducibility j 0.25 mT

Polarizing field 2.55 T

Polarizing field homogeneity j5 x 1o-s T

Positive polarization microf,¡ave flequenc¡, 70.550 j 0.002 GHz

Negati\¡e polarization microwave frequenc¡t 77-o2o ! 0.002 GHz

The|maì equilibliun magnetic field 2.54 1
Thermal equi I Íbriu,n tenperature 1 .6 R

opening angle Horizonta.l + 93'
Vertical + 11', -8'

4Estimated concentration to be 40% He-4 and 60% He-3 gas, at STP



CHAPTER I I I

EXPBRIIIENTAI APPÄR.ATUS

III.1 Introductlon

The experinent $¡as carried out at the TRIUMF cl¡ctotron laboratorlt

in the proton haì1, via beaml.ines 4A and 4A/2 r.¡ith an expe¡imental

la¡r6¡¡ u" il.lustrated in IFig. 12].

The unpolarized p¡imar!' proton beam energl' r{as nonitored by a beam

energl¡ monitor (BÈM) system consisting of two six e.lement range counte¡s

placed behind the forwa|d + 1?' (]ab) arns of the primar¡' proton beam

polal'imeter. Because the prinar¡r beam h,as unpolarized the beam

polal'imeter çr'a s used fn the exper.iment for intensity monitoting pu¡poses

on.l \' .

Tht: secondarl' proton beam (which had a polarization vertical to the

scattering plane) r,Jas produced when the incident protons were

elastically scattered frorn a liquid hydrogen 1LH2) or graphite (c)

target (dufins the Auu(0) expe¡iment, the above targets were replaced

with a liquid deuterium target to produce the secondary neutron beam).

The LH2 target was used when the erperiment was perforned using 497 Me\¡

protons and tìle C target ç{as used when using 512 MeV protons. Producing

the secondarlt p¡oton bean in this e¡al¡, allowed the proton bean jncident

on the FST to be comparable j.n iniensity ¡9 ¡¡" neutron beam used in the

Aur,(o) exÞerinent.

The secondary proton beam was coLlimated through a 3.3? m long iron

and lead col.ìimator and emerged at the 9'(]ab) po¡r. whe¡eas the

pÌima¡l' proton beam was dumped into a steel beam stop that h'as inserted

.!n the 0" (lab) collimator Lìort. The secondar¡, proton beam polarization
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t{as rotated by 90" (into the horizontal.) when the beam travelled axiallV

tlìrough a superconducting solenoid nagnet at the exit of the collimator.

This was doìte to ensure that the observed scattering asymmetrlr was due

to the l'ST polarization onl¡, Isee OhaÞter IV]. .A ti¡ne-of-fliCht (I.OF)

sltstem consisting of two scintillators placed as far apart as possible

$¡as used to select the protons incident on the FST. The ctipole magnet

"cl!¡de" was used to correct the soìenoid magnetic field deflectiÒns of

the secondarv beam protons. The djpole magnet ',Bonnie,, was used to

steer the secondary proton bean so as to illuninate the \¡ertical extent

of the target cell in three consecutive steps. Tn'o horjzontal drift

chanbers with active areas of 8 cm b¡' 8 cm were or-iginally set up

upstrean of the FST to estimate the position where the protons impinged

on the FST via track reconstructiolì. But, because of the non-lineat

proton trajectories between the tvro dÌ.ift chambers, only the horizontal.

dÌift chambet nearest to the FST was used for FST image reconstruction

Isee section 1V.2.a.4ì.

1'he scattered and recoil p¡otons originating in the ¡'Sì s¡ere

detected !!ì coincideìlce in tk'o left-right synmetric detection sI,stems.

Uhich allowed fjrst o¡der cancellation of systematic errors arjsing frorn

differences in left aùd t'ight scattet'ing ang-les, soÌid angles arrd

detection efficiencies. Each detection system fo¡ scattered protons at

24" (lab)5 consisted of two functionallt, distinct s¡,s¡s¡. supported bl' a

boom: a ToF sl¡stem for deterninj.ng proton velocity consisting of a TOF

5Thur" u"" the nominal scatterinq angles
the detect-o¡ sI'stems were Flaced on the floor
holding field deflections Isee Tabte 111.

During the exper j. ment:
ai angles ad.justed for the
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start scintillator close to the FST and a TOF stop scintillator placed

2.934 n away, and four delay line chanbers for track reconstruction of

which three had an acti\¡e area of 5g cm by sB cm and one (the first one)

of 30 cm b¡' 30 cn. Each detection system for the coincident recoil

protons at 61' (lab)6 consisted of thro elenents: a delay line chanber

of actir¡e area 5B cm by 58 cm supplied x- and y- coordinates for the

recoil proton track reconstruction fron the FST scattering center and a

large charged particle scintillator (of dinensions 10s cm high bt' g6.g cm

wide) functioning as a TOF stop scintillator for the recoil proton TOF.

The scattered proton ToF start scintltlator was used as the time

refepence. A scintitlator with a 10 cm blr 18 cn rectangular hole was

located near the FST to veto recoil protons that had scattered from the

¡'ST crvostat shell.

III.2 Prirary Proto! Bea!

II:12.a Bear Transport

-After extraction fron the s¡rgle¡¡e¡, the proton beam bends out of

the main cyclotron nagnet and tral¡el.s along beamline 4V [Fig. 19]. The

"combination magnet", 4VCM, adjusts the magnetic field in this region

so that the extracted protons are directed dof,Jn the beanline. The

quadrupole magnet triplet 4VQ1, 4VQ2 and 4VQg then focuses the bean at a

point inside the bending magnet, 4V81, which directs the proton beam

along beaml ine 44.

6Th"a* u"" the nomjnal scattering angles
the detector sl¡stems ¡,Jere placed on the fìoot'
holding field deflections Isee Tab]e 1Sl.

During the exÞe r ì ment
at angles adjusted for the
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lJue to the presence of stray magnetic fields (fron! the cyclotron),

the stee!'ing magnet 4\ISM1 was used to keep the extracted beam "on axis".

Tlre beanl transport along ìreamline 4A was monito¡ed by remotely

inserting various beam profile monitors (44M3, 4AM4 and 4A s) and the

beam was kept on axis b¡r adjusting the beam with se\¡eral vertical and

horizontal steering magnets (4AsM2 and 4AsMg). The beam was focussed bl'

using the quadrupole magnet doublets (4.4Q4-4AQs and 4AQ6-44Q7).

The bending nagnet, 4482, rr'as turned off to allow the primarl'

Þ¡oton beam to be dumped into the 0' (laìl) collimato| port and to extract

tbe secondary proton bean with nininal magnetic field deflections.

I I i .2. b BeaB Energy and Intensity llonitoring

The proton beam energ¡' monitoring systen was located within the 1.5

m diamete¡ simon Fraser Llni\¡erslty (SFU) scattering chamber'. The pÌimary

Þroton bean energl' stability was monitored throughout the experineni by

a system conìposed of a twin detector assembll' {set svmmetricall\t about

the beam axis) rriewing a kaÞton foil located 6.32 m upstream from the

LHz (or C) secondary beanì production target center. The primarl' pt'oton

beam energy was neasured by obserrring the p-Þ elastic scattering

coincident events fron the kapton foil at l1?' (tab) and determining

the proton stopping distribution in a range counter assembly.

Tlìe beari ene¡glt monitor (BEM) sensitivitt¡ to changes in beam energlt

$as + 35 keV lRef. 24ì for a beam of 5Cl0 Àfev. 1'he tsgM's could not

determine the absolute beam energ¡, because of tl¡e no¡ì-negligible

uncertaintl' in the range-eneÌg!' relations.

.4 coincidence r.ras achieved Hhen tìÌe scattered proton ffas detected
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in the left7 (right) t?" llab) prinart¡ Þroton bean polarimeter arn and

tire recoil p¡oton ç{as detected in the right (left) 68.9" (Iab) recoiì
detector [Fig. laa]. The choice of angles was deternined b¡, ¡¡u
naximum of the p-p anal!'zing power Curve at 500 MeV.

Each of the pola¡imeter forward arms consisted of: trÌo

scintillatot's (41 , A2) for the polarineier telescope, a copper degrade¡

and six scintillators (counters), B1 through 86, that had copper plates

sand¡:iched betr'¿een then. counter B, was reduced in area to minirnize the
loss of p¡otons from the range telescope due to multiple scattering.

'I'he scintillator A2 rlas rotated bt' 68" tab to make the potarimeter

insensiti\¡e [Ref. 25] to mino¡ shifts (j Z mm) in the beam

centrojd. The recrril detectors consisted of a single scintillator, Ag.

'lhe range counter assenbl¡r coincidetìce requirement for a particle

stoppjng in counter Bi r,¡a s (A1.Az.AB.B1 ...8i). The coincidences were

electronjcall]' sca.led as {A1..42.AC.81 ),(.A1 . A2 . AS . B 
1 

. 82 ) , . . . ,

(41 42 .43.81 ...86) [Fig. 1s] and the number of protons stopping in the

couìtter tsi ç{ere deter.mjned bl, taking the difference bett'-een successi\¡e

scaler's (using software ) .

'l'he proton beam intensity was determined using the ìeft and ¡ight
pola¡imetel' arns and knoç{ledge of the p_p djfferentiaÌ cross section,
polarimeter target thjckness and solid ang]e.

?L"ft 1. with respecr to an observer
Þroton beam djrection, positjoned at the

ìooking along the pr jrna ry
kaÞl.în i"argei- IFig. 14a I .



(a) Plan view of polarimeters and bean energy monitor apÞaratus

Prlmary Prolon Beam proton potar¡meler
Beam Energy
Monltor Targel

(b) Beam energl¡ monitor detai.ls for a single polarmeter arm.

lFi s. 141

Schematic of the BEM-Po I ar i,neter apparatus.
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The po]arineter accidental coincidence rate reas deternined

[FiS. 15] by delat¡ing the scattered ptoton counter (Ar, Ar) signals bt, a

sjngle beam burst (43.5 ns) with respect to the recoil counter (Ag)

signal s.

During the course of the experinent the primarv proton beam cur¡ent
yJas maintained at 110-140 nA $¡hich corresponds to a beam intensitlr of

(6.9 - 8.S) x 1011 particles,/sec. The corresponding secondary beam

intensit\¡ was (3.8 - 4.8) x 106 particles/sec. At these bean

intensitjes, it reguired on the average n!nety minutes of data

collection to attain 1orj,000 p-Þ coincident events on tape tbat had

taken place within the ¡-ST.

The specjficatjon-e of the polarimeter-tsllM assemb.l.!¡ are tabulated in

ITab]e 2l.

1I i .3 Secondary Proton Bear

III.3.a Bean Production

The etperinent was performed using two different primarl' proton

beam energies of 49? and 512 MeV. This corresponded to a secondaty

proton beam energ!¡ of 469 and 501 Me\¡ at the FST cente!'. The second Þ-Þ

elast,ic scattering expe|lnìent was not per.formed at 49? MeV due to the

use of a different secondarl' proton bean Þroduction target. The target

change r,Jas introduced to reduce the target changing or¡er pe¡iod between

the A],1¡ experiment and the second p-p elastic scattering experiment,

thus allowing mo¡e tine for data coì.l.ection.

Llsing a primary p¡oton beam energy of 49? IfeV, the seconda¡y proton

beanl was produced b\¡ elastic scattering from a LHZ iat'get. 1'he target

contained LH2 at a tenìperature of 1?.1 l( a¡.j a pressure of l6tì.2 kpa.
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ITab]e 2l

Operating Parameters of Polarlmeter - Beam Energy Monitor Assembly

Kapton target thlckness

Beam energy monl tor :

81 counter distance from kapton
Number of count ers
Thickness of count e r s
Thj.ckness of Cu separators
Counter size: B1

Ba-Bo
Main degrader thickness: using

using

Polarimeter telescope :

Number of counters
Counter A2 size
Counter A2 distance from kapton
Counter A2 solid angìe
Counter A2 poìar angle range
Counter A2 azinuthal angÌe tange
Counter A2 centrial angl e
Counter A2 rotation angl e

Recoi ì detector:

Counter A3 size
Counter .49 distance from kapton
Counter Ag solid angle
Counter .43 polar angìe range
Counter A-g azimuthal angle range
Counter A3 central angl e

4 .7'7 5 ne/ cn2

target 104.8 cm
6
1cn
1mm
SmnbySnn
1cm b¡t ! s¡

LHz p¡oduction target 143.4 mnì

C production target 151.0 mm

targell

2

1 cm by 2.5 cn
'7 7 .4'7 cn
0.16 msr
+ 0.37"
+ 1.26"
1?"
6B "

2 cn by 1cm
20 .32 cm

4.84 nsr
+ 1.41"
+ 3.00
68.9"
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byThe target chanìber r,ras 19.? cm long (target thickness of 1.39 g/cm2)

50.8 mm in diameter, with walls of 0.25 mm stainl.ess steel and end

windows of 0.051 nm. When in operation the target was separated from

the cyclotron r¡acuum by 0.13 mm stainless steel windo$rs.

When the experinent was perforrned using 512 MeV primary protons,

the secondary proton beam r,ras provided vja 12c(p,p) scattering. the

target consisted of 5 discs of graphite each of 50.80 mn diameter r,rith

thickness of 1.65 mm. The discs were spaced 50.80 mm center to center

to give an overall length of 20.49 cm and thickness !.4g g/cn2.

IIi.3.b Bea¡ Colli;atlon

The secondar¡' proton bean used in the p-p elastj.c scattèrj.ng

exÞeriment emerged at 9' (Iab) to the p!'imarl' beam direction th¡ough a

3.37 n .long colìinator assemb.ly IFig. 12] .

The coll.inato¡ was constructed of steel pipes that s¡ere r,¡elded to a

steel frame filled E'ith lead. The pipes were built in two sections.

TIle doHnstream section was 1.5 m long and 12.8 cm iÌì dianìeter while the

upstrean section measured 1.8 m long and 10.2 cm in diameter (the

downstl.eam section diameter was deliberatel¡r ¡¡u¿" larger tlìan the

upstream section diameter to reduce radiation at the secondary beam

production target location). Unused ports r,lere shut Hitlì steel pìugs.

In the 9" (la'o") collimator port, rectangular apertures were cut into the

collimator steel inserts, of which the upstream (downstrèam) pipe

section contained 6(5), ranging f¡om 39.1 nm horizontal bt¡ 18.6 mnì

vertical upstream to 46.1 mm hor.izontal b¡r 32.2 nm \¡ertical downstream.

The distance beth,een the center of the LHz (o¡ C) target and the

entrance and exit of the collimator was 2.92 m and ô.29 m respectively.
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A second collinato¡ was placed in the dipole magnet ,,Clyde,,, to

eliminate protons that had undergone murtipre scattering from the r,Jarrs

of the inner structure of the s uperconduct j. ng solenoid nagnet (to be

discussed in the next section) and upstream collimator vJalls. The

secondary coÌlimator consisted of lead bricks that r,rere stacked into a

61 cm ]ong space to form a 51.3 cm wide by S2.O mm highg aÞerture and

r.¡ere positioned 1.8 m doÍJnstream ft'onì the nain collimator 9" (ìab) port

exit.

III.3. c Bean Polarlzation Rotation

Since the ptimary Þroton beam is unpolarized and the secondarl,

proton bean is produced bl' elastic scattering, the secondarl¡ beam

polarization (PB) can be expressed by [Ref. 26]:

PB = A],(o) (34)

where .AO(0) js the analyzing power.. The beam polarization rvas positjve
(i.e. \,ertjcal to the lncident beam direction and pointing up) sjnce

A-y(0) > 0 and the protons scattered to the Jeft. Using [Ref. B]

([Ref. 2?]), IEq. 34] and 0 = 9" (1ab), pB was determined to be 0.41

(0.24) for a primary beam energy of 49? (s12) MeV, r,¡hich corresponded to

an energy of 493 (S10) MeV at the center of the LH2 (C) target.

A superconducting solenold magnet IFlg. 1Z] r{ith 0.26 m bore length

and 2.104 T.m integrated field strength capabilitt¡ was used to precess the

\¡ertj.cal proton polarization bt' 90. (clockwise) into the horizontal

plane.

BThis value was quoted as 50.8 ¡rm in fRef. 241, but the r¡alue usedin the text- was the resuìt of an August 13, 1986 surve¡¡ perfotnìed byD¡. C. Davi s.
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ConserVation of parity IRef. 26] then ensures that the beam polar.ization

has no influence on the observed FST left-¡ight scattering asymmetrl,.

The superconducting solenoid specifications at,e tabulated in ITable

31. the upstream end of the solenoid was located 16 cm from the 9"

(lab) collimator port exit, and the downstream end was 4.? cm from the

uÞstream face of the dipole magnet ,,Clyde". Because the rnagnetic fielrl
of "Clyde" extended into the solenoid's field and vice Versa, a net

force r.rould be exerted on the solenoid's coils. To minimize this

effect, a 0.95 cm tlÌick soft iron field clamp was butlt on to the

solenoid support structure. The reduction in the tail of the solenojd

magnetic field distribution IFig. 16] at the location of the field
clamps (+ 3? cm) is cleartl' \'isible. The field clamp consisted of four

Pectangular plates. The tç\,o side plates had dimensions of 22.g6 cm b¡r

72.39 crn, luhet'eas the front and back plates had dimensions of 22.86 cm

bI¡ 54.1 cm. A hole of radius 2.96 cm rdas centered itì both the front and

back plates to ensure the passage of the secondar¡r proton beam. The

field cìamp hole ¡adius was or¡ersized bl' 0.92 cm to minimize secondaly

beam multiple scattering when entering and exiting the solenoid.

The solenoid lntegrated field strength necessary to rotate the

seconda¡y proton bean polarization by 90. r,ras calculated from IRef. 28]:

/n.or = 7r ñc (pc) 1

2 h"z ¡ [,p
(35)

whe¡e mc2 is the rest mass of the proton (in I\feV), pc is the proton

nonìentum at the solenoid center (in MeV), {rc is planckrs consr-ant times

the speed of light (in MeV.n) and lrp is the proton nagnetic monent (in
_1

MeV.T ') .



lTable 3l

superconducting solenoid Specifications

Cryostat:

Max. overall length
Max. d i ame ter
Max. o\¡erall height
Room tenp. bore tube diameter
Bore I ength
Max. I iqui d helium volume
Useful I iqui d he.liun volune
Max.,/usef ul liquid nit¡ogen volume
Liquid helÍun boil off9 rate
Liquid nltrogen boil off9 rate

Magnet:

Max. central f ield
Current for nax. central fleld
Honogene i tlt

Persistence ( nominal )

Inductance
Stored energy at full field
Sr,li tch heater current
Switch heater resistance
Time to energlze nagnet

68. 2 cm

48 .8 cm

97.0 cm
5.08 cm

26.0 cm
15.8 litres
8.5 I itres
10.4 litres
4.Z%/hr
3 . 3%/hr

?.0 T

54.8 A

: 5% of centra] field ove¡
18 c,n axis (-9 cm to + 9 cm)
l part in 104 /hr
23.25 H

35 kJ
50-60 mA

100 Q

0. ?5 hrs

9When solenoid was in persistent node
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According to the solenoid specifications IRef. Z9], a central

nagnetic field of ? T is obtained at a persistent mode current of S4.8 A

and the /n.Of = 2.104 T.m. The persistent node current (in A) required

to produce a /n al necessary to perforn a 90. rotation in beam

polarization is given b], the relation

The corresponding central axial magnetic field (in T) is determlned from

in.ar
_ x 54.8
2.1o4

/n. al

2.1o4

(36)

(s? )

Dufing the 497 (512) MeV data collection period of the experiment

(which corresponded to an secondary beam energ¡r of 4?g (506) MeV at the

superconducting solenoid center) the solenoid was oÞerated [Ref. gO] at

a persistent mode current of 51 .? (53.8) A and central axial magnetic

field of 6.6 (6.8) T. The tine required to place the solenoid in

persistent mode from lts room temÞerature state took between 2-g lìours

depending on the number of tines the solenoid quenched.

A field mapping of the superconducting solenoid when operating in a

persistent mode current of 53.8 A was perforrned by ¡sj¡g an alignment

laser (directed along the solenoid axis) and a 1o T axial-field HalÌ

probe. .As the probe scanned along the axis of the solenoid, as

indicated b!' the laser, measurements were nade over regions for which

the field was 0.01 T or more. The central field was at ô.8 T and the

results of the field mapping are illustrated in Ifig. 16]. The spln

precession angle for 506 MeV protons (energ¡' of protons at solenojd when

using a 512 MeV primary p¡oton bean) was found to be Bg.B" + 1.9..
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IIi.3.d Bea.n Steering

l|lhen the secondarl' proton beam tì'avelled axialll, through the

superconducting solenoid a 0.06' horizontal deflection (ô0o5") was

observed at the FsT (ô0o5" was determined from two "un"10, 
one with the

superconducting solenol.d on and one with it off, then obserrrlng the

shift in the proton traiectories at the FST location). This inplied a

0.1" de\¡fation between the solenoid magnetic axis and the beam central

axis. The soìenoid misalignnent angle 0" was determined from the

foì low!ng egua t i on :

ôOob" = g x sines x (/ts dg)solenoid (3s)

whele ô0o¡" 1s the deflection angle observed at the FST due to the

solenoid onJ.¡,, q is the charge of the proto!t {in coul . ) and p 1s the

known proton momentun at the FST. center ( in kg. m . s-11 .

The dipole magnet "Clyde" was used as a horizontal steering magnet

to correct the secondar\¡ beam proton trajectories from the deflectio¡r

that they had obtained from the sol.elìoid misal.ignment.

Because the ve¡tical dimension of the seCondar]' proton beam was

snal.ler than the \¡erticaL dimension of the target cell, the diÞoìe

magnet "Bonnie" r,Jas operated as a verticaÌ steering nagnet to direct the

beam to illuminate different \tertical sections of the target cell

During the course of the experimetìt the magnetic field of "Bonnie"

was changed at the start of each run, to illumillate a different

1oTh" dutu collection period required to fill a single nagnetic
tape s¡ith info¡mation concernitrg ^100.000 p-p scattering events at tbe
!'-s1 i s ref erred to as a run .
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vertical sectlon of the target cell. Three separate consecutive runs

were taken to illuminate the entire target cell.

The DAC settings and corresponding total deflection anglesll for

the dipole magnets "clyde" and "Bonnle" are tabulated in [Table 4] and

[Table 5] respectively. The DAC unit was a digital control of the

magnet current, whose settlng could be rnanually ad.justed. A DAC

setting of 0.01 for the dipole nagnet "Bonnie" ("Clyde") corresponded to

a IBx'dz {.fnr,'az) of o.oo24 (o'0033) T'm

III.3.e Tl¡e of Flight

The experiment determined the target polarization fron the obserr¡ed

scattering asymmetry and known analyzlng power for p-p elastic

scattering. Because the secondar!¡ bean was contaninated with lower and

higher energy particles that had resulted from p-p inelastic scattering

and reactions in the secondary beam production target, a ToF system was

set up upstream of the FST [Fig. 12] to isolate the protons of

interest Isee section IV.2.a.1].

The ToF systern, raith speciflcations tabulated in ITab]e 61, was

set uÞ such that the start and stop sclntillators had a naxinu¡n possible

separation. This ensured maximum peak separation in the ToF spectrum.

Each start and stop scintillator was attached to a single

photomuìtlpller tube via a light guide that contained four optical

llHow the total deflection angle was calculated
misa.lignment and dipole magnetic deflections wi.ll be
following chapter.

from the solenoid
discussed in the
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D.AC Setti ngs of "Clyde"

[Table 4]

and Corresponding Total Deflection Angles

DAC Setting Seconda¡y Beam
Produc t i on

Target

/BU'dz

(r'm)

Horizontal Deflectlon
Angl e

( in degr ees )

o.02
0.03

0.04

0 . 0066
0.0099
0 . 0099
0.0132

0 .o24
0.03?
0.035
0.049

LH?
LH2
c

LH2

lTable sl

DAC Settings of "Bonnie" and Correspond.ing 1'otal Ðefl.ection Angles

n^n qÞtt ì no Secondary Beam
Production

Target

lB* dz

(T m)

Vert i c a.l Deflection
Ánolo

(in degre e s )

0.1)0
0.01
0.0112
0.02
0.0s
o . 0512
0.0?
0. 10
0.1012
0.11
0. 15

c
c
C

LH2
c
c

LHz
c
c

LH2
LH2

0 . 0000
0.0024

-o .oo24
0.0048
0.0120

-0.0120
0.0168
0.0240

-o . 0240
0.0264
0.0360

0.000
0 .024

-0.023
0.051
0_121

-0 . 121
o .777
o.243

-o.244
o .2't 9
0.380

12The polarity of "Bonnie" was interchanged



lTabl e 6l

Secondarlr Proton Beam ToF system Specifications

Start scintillator:

Material
t1¡i dth

Thickness
Distance from FST center
D i s tar'ìce from collinator
Distance from solenoid field clamp
Ligbt guide strip length
Light guide rod: Length

Inr)e!' two striÞ thickness
Outer

Stotì scintil.lator:

Material
t{idrh
Height
Thi ckness
Distance fron FST cent e r
Light gujde strip length
Light guide rod: Length

Inne¡ tr,¡ô stri Þ tlìickness
0uter

Pilot-u scintillator
4cm
2.8 cn
0.08 cm

648.2 cÍr
7.8 cm

8.2 cm
5cm
5cm
0.8 cm
0.6 cnì

Pi lot-u scintillator
6 cm
4.cm
0.08 cm

4'l .7 cn
5 cm

2cn
1.2 cm

0.8 crn
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strips r{ith the same length. tn each case, signals fÌom the

photomultiÞlieÌ tube wer.e fed into a time to digital con\¡erte¡ (TDC)

using a constant fraction discriminator (CFD). The TOF was determined

from the difference in the TDC outputs. A schematic diagran of the

photonultiplier tube signals to the TDC, for either sta¡t or stop

scintillator, is illustt'ated in [¡'ie. 1Z] .

tsecause the CFÐ comes up often in the expetimental electronic

diagrams the reason for using this type of pulse discrinination wilt be

exÞlained here.

When charged particle interacts with the scintillation detector,

the output pulse signal fron the photomuli-iplier tube ì)as an anplitude

that is related to the energlr deÞosjted bJ' the pa¡ticle in the dei,ector.

A discrinrinatoÌ. is used to select pulses thar- correspond to Þarticle

energies that are of inte¡est. Two conmon discriminatoÌ's are of the

iìltegral. and d!fferentlal t¡,¡ìs [!ig, 1S]. Tlìe integ¡al discrimlnator

ser\res to pass pulses that har¡e an input pulse height greate¡ than the

"thresho.id bias". The differential disct'iminator however', yieÌds an

output pulse only if the pulse fatls between prescribed upper and lower

"th¡eshold" levels. The difftcultl,' in using such discriminators arises

from the reÌati\¡e timing deÞendence of the output pulse on the amplitude

of the inÞut pulse. This is illustrated jn IFÌg. 19] for the case of an

integral discriminator.

lmproved tining resolution is achierred with a constant fractjon

discriminator that is insensitive to the input pulse amplitude. The C!.iJ

functjons with the following prjtìciple ifig. 2Cì 1 . Suppose a 20% t¡aciional

triggering ìer¡ei is used. The detector anode current putse (input pulse) is

first attenuated to 20% of its initiaì amplitude. The !nput pulse is also
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Schematic diagìam of electronics for ej.the¡ start or stop
scinti.llator signals. The 50 ns indication in the CFD
corresponds to the width of the output pulse. The ADC
abbreviation is used for the analog to digital converter
nodule.
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delaygd bt, a time interval . t.ì, and inve¡ted. The dela1, time t3 is

chose¡ such that the 209.; Þhase point on the detayed and inr¡erted pulse

lines up r,rith the naxinun amplitude of the attenuated pulse. These tr,Jo

pul.ses are then added to produce the bipolar constant fractiot) timing

pulse. As can be seen, the attenuated putse exactlt¡ cancels the delayed

and inverted pulse at the 209ts Þhase point on the delat'ed pulse. A

trigger circuit, which js enabled by the current gate signal, is

arranged to trigger an output pulse at the zero-crossing point of the

bipolar pulse. This corresponds to sensing the atri\¡al of the same

fraction of charge (i.e. 20%) regardless of the input pulse amplitucle,

foÌ input pulses of the same shape.

IlL3.f FST Itrage Reconstruction

Cìf the two ho¡i.zontal drift chambers, located ô?.2 cm aÌìd 915,6 cm

upstream of the FST [Fig. 12], only ¡¡g drift chamber nearest to the ¡'ST

was used to depict the FST inìage. see lsection IV.Z.a.4l for nore

details. The chambers were chosen for their high rate capabilities,

'l'he inte¡nal construction of the dÌÌft chambe¡ [Ref. g1] consisted

of four wire planes and five cathode foi]s. Each wire plane was

posit!oned at the nidÞoint between ad.jacent cathode foils [Éig. 21a].

Tr.¡o of the fou¡ wire planes were used to pro\¡ide the horizontal position

readout and the other. two r\,e¡e used for vertical position readout. Each

r.rire plane consisted of sixteen pairs of alternating anode and cathode

$iles tllar- had an adjacent anode and cathode wire spacing of S rRn. The

cathode and anode wires r\'ere nade of 2 nil diameter Au-Be-Cu (nostly

coppet') and -!/2 mil diameter gold plated tungsteì! wires !.especti\¡e.il¡.

Ihe active area of each drift chamber was I cm b\' ¿t cm.
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The space betr,¡een the cathode foils contained a gas whose

composition vJas 70% argon and 30% isobutane. The separation distance

betr,Jeen folls gras 6.4 mm.

f{hen a charged particle travels through the drift chamber IFig. 21b]

it liberates electrons and positive ions as a result of the argon gas

ionization. The electrons begin to accelerate toward the anode wire

undeÌ the influence of the el.ectric field, and after a time -10-11 sec

the¡r ¡g¿ç¡ an approxlmately constant dÌift velocity (typicalty 4 cm,/ps

[Ref. 31]). The magnitude of the drift velocity witl depend on the

electric field and pressure of the gas. As the electrons continue to

travel through the gas the¡r ¡a¡11 begin to spread out due to dj.ffusio¡t,

tnu.ltipìe scattering and secondary ionization. once a singa.i that the

particle has passed is receir¡ed, the drift chambet, theÌì neasures the

spatial posltion of an ionizing particle from the electroÌì d¡ift times

for the anode wires that are struck [Ref. 3A].

The nain drjft chamber gas component is argon chosen for its high

specific ionization, targe nultiplication (the additional charge

released due to secondary ionization) at a relati\rely low r,,orking

\¡oltage, and its low cost. Because the photons that are emitted in the

deexcltation of excited argon atoms (which had been jnitialll¡ excited

via electron collisions) can Þhoto-emit erectrons fron the cathode, the

gas isobutane r.ras added. This gas can absorb photons o\¡er a wide range

of energies (since excited isobutane molecules ha\re many rotational and

'ibrational energy le'ers) and then deexcite through eìastic corrisions

or dissociate into sinpler molecules.

Because it is desirable for the field to be uniforn in the drift
space, so that the horizontal or \¡ertical spatjal position of the
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particle varies Iinearly vrith time, the field shaplng cathode wires are

lncorporated in the wire plane.

To discrimlnate on which side of the struck anode eri¡e the particle

passed, there was a 2.5 mm (half of anode wlre spacing) offset between

two adjacent wire planes.

The operating voltage was set at -1 .52 kV. A list of the materia.ls

the sesondary proton beam passed through as it travelled thr.ough the

drift chanber is tabulated tn [Table ?].

IiI.4 The FÌozetr spitr Target

The FST has been discussed in some detail in the previous chapter;

only topics relevant to the analysis wi.ll be present belor,r.

III.4.a ¡¡gnetlc Eoldfng Field

During the data collection period of the experiment, the target

sampl.e e¡as maintained at a mixing chamber tenperature of 45 (+ S)13 nX

and in a holding field of 0.25? T. This ensured average polarlzation

decay times (-650 hrs) that were in excess of the experinental data

taklng period (-21 hrs). The holding fiel.d direction throughout the

exÞerinent was \Tertical to the secondarlr beam centra.l axis and pointed

up. Various field maps were made of the vertical conponent of the

target holding field as a function of distance from the center of the

tat'get during the "Test of Charge Symmetry Breaking', experlement, using

properly calibrated Hall probes. These field naps, which were taken at a

distance of 3.81 , 2.54, O, -2.54 and -4.S? cm abor¡e and below the target

--Considerjng only statistical fluctuations. If the ca¡bon
resistor calibration is taken into account as welt, the uncertainty
becones + 10 mK.
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[Table 7]

Horizontal Drift Chamber Material in the Secondary proton Beam path

Material Thickness
(cm¡

Description

Aluminized m]¡1ar
Isobutane/argon
Aluminized nylar
I s obu tane,/argon
Aluminized mlrlar
I sobu tane./argo n
Aluninized mt'l ar
I s obu tane,/a rgon
A.luninized mylar

0.0002s
0.64
0.00025
0.64
0.00025
0.64
0.00025
0.64
0.00025

Cathode f oil
Ðrift chamber
Cathode foi I
Drlft chambe r
Cathode f oil
Drlft chambe r
Cathode f oi.l
Drift chanbe r
Cathode foi l

gas
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ceIl, were used to correct the incident, scatte!'ed and recoil protôn

trajectories for the deflection that thelt had undergone in the presence

of the hoìdine field. The holdlng field deflection angìes fo¡ the above

field naps are tabulated in ITab]e Bl. How these deflection angles were

calculated will be discussed in the following chapter. A sample plot of

the \rertical component of the holdine field as a function of radial

distance from the FsT in the horizontal beam plane is illustrated in

IFis. 221 .

III.4.b Target Support Structure

To minimize background and multiple scattering, the insu]ation and

support structure naterial used in the construction of the ¡'ST was kept

to a nirìi¡ìum. Ts:o 50 cn3 \'acuuflì spaces tF'ig. ?] above and be.lor,r the

taÌget celi wele also incorporated to keep as nuch unra'anted material out

of the Ao,r(0) experimeni neutron bean as possible, to reduce backg¡ound

ilr that experiment. A ]ist of the ¡'ST mai:eria.I around tìle target cell

is tabulated in ITable 9'l.

X-ray radjog¡aÌ¡hs were taken of the Fsl' target cefÌ before the

data col.lection periocl of the experiment. the resu.iis of these

radiographs are tabulated in ITab]e 101.

III.5 scattered and Recoil Proton Detection systeEs

III.5.a Introduction

To deternine the target po.larization from the experinental data

criteria had to be met. l'irst, the secondary beam pl'otons had to be

a specific energ]' or momentum and second, the protons had t-o scattef

eìasticaìì¡r from the !'ST protons. A p-p scatte!'i¡lg e\tent is elastic

two

of
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ITab1e

Frozen Spin Target Holding

Bl

Field Deflection -Angles

Verti cal Position

(cm¡

Secondary Beam
Production

Target

Horizontal Deflection
Angle 14

(in degrees )

3.81

2 .54

0.00

-t q¿

-4.51

0.694
0.66?
0.680
0.654
0.666
0.640
0.675
0.649
0. ?05
0.678

LHz
c

LH2
c

LH2
c

LHz
c

LH2
C

14Thu abo,.," deflection angles were calculated using the secondary
proton beam energy at the FST centet. This coÌrespo¡ìded to 469(501) MeV
when uslng LH2 (C) as a secondary beanr production target.
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di fferent coordinate sca.les.
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lTable 9l

Frozen Spin Target Material in the Secondarv Ploton Beam Path

Material15 Thickness
(cm)

Description

1-butanol

Liquid hel ium

Copper
Llquid heliun
stainless s tee.I
Copper
Myl ar
Coppe¡
MyIar

Mltlar
Aluminum

1 .916

1 .916

0.0054
0.2?9016
o .0127
0.00?6
0.0006
0.0076
0.0032
0.00?6
0.0095
0 . 1016

Target mater i aL
(60% packing fraction)
Refrigerant f luid
(40% packing fraction )

Target ce 1l thickness
Refrigerant f luid
Inner vacuum \res sel
Inner heart shield
Insulation
Mlddle heat shield
Insulatiou
outer heat shield
Insulation
Outer \¡acuun \res se I

15¿Il of the materials are arranged j.n a concentric geometrl' around
the FSÎ.

16B"auu"" the talget cell is rectangular and the inne¡ \tessel is
circular. the abo\¡e thickness will change depetlding on the path taken b5'

the scattered or recoil proton.



lTable 101

X-ral¡ Radiograph Results of Frozen Spin Target

Ðescription

0ffset

Longitudinatl? Horizontal18
(nrm) (mm )

Cr¡r65¡u¡ location with respect to
so.lenoid inner wal !
Cr¡r65¡ua location with respect to

Ta¡get cell Ìocation with respect to
cr!'ostat outer {.va I I
Target cell location with respect to
pivot post

1?The tongitudinal axis is along the central beam axis and positive
downstream the FsÎ.

18Thu ho"i"ontal axis is ho¡izontal to the central beam axis and is
positiVe to the left of an obsert,er looking downstream from the FST.
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when kinetic ene¡gy is conserved in the p-p interaction.

In the experiment, the p-p elastic scattering e\rents h,ere detected

in coincidence in two independent scattered and recoil proton detector

systens. Tr.Jo synmetric detector systens h'ere set up left and right of the

beam central axis [Fig. 23]. This aided in the first order cancellations

of systematic errors arising from differences in detecto¡ efficiency,

scatterlng angles and solid angles. The four detectors provided

infornation from which kinetic energy, momentun, scattering angle and

azÍmuthal angles were deternined, r"¡hich r,¿as suffj.clent informatÍon to

identif¡' p-p elastic scattering el'ents fron the follor,Jing kinematic

constraints:

(a) energy sun;

(b) transverse momentum sun;

(c) opening angìe and

( d ) coplanarity angle .

A1I of the above four constraints r,¡it1 be described in some detail in

the following chapter.

Fo¡ future reference, the experinental coordinate s¡7sten is defined

here as: a left event has the scattered proton to the right of the

incident beam centraf axis (looking downstream of the FST) and the

recoil proton to the left, a right event has the ninror symmetric

definition IFic. 23]. The z-axis is defined as Þositive, downstneanr of

the FST, along the secondary beam central axis. The x-axis intersects

the target in the horizontal ptane and is defined positive on the left
hand side of an observer looking downstream f¡om the FST. The y-axis is

\¡ertical to the x-z plane and is defined poslti\¡e abo\¡e the plane. The



\ scattereo

---\etector
proton
tR ¡ght event I

Secondary Proton
beam axis

Recoil proton
detector lRight event I

lFis.23l

Experinental coordinate s!'stem definitions as viewed
fron abor¡e. Note that positive lr-axis comes out of
the di agram.
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ph¡¡sical detector angles are defined positive when the proton scatters
to the left of the positirre z-axis.

The two recoil and scattered proton detectors wete placed at + 61"

(Ia¡)19 and 1 24" (Iab)19, respecti\¡ely. At these angtes the p-p

ana15r2j¡g power is accurately knor{,n to + 1.S% [Ref. O].

III.5.b Seattered p¡ototr DetectloD Apparatus

TIìe scattered proton detection system consisted of a TOF s],stem

that r,ras used to determine the scattered proton energy or momentum, and

four delay-li'e chambers (DLc) ça'hich were ptaced bet$¡een the two ToF

scintillators to record horizontal and 'ertical coordinar-es for track
Ìeconstruction. The apparatus mentio!ìed above was mounted on a rj.gid
boom that was pivoted just below the FST center. This enabled th¿.

entire detection sVStem to be rotated to whatever angle was reguired

without having to re-align the detector contponents. The detector arrays

r,¡ere also used by the Ayv(e) experinent. Details of the apparatus afong

the detector boom are tisted in lTable lt].

I I1.5. b. t TiEe of Fltght

The T0F start scintillator, with specifications listed in ITab.le

121 has two photomultipìier tubes attached to the scintillator; one

.located at the top and one at the bottom. Each Þhotomultiplier tube was

attached to the ToF scintillatot' \,ia light guides that contained six
opt!cal strips of equa.l Iength. The ToF stop scintilratop consisr_ed of

19Th""u are the nominal scatterjng angles. During the experinentthe scattered (recoil) F¡oton detector s!,stenrs we¡e pìaceti on the floorat angles adjusted fo!' the holding field deflections Isee tab]es t1 and151.



Positions of s cat te red

lTabIe 111

Proton Detection Apparatus Along Boom

I tem teft E\¡ent
(mm )

Distance2o

Right El'ent
(mm)

ToF start scintillator
ÐLC 1

DLC 2

DLC 3
Dtc 4

ÀE scintill.ator'
ToF stop scintillator

Phys j ca I detector angle2l

FoÌ'LH2 target run
For C talget run

410.0
616.3

1669.3
2831 .5
2999.5
3139.0
3444.O

-25.28"
-25.35'

410.0
607.3

1671 . 3
2B2B ,7
2992 .7
313?.0
3444 . O

22 .62'
22 .60"

20-qll diatunaus are given as the distance from the center of the FST

to the center plane of the listed item and erere measured to wÍthin 11.0
mm.

21The boom" were aligned to these angles to take Ínto account tlle
holding field defiections of the scattered pÌ'otots. Tiìe angles we!'e
neasured to within + 0.05' (absolute scale).



ITab]e 121

Scattered Proton Detection System ToF Start Scintillator Dimensions

Mate¡ial
l,lidth

Thickness
Light guide strip length
Light guide rod: Length

lnner four strip width

. ..22 outer two strj P raidth
uverat.L .L engrn
Photonìultiplier tube shielding I ength

Pilot-u scintillator
1?.5 cm

1?.5 cnì
0 .08 cm

1? cn
5cm
3cn
2. ?5 cm
131 cn
35 cn

22lncludes both photomultiplier tubes and light guirìes
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one large scintillator sheet of dimensions 6?.0 cm r{ide by 69.0 cm high

and thickness 6.4 mm. The TOF stoÞ scintillator }¡as viewed b!, four
photonultiplier tubes: tç{o located at the top and two at t}ìe base. In

each case, signals from the photomultiplier tubes r{ere fed into a TDc

via a CFD. The associated scintillator TDC's were averaged and the TOF

determined f¡om the difference between averaged roF start and stop TDc

signals. Because of the TOF stop scintillators large dimensions. the

tining signals had a position dependent correction Isee section iV.2.b.2].
.A sinìplified schenatic diagram of the scatte¡ed proton detectoÌ,

sl'sten electronics is illustrated in IFig. 2a]. The aE scintirrato. had

dinensions of 6?.0 cm wide by 65.0 cm high and a thjckness of 6.4 mn.

III. 5. b. 2 Track Reconstruction

The scatte¡ed p¡oton t.acr( was .econst¡ucr-ed f.on hit coordinates
jn fou¡ DLC's each capable of reco}ding \¡erticaì and horizontal

coordinates. The DLC's, which are multir,Jire proportional chanbe¡s

(M¡IPC) [Ref. 31], rvere choser'ì for their high detection effi.ciencr¡ (> 9o%)

of lonizing pa¡tjc.les.

Tììe reconstruction of the scattered proton track had a two*fold

inìportance:

(a) the p¡oton scattering angle could be dete¡mined; and

(b) the proton kinettc ene¡gy or momentum cou.lri be detetnined fron

the TOF, since the reconstructed proton track could be used to

determine the pt oton path.

The first of the four DLC's in each scattered proton detectjon

s]'stern had a¡ì acti\¡e area of g0 cn by g0 cm, wltereas the l'emaining

three had an active a¡'ea of S8.O cÍì by 59.0 cn. It was not necessar\Ì



Start scintillãtor

ÀE

Sc¡nt¡llator

lFi s. 2al

Scattered proton detector e-Iectronics



for the first DLc to have a ìarge acti\¡e area since the solid angìe

projected to an area at the first DLC well with.in the 30 cm b]¡ 30 cm

â..t i rrê rêoi ôn

The following discussion will appl¡r to the 58.c1 cm bl' õ8.0 cm DLcrs

but a similar description can be used fo¡ the 30 cm bV 30 cm ÐLc's.

Each DLC IFig. 25a] consisted of two cathode planes and one anode wire

pìane that was sandwiched irì betr,r'een. The cathode pìanes consisted of

copper'-ml'lar' laminate strips that had a separation of 0.5 mrn The

coppel strips we¡e 3.5 mm wide and 20 iJ.m thick. The anode wire plane

contained 291 \'ertically running t{ires that had a separation of 2 mm anri

were at a + 4550 V potentiat (the first DLC ope¡ated at + 360cì V). The

copper strips of the cathòde planes ran horizontaìly 1¡ on" p.lane and

\¡erticall!¡ i.rì the other, eaclì ran perpendicular t-o their respective

delat' line, to whiclì each cathode pìane was capacitativelt, coul-ìled.

A de.lay line is a tlansmission Line that aliows the spatial

position of a particle to be determined fron the difference in arril'aì

times of the signa.ls at the two ends of the line It"ig. 2ô]. The t!,ro

delay lines on each chamber were mounted on the \rertical and horizontal

frames of tlìe chamber and had a p!'opagation of approximateltr 23 ,t"r"*,

The space bet|een the cathode planes contained "magic" gas whose

conposition was 30eó isobutane, 30% a mixture of 1% fÌeon in argon and

40% a¡gon bubbled thÌough methylat. The gas f lor4 rate was 65 cm3,/min

(the first DLc had a gas rate of 90 cm3.hin). 1'his was sufficient to

counter'-bal.ance the electrostatic attraction bett{een the anode and

cathode planes. The separation dlstance bett¡een cathode planes $ras

maintained at 6 mm.



Pârlicle lrâieclorY

Anode wire ÞlAne

(a) Schematic of delay-line chamber section.

Dr¡fting
electrons

cathode (0v)

Anode (+4450ì

Cåthode l0V )

(b) Principle of operation of a delat'-line chamber

lFie.2sl

The delay-Iine chamber.
Diagrams are not to scale
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.4s the charged particle traveled through the DtC IFig. 25b] a track

of ionization was Left in the gas. The resulting electrons are

then collected at the anode $rires, disturbing the potential temporarill'.

An image of the disturbance appears on the cathode plane strips and

gi\¡es an eÌectrical signal that tra\¡els atong the delay-line,

indicating that the particle has passed. Each anode wire in the DLc

then operated as an individual proportional counter. As the electrons

mo\ted to¡Jards the anode v¡ire unde¡ the influence of the large electric

fie.ld their accele!'ation was large enough to cause secondary ionization

near the wire, ¡ret small enough so that the output anode wire signal was

stjll propoÌtional to the number of Þrimarst ion pairs.

As for the drift chamber, the nain gas conìponents of the Mt{Pc are

argon and isobutane. Because the dissociated products of the isobutane

can recombine to form solid or liquid residues (i.e. polyme¡izes) that

can build up on the cathode planes and cause serious distol'tions of the

electric field in the chambe¡, the gas methl'lal (which is

non-poIltmerizing) was added. Ionized nìethylal molecules, which have an

ionization potential lower than that of the other gas components, were

formed through ion exchange and 9,¿el'e ç\,hat eventualll' reached the cathode

plane. Freon, which is a nolecule wìth a large electron affinity, was

also added to capture secondar¡r electrons (i.e. Þreventing arralanching) .

When a scattered proton travels through the DLC the ionization

electrons collect at the anode wires f¡om either side of the wires,

this implies that the coordinate h'ith cathode striÞs parallel to the
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anode wires wil.ì have a I'esolutionz3 of just the anode r,Jire spacing + 1

mm. The coordinate with cathode stl'ips perpendiculat' to the anode wires

wl|l ha\¡e a resolution2lì of * o.? mm. A ]ist of the DLc cathode strip
geometr!' with respect to the anode wire direction is tabulated in ITabte

r1ìl

The DLC coordinate non-linearities were corrected from calibration

tabìes that relate ti¡ìe dela¡' ¡s absolute coordinate position. Tlìese

tables were constructed prio¡ to the "Test of Charge S]rmmetry Breaking,'

IRef. 33, 34] expel.iment and were obtained in the follor,fing fashj.on.

The calibration of the coordinate with cathode strip Þaralle.ì to the

anode wire. referred to in this discussion as the horizontaì coordinate.

can be made by histogramming the time difference spect¡a of the

horizontaì delav line TIIC's. Individual anode h,ires can be

distinguished as sharp peaks, thus the characteristic "picket fence"

signature. A calibration table can tiìen be constructed from the number

of p6¿¡" !n the histogram and known peak (anode wire) seÞaration. The

vel't!cal coordinate calibt.atiotì is somera'hat more conÞlicated since no

"picket fence" spectrum exists. This arises from the fact that the anodrr

wires run \¡ertical.ll', the horizontal spectra are thetì discrete whe¡eas

the \¡ertical spectra are continuous. The vertical coordinates of each

DLC were calibrated by using the following scheme: the second and

foulth DLC were rotated b]' 90" so that their r¡ertically run!ìing anode

nires were nor,r running horizontalìy. This al.l.owed the vertica.l

(horizontal) coo¡dinates in the first (second) and third (fourth) DLc to

23Hoç' the DL(.

follorf ine chalìter .

resolutlon was determiued will be discussed in the



lTable 131

DLC Cathode Strip Geometr!' with Respect to Anode f,iire Direction

DLC Identification .. ,^x coordlnate- _ -. 2^
I' COO rd l nate - -

Left event:

DLC 1

Dtc 2

DLC 3
DLC 4

DLC25

Right event:

DLC 1

DLC 2

DLC 3
DI,C 4

DLC25

perpendicular
parallel
paral.lel
parallel
para l lel

pePpendicular
palallel
paral.Ìe1
parallel
paral I e.l

parallel
perpendicular
perpendicular
perpendicular
perpendicular

pa¡a.llel
perpendicul.ar
perpendicular
perpendicula¡
perpendicular

24Coordinates are defined similarly to the experinental coordinate
s!¡stem with exception that Ìt is with respect to an obserlrer facing the
DLCrs positioned at the FST center.

25Th"r" are the DLC's used in the recoil proton detectol systelrìs.
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be callbrated by using the alÌead¡, callbrated ,,picket fence,, spectra of

the neighboring DLC's. The ra¡' tracing between each pair of "picket

fence" coordinate DLC,s then allowed the non-ìinearities of the

delay-lines in the "non-Þicket fence', coordinates to be mapped. This

shoççed the deviations from linearity are on the o¡der of 11 mm o'er the

length of the delay lines [Ref. 04]. The indl\¡idual TÐC modules were

calibrated electronically prior to the ,,Test of Charge SymmetrS¡ Breaking,,

IRef. 33, 34] experiment.

In each DLC four BNC inputs were provided for pulser injection near

each end of each delal¡ line, ç{ith a separation of 552.S {j 0.?) mnì.

These inputs nere coupled directly to 1.6 mm wide copper strips whÍch

were in tu¡'n coupled capacitive.lv to the cathode p-Lane. These pulser

ficlucials wel'e crucial for prorriding a check on the coordinate calibration.
The naterials which the scatte¡ed proton had to pass througlì as it
travelleri th¡ough the DLC are listed in ITable 14].

III.5.c Recoil Proton Detection Apparatus

The recoil ljroton detection s¡rs¡e¡ consisted of a TOF stop

scintillator used to determine the recoil proton nonentum or energy, a

single DLC placed just in front of the TOF stop scintilÌator to pro\¡ide

coordinates for track reconstructi.on and a veto scintil.lator located near

the FSî to veto recoil charged particles that had scattered fron the

cryostat shell. The DLc and stop scintillator were mounted just ln front

of the Ar,r,(0) experinent's neutron detection array IRef. O3] which consisted
of tr,r'o stacks (second stack p.laced behind first) of seven scintillator
bals each having dinensions 150 n¡n thick bt¡ 1b0 mm high by 1050 mm long.

The neutrotì detectioÌì ar¡ay çvas oÌl a movable ftame that allowed the



ITable

Delay Line chamber Material in

14l

the Scattered Proton Path

Material Thickness

Aluminized n¡¡l ar
I'lagi c gas26
Ì'f!'l a r
Copper cathode strip
Magic gas
Tungsten anode wi re
Magic gas
Coppe¡ cathode s tÌ'i p

Magic gas
Aluninized nylar

25 Um

14-2O mm

25 pm

20 pm

6mm
20 pm

6 nìm

20 Bm

25 Bm
14-20 mm

25 pm

26_.tne tnì cKness or
the bu]gr.ng of the outeI

is listed as 14-20 nm because
DLC's.

the magi c
foil s of

gas
the

of
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detecto¡ to be positioned at any radial djstance and angle (i{ith respect

to scattered proton detector Þlvot) without the need to re-a1ign the

individual detector conponents. During the AUU(6) experiment the DLC

rvas moved aside via a linear bearing roller system. Details of the

recoil proton detector apparatus with components relevant to the p-p

elastic scattering experiment are tabulated in ITable 1S].

I I I .5. c. 1 Tiìe of Flight

The ToF system used the scattered proton TOF start scintillator as

the time reference. The TOF stop scintillator, also used in the Ar,r,(0)

experinìent as a charged particle veto scinr-illato¡, consisted of thÌee

\terticalll' r'unning scintillator sheets that gave an or¡erall dimension of

1086 mm t!'ide bI¡ 1050 mm high. Each scintillator sheet had a thickness

of 6.4 Íìm and width of lì68 mn. The central sheet o\¡erlapped the two

outer sheets blt I mnì on eacìr side. 1n the p-p elastic scatteì'ing

experiment only the central sheet was included in the recoll protcn

electl'orìic trigger, that is, onl]' the ceûtral sheet functioned as a TO!'

stop scintillato¡. Each scintillator sheet r,ras viewed bl¡ two

photonultiplieÌ tubes; one located at the top and one at tlìe bottom. In

each case, signals r,¡ere fed into a TDC \ria a CFD. The TDC signals fron

above and below each sclntillator sheet wer.e ar¡eraged and the TOF was

deternined from the difference betreeen the average start and stop TDC

signals witl! the appropriate timlng considerations, which ar'ose from the

fact that the start signals did not originate at the FST center and the

scattered protoìr electronic trigger (to be discussed in next section)

was also involved. A simplifled schenatic diagram of the recoil proton

deteCtor sltstenì e.leCtronics for the Componet!ts re.1e\ra!tt to the p-p

e.lastic scattering eiperiment is illust¡ated in IFig. 2?].
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lTable 1sl

PÒsltions of Recoil Proton Detection Apparatus

I tem

Distance2?

Left Event Right Event

LHZ runs C runs LHZ runs C runs

(mm) (mm)

Veto scintillator 410.0 410.0 410.0 410.0
DLC 2394.6 2409.7 2408.4 2397.4
TOF stoD scintillator 2?19.0 2?33.5 2?30.0 2',179.O
Phvsjcai detector ang1g28 5g.5' 59.5" -62.5" -62.5'

27411 diaaunaes are girren as the distance from the center of the FsT
to the center of the listed item and were measured to t{itiìin + 1.0 nm.

ZBThe "neutron arral"' was aligned to these ang]es to take into
account the holding field deflectÍons of the necoil protons. The angles
were neasured to within + 0.05o (absolute scale).
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lFis.2?l
Recoi 1 proton detector electronics.
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III.5. c. 2 Track Reconstruction

The recoil proton track was constructed using the following scheme:

the origln of the track was the point where the ray traced scattered

pÌoton track intersected the x equal to zero plane at the FST. The ÐLC

that was mounted on the recoil proton detector supplied the second

coordinates. The two overlapping regions (each 9 mm wide) on the ToF

stop scintillator and the knor,/n widths of the neutron detector

scintil.lator bars provided sufficient infornation to align the ÐLC on

the ¡ecoil proton detector (using software).

Ill.5.c.3 Veto Scintillator

To elininate protons that had undergone scattering from the FST

crt'ostat shell, a \¡eto scintillator (ç\,ith a rectangula¡ hole) was placed

betr,t'een the FST and recoiì proton detector. The \¡eto scintillator was

set 410 mm fron the FST center and was included in the recoil proton

electronic trigger. The specifications of the veto scintilìator are

tabulated in ITabìe 16] .

III.6 Trigger Logic

A sinplified diagram of the electronic trÍgger system used in the

experiment is illustrated in IFtg. 28]. The scattered proton latch

(SPL) is triggered when the scattered proton TOF stat't (b), AD

scintillator (c) and TOF stop scintillator (d) all fire, thus

signifyj¡g that a particle has been detected by the scattered proton

detector systerì . The SPL then conmences to start the TDCS and ADC gate

strobing. If the coincident recoil proton detector e.l.ectronjcs (SPL

reset inhibit in diagram) does not inliilrit the SPL reset, the SPL



lTabte 1ôl

Recoil Proton Veto Scintillator Dimensions

Material
Scintillator thickness
o\¡eraì I tei d th (scintillator)
Ho 1e width
overal I height (scintillator)
Hole he I ght
Light guide strip length
Number of strips
L.i gh t guide rod: Length.

Inner four strip width
Outer two strip width

Or¡eral ì t ength2I

Pi lot-u scintillator
0.32 cm
1ô cm

10 cm
25 cm

18 cm
25 cm

6
10 cnì
3cm
2cn
91 cm

29lncludes both photomultiplier tubes and light guides.
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reLeases itself, the ADC and TDCS are cleared and it retut'ns to its

waiting state. If on the other hand the SpL reset is inhibited, which

requires a signal from the recoil proton iatch (RpL) to arrive witlìin

100 ns of the SPL, the e\rent is processed by the computer as the

electronics waits (common inhÍbit in diagram), the conputer reset is

triggered, both ADC's and TDC's are cleared and the latch returns to its

waiting state after being cleared by the conpute¡. The RpL ls triggered

when both the scattered proton ToF sta¡t scintillator (b) and recoil

proton ToF stop scintillator (ce!ìtral sheet) (a) fire, provided there is

no recoil proton veto scintillator signal .

lILT Data Collection and On-line Xonitoring

Whene\¡eì' a latch was set, the signals from the detector conìponeut

electronics were interfaced to a Data General ECLIpSE cornputer s!'stem

\¡la three C.A.lylAC crates. The computer then, b!' using the DACS data

acguisitlon Þ¡ogran, stored the data on tape at 1600 b.p.i. and ptovided

the on-line monitoring of the data.

Tlìe information from the CA¡{AC crates was divided into eight e\rent

types, r,rith each e\rent type occupying a single tape block that had a

maximum J.ength of 1024 16-bit words. A summar¡' of the eight event tt¡pes

is made in [Table 1?]. For tyÞe 2 events, that is p-p coincident e\¡ents

observed b5' both recoil and sCattered proton detectors, the

identificat!on of the left (right) events was made bt¡ setting the least

significant (next higher) bit within a digital coincidence I'egister

(DCR) unit. The DCR bit map is tabulated in [Table 1B].

The time it took to collect the 100,000 e\¡ents on taÞe varied

fron one to two hours depending on the prinary beam current. Evert¡ tape
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ITable

E\rent Type

1?l

Sumnary

Event Tl'pe Description30

Contained infornation for scalers 1-60.
The data r,¿as ¡ead as clock events every 5
seconds.

contained all the DcR bit, ADc, TDc and
wire chanbe¡ infornation for a given p-p
coincident event.

Thi s eVent tt'pe was used in the .4.,.,( 0 )
experjment for the neutron beam plðfile
monitor and polarineter e\rents.

Contained information concerning all the
LeCro¡r ¡¿i¡f¡ane high \toltage settings.
These events were read as cìock et,ents
e\¡e¡l' 10 ninutes.

Co¡rtained informatiorì fo¡ scalers 61-136
and l'ere treated in the sane way as type 1

events.

Spare - was not assigned.

This event tl¡pe contained info¡mation
concerning the operation of the FST. These
events weÌe read eve!'y 5 minutes as clock
e\rents.

Spare - was not assigned.

Th.is event type was used in the 4,,,,(e)
experi¡ìent for tlìe buttotì events,vühich
were used to calibrate the neutron bars.

30_.lne above event type
cal ibrati on expetiments.

summary was used by both .AUr,(0) and



lTabIe 181

DCR Bit Map Summar¡t

Bit Number Descrlptron- -

0 Left event

1 Right event

2 Left button event

3 Right button even t

4 Pu.lser event (softwafe set)

5 DLC triÞ

6 Polisis spin Up and not BusY

7 Polisis spin Dorsn and not BusY

B Polisjs spin off and not Busy

I RF signal present

10 Polisis BusY

11 Pulser

72 Enable neutron Profile monitor
( swi tch 1)

13 Enab.l e neutron polarimeter
( srvi tch 2 )

74 p single node (sl+itch 3)

15 n single mode (swÍtch 4)

31Th" ubuu" bit map is for the lower order bits of the DcR and was

used b¡t both Aur,(0) and calibration experinents
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was identified by ¡¡g assignment of a run number. .4 list of the various
runs, r.¡j th infornation Þertinent to the data analysis, is tabulated in
[Tab]e 191 and [Tabte 20] .

During the course of each run the follor{ing on_line monitoring was
perforned:

(a) the output signals of the \rarious ADC and TÐC nodules were

monitored b' protting a two dimensional spectrum with the

channel nunber on the x*axis and the ,uord number (nodule

identification within a tape block) on the V_axis:
(b) the high \¡oltage settings in arI the Lecroy mainframes were

checked at the beginning of each run:

(c) there çeas continuous checking of alI scalers and their rates:
and

(d) at the begjnnjng of each run the FST x_ and y_coordinate image

(\ria track reconstruction of upstream horizontal drift
chambers) was checked to ensure proper proton bean illumination
on the FST.

During the collection and on_line monitoring of the data, there was

no data rejection. This q,as left to the off_line data analysis that
will be the nain concern of the following chapte¡.



ITable i9]

Tape Sunnarst of p-p Elastic Scattering llxper.iment
Using LH2 as a Secondarl' Bean Production Target

Run Number
"Clyde"

DAC
Setting

"Bonnie"
DAC

Setting
ã**o

273
274
215

216
217
278
2r9
220

o .02
0.02
0.02

0.02
o .02
0.02
0.02
0.02

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
o.o3

0.15
0.07
0.02

0.02
0.0?
0.15
0.0?
o.o7

0.02
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11

-0. 790
-o.777
-0. 766

unpoìarized
unpolarized
unpolarized
unpol.arized
unpolarized

224
225
226

228
221)
230
231

0.798
0.797
0. ?9ô
0. ?94

0 .0'7
0.02
0.15
0.0?
0.0?

0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03

-0.834
-0.830
-o . a2'í
-o .8e_4

-o . 420
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lTable 201

Tape Summary of p-p Elastlc Scattering Experiment
Using C as a secondarl' Beam Production Target

Run Nunber
" C 1¡tds "

DAC
Settìng

"Bonnie"
DAC

Setting
Pnun

2't 7
z'.t 2

2',7 3

274

276

278
279

280
247
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
29!
292

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

0.03
0.03
0.0s
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

0.05
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.10
0.1032
0.1032
0.1032
0.1032

0.10
0.05
0.00
o. 1o 32

o . 1032
o . 1032
0. 10
0.05
0.01
o . 0132
0.0532
0 . 1032
o.to

0.821
0.820
0.819
0.818
0.81?
0.815
0.814
0.813
0.812

-0.820
-0.819
-0.818
-0.81?
-0.816
-0.815
-0.814
-0 . 812
-0.811
-0.810
-0 . 809
-0.80?
-0.806

32The po.larlt1, of "Bonnje" r,¡as interchanged.
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CHAPTER IV

DATA ÂTIA¡,YSIS

IV. 1 lDtroductloD

Because the goal of the p-p elastic scattering experjment f,¡as to

calibrate the polarlzation measurement made by the N¡{R system, the p_p

elastic scattering experiment wirr henceforth be referred to as the

callbration experlment. The data that wlll be presented in this work

are the results of the Callbration experiment perfo¡,ned before and

after the second Ayy(0) data collection period (June 19g?). The first
callbratlon experlment was performed with a 469 MeV secondary proton

bean produced at 9' (lab) to a prinary beam of 49? llev striking a liquid
hydrogen (tH2) target. The second callbratlon experiment was performed

at 50I MeV $¡hen a 512 MeV primart' p¡oton beam underwent 9" (lab)

scatterlng from a graphite (C) target.

Even though both calibratlon experinents were peï"formed at the

TRIU¡ìfF facillty, the entire data analysis was undertaken at the

Universitlr of Manltoba. The analysis was performed on VAX_IiIZSO and

MicroVAX II computer systens using the analysis program PERSEUS

r,rhich was modified to suit the experinent. The analysis progran lras

orlginally written to analyze the EtZl ',Test of Charge Sy,nnetry Breaking,,

data.

IV.2 A.naly8ls of p-p Scatterlng Bvent8

As the protons in the secondar!' beam, henceforth referred to as the

incident beam, lnpinge on the FsT, they can undergo elastjc or inelastic
scattering or reactions. This section will concern ltself wjth



presenting the varlous incident,

information that will be used to

inelasti c ones and reactions.
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scattered and reco i I proton

Ísolate elastic scatterlng events from

IV. 2. a. Incldent Proton Atralysle

IV.2.a.1 Tl¡e of Fllght

Du¡ing the first calibration experiment the tlme resolution of

the incident proton tine of flight (ToF) system, located upstream of the

FST IFig. 12] with TOF scintiltator separation of 600.5 cn, was

experimentally found to be + 0.5 ns (one standard deviation of proton

peak in ToF spectrum) which corresponded to a proton peak width of

62 MeV (tr{o standard der¡iations of pt'oton peak in energy spectrum).

Because the TOF systen had an energ]r resolution of 131 MeV, the

sl¡stematic error contribution to the FST polarlzation measurement. due

to thls error in the incident proton beam energy, would have been

ôA,, (e )l

ôE l0 = 24'
I E = 469

0.o32

where E and AE is the incident bean energ¡r and its uncertaintv (in lifev).

The p-p analyzing power and its deri\¡ative was deternined [Ref. Sl to be

0.4092 and 4.2 x lo-a MeV-r respectirrely. one can see then that the TOF

system energy resolution ls insufficient to achieve the desired j 2%

absolute er¡or accuraclr in the FsT polarization measurement. For this

reason, the ToF system r,ras used solely to int¡oduce a cut on the nomenta

of the incident proton beam. The tldo horizontal drift chanbers Located

[fr,,,1
Mev

ÄP
P
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bete.¡een the tHo TOF sclntillators r,Jere not used to correct the incÍdent

proton path Iength, for the followlng two reasons:

(a) the incident proton trajectorles were not straight

paths as a result of the varlous nagnetic field
deflectlons; and

(b) the incident proton track ¡econstructlon efficÍency

was low (this polnt ls illustrated ln sectlon W.2.a.4) .

The incldent proton TOF was calculated fron

Þ-TOF = (TDCstop - TDOstart) 0.05 + offset (40)

where TÐCstop and TD0start are the TDc channel number positions of the

stop and start TOF scintillators, the multipticative factor O.Os

converts TDC channel numbers to nanoseconds and electronic delays were

accounted for by the addltion of an offset. The TOF spectra typlcally

seen durlng the LHZ and C runs are ilfustrated in [Fig. 29]. The najn

peâk in the LH2 ToF spectrum corresponded to the elastlc proton peak and

the two mlnor Þeaks corresponded to the deuteron and posltive pion peaks

from the proton reactlon pp * dn+. The C TOF spectra consisted of a

single peak that contatned protons fron both elastic and lnelastlc

scattering that had taken pLace within the graphite target. The TOF

systems timing resolutlon was not sufflcient to separate the protons

fron the two scatterings. The vertical tines ln the diagrams illustrate
the software cut that was lmposed to lsolate the proton peak. 0n the

average ?4% of the FST p-p scattering events fell wlthin the incldent

proton ToF s of tr{are cut.
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lV.2.a.2 P¡.oton B€ar B¡eDgy

The absolute primary proton beam energy $ras taken to be the

cyclotron beam energy as determined fronì the stripper foll radius and

was knor,rn to within 1 1 MeV. Because of the non-negtigible uncertalnty

ln the range-energy relations, the BEM system ¡{as used only to obtaln an

estimate on the variatlon of the prlmary proton beam ene¡gy trith run

number.

The proton beam energy at the center of the FST was deduced frorn

the cyclotron prlnary proton bean energy after subtracting energy losses

of the p¡otons through the varlous materlals tra\rersed. The proton

beam energy losses fron cyclotron exit to FST center are tabulated ln

[Table 21]. The energy loss contributions were calculated by using the

energy loss Þrogram LoSS, whose data are based on the Bethe-Bloch

equation with corrections at low energy. Results from the program LOSS

are good to better than 5ts for Þrotons in the 1O-1000 IteV reglon, noting

that density effects at high energles have been approxinated. The

proton beam energy at the center of the FST was 469 MeV when using LHz,

and 501 lilev using C as a secondarl¡ beam productton target.

The prlnary proton beam energy can be deterrnined fron the BEM

s¡rsteln by knowlng the number of p¡otons that stop ln each of the six

sclntillators, Bt throu9h 86 [Fic. 14b]. If for exanìpre, Ni protons ha\¡e

stopped ln the lth scintillator 81, then the beam energt, is calculated
fron
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fTable 211

Prinarv Proton Bean Energy Losses

LHz run
(Mev )

C run
(Mev )

At cyclotron exÍ t
At BEM kaÞton foll exit
At center of secondary bearn productlon
target
After 9' (lab) scatterlng at center of
secondary beam production target
At secondary beam production target exit
After passing through 31?.13 cnì of air
At TOF start scintillato¡ exit
After passing through 166.28 cm of air
At horizontal drift chamber exit
After Þasslng through 124.22 cm of air
.4t horizontal drift chamber exit
After passing through 9.?5 cm of air
At TOF stop scintillator exit
After passing through 21.55 cm of air
At FST center

497 .O
49?.O

493.0

477.9
476.8
476.8
475.6
475.1
475.7
474.7
474.6
414 .6
474-4
474.3
469.0

512.0
512.0

510.3

509.0
507.3
506.3
506.1
505.6
505.5
505.2
505.2
505 . 1

504.9
504.8
501.2
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<T>L^^- Dui(Ni - Ni*l)- beâm = i=1

109

141)
5

E lN, _ Ni+1)
i=1 ¡

where ai is determined from the range-energ.y tables and is the energ¡, of

the proton whose range extends uÞ to the B¡ seintillator or to the

coÞper plate just after it. The number of protons that stop in the ith
scintillator Ni, is determined from the trigger condjtion stated in
lSection IIL2.bl.

The prlmary proton bean energlr deduced in this Jnanner was averaged

over the measurements from the tr,Jo synmetric (left, rtght) detector

arms, of the BEM. [Fie. 30] illustrates the BEM deviations in the

pÌimary proton beam energy from the mean beam energy as a function of

run number. The standard deviatlon for these pri,nary proton beam

energies ¡,ras found to be j 0.? Iitev and + 0.1MeV for the LHZ and C runs

respectively (the LHz bean energ¡' de\riations t¡ere sonewhat higher due to

electronic difficulties with the right BEM range counter assembly, the

rectification of which is evident in [Fig. 30a] after run AZ5).

The uncertainty in the p¡oton beam energy at the center of the FST

was estinated to be 1Z MeV and 11MeV for the LHA and C runs

respectlvely. The incident beam energy uncertalnty was estinated blr

adding in quadrature the bean energy uncertainty f¡e¡ the stripper foil
radius position (l l MeV), the energ!' deviations from run to run as

measured by the BEM system, and the S* uncertaintt, in the total proton

ene¡gr¡ loss as a result of using the program Loss. The differences in

the estiÍìated proton bean energf,' uncertainty for both calibration
ex¡Jerinents was attributed to the 5% energy ìoss uncertaint],
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contribution. The sltstematic error contribution to the FsT polarization

neasure¡nent due to the incident beam energ¡' uncertaintl' was calculated

to be 0.2% and 0.1% (see Appendix C) for the LH2 and c runs

resÞecti\¡elt¡. The vertical lines in IFig. 30], indicate pefiods during

the calibration experiments ç,thich 1n\to1\ted removing the strlpper foil

fo¡ access to change the FST polarization direction. The discontinuity

in beam eneÌg!' bet$reen Iuns 215 and 216 r,¡as a result of a beam tune.

IV.2.a.3 Hagnetic Field Deflection Angle correctlons

Because the incldent protons trave¡sed the magnetic fields of the

superconducting solenoid, steering magnet and FST holding field, their

trajectoÌies rvill be deflected in each of the above fields. Estìmates

of tbe individuaì magnetic field deflections were calculated and then

used to corÌect the incident proton tra.jectories.

IV.2.a.3.i Hagnetic Field ÐefÌection Due to FST Eolding Field

1'he angle by which the incident, scattel'ed and recoil prototì

trajectories would be deflected due to the presence of the ¡'ST holding

field alone was calculated from

ô o¡s,r = q l42l
, tn

ç,¡het'e pin is the incident proton momentum (in MeV'c-1), and ct is a

constant that depends on the holding field's strengtlì.

The coefficient d. was deternined in the follotr'ing way. Proton

paths leaving the FST center as a function of energ¡' were computed as

the]' passed through the scattered proton detector systems DLcs. A

poÌ¡rr¡6¡iu1 fit Has tìren made to the paths and the Þaths we¡e used to

calcu.late each DLCs point of intersection. A strajght line fit was then
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made using the DLC intersection points which enabled the calcuìation of

the proton deflection angle as it was obser\¡ed b¡/ the scattered pt'oton

detector system (the Iinear fit was .justified from the observations that

the scattered proton deflections occur mostly in the first 10% or so of

the path and the de\¡iation from a straight line path r^¡as found to be

trerl, small, 0.? nm for a 500 MeV proton). Knowing the proton deflection

angle as a function of proton energ!' allov¡ed the determination of the

coefficient ct' to be nade, by fitting the data to a 1 dependence. The
p

coefficient Cr took on tlìe values in ITable 22] depending on the incÍdent

proton vertical target hit- position (noting, that at the center of each

of these regions, the field map of the FST holding field was known).

The calculation of the coefficient Ci rsas made under the assumption that

the ltolding field had onl¡, 3 vs¡¡1.a1 component (aIong the positiVe

1'-axis), thus, the proton def.lections were aff,¡ays in the horizontal x-y

pl. ane .

The incident beam deflection angles tabulated in [Tab]e Bl we!'e

calcuÌated wlìen using IEq. a2], ll'able 221 and the momentun values of

1Cì49 Me\/./c and 1091 HeV,/c (which corresÞond to protons of energy 469 MeV

and 501 MeV), when using the LHz and C secondarl¡ beam production targets

respecti\rely. A tt,pica.l deflection angle for the incident protons as

they tra\¡ersed the FST holding fieìd durine the LH2 (C) calib¡ation

experiment r,¡as in the orde¡ of 0.6?' (0.64') .

IV.2.a.3.ii ltagnetic Field Deflection Due to Superconductlng Solenoid
and Horizontal Steering Èlagîet

Because of superconducting solenoid focussing (foca1 length - 4 m)

wlìose net effect ¡ras to reduce the dimensions of the secondary proton bean

and the possibil!ti' that the solenoid could have been set hith an offset



lTabte 2al

FST Holding Field Deflection Coefficient

Vertical target hit position
(nm )

Target geometrlt o,
( deg .HeV/c )

50.8 to 31 .8
31.I to 72.7
12.7 to -72.7

-12. ? to -31 .8
-31 .8 to -50.8

Top

Middle

Botton

728
714
698
708
740
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along its !¡-axis, the dipole magnet ',Cll,de" was used to steer the

incident proton beam onto the target. The horizontal deflection of the

incident protons due to the superconducting soìenoid and horizontal

steering magnets' fields was calculated from

ôOgori = S'ô0CtyO" (4s)

S+T

Ívhere T is the distance between the horizontal steering magnet center

and the FST center, S is the distance between the solenoid center and

the steering magnet, und otalr,¿" is the deflection angle the protons

would har¡e undergone due to the horizontar steering magnets fierd arone,

as in IFig. .31a]. 60C1r,de r{as calculated fronì

6ot,rvdu = 69¡sr (/B dr)cryau

(/ts. d, ) FSr

lÃ¿.\

The sigrì con'entior'ì used in the abo'e magnecic fielo defrection a'gres

is illustrated in {Fjg. A2 l. The unprined coordinate system corresponds

to the incident p¡otorì reference f¡anre at the FS'r' center when the proton

is tÌravelling along the posjtive z-axis. The primed coordinate s]¡stem

coÌresponds to the incident proton reference frame B,hen the proton is

noli tra'elling aìong the positi'e z¡-axis as a resuLt of the ,nagnet!c

field deflection angle, O. The deflection angÌes as illustrated were

defined positive.

The totat horizontal deflection angles tabulatecì in ITabte 4], h,ere

calculated b]¡ using IEq.  g], lEq. 441 and ITab1e 8].

IV.2.a.3.iij ¡lagnetic Field Deflection Due to Superconductlng Solenoid
and Vertlcal Steerlng llagnet

The dipole nagtìer- ,,Bonnie,' had two functions: to conpensar-e for
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(a) Horizontal deflection angle geonetry

Superconducting
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- ¡ ---------ì' z- atis
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Irtagnetic field deflection angle geomet¡y
for the incident beam protons.



(a) FST holding field deflection angle.

x.axi s

(b) Hori zontaì (o¡ "Cl yde " ) deflection angle

(or(c) Verti cal " Bonni e " )

IFis.32]
IncÍdent proton beam nagnetic field deflection anglesign convention. All. of the above deflections weredefined as positive.
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the possible horizontal inisalignment in the supercotìducting solenoj.d and

to steer the incident proton bean so as to illuminate the vertical

extent of tlìe target cell. The incident proton \¡erticaì deflection

angle, resulting fron the superconducting solenoid and vertical steering

magnets' field, was calculated from

,sA = c.,sa -v (45)--Vert ' --Bonnie

S +T

which was de¡ived from geonetrical considerations of IFig. :ì1bl. The

distances T and S are defined as befo¡e but now with respect to the

vertical steering nagnet. The deflection angle ô0Bonnie r!'as calculai-ed

using an equation simil.a¡ to [Eq. 44]. The value of V, which varied

between "tsonnie" DAC settinss, was determined from the difference

bet-ween the y-coordinate target image centroid and the t'= 0 poiÌìt

(center of FST as determined from the radiographs). ITable 23i

tabulates tlle various vaìues of V as a function of "tsonnie" D.AC setting.

The sign con\¡entjon that was used in the above magnetic field deflectjon

angles has also been illustrated in Il'ig. 32].

The total vertical deflection angles stated in ITable 5.] were

calculated using IEq. 451, [TabIe 81, ITable 23] and an eguation sj.milar

to IEq. 44 ] .

IV.2.a.4 FST Ihage Reconstruction

To ensure that the p-p scatteritìg e\rents oÌ.igj.nated within the FST

sample, software cuts !¡ere inposed on the FST coordinate inages. To

pro.ject the incident proton beam, saI¡, aìong the l'ST x-coordinate, tììis

would require both horizontal dl'ift chambers to bave had a \¡alid

x-coordinate return. The track efficienct' wouìd be the product of the



ITab]e zsl

FST y-coordinate Image Centro id

"Bonnie" DAC setting
Centroid

LHz runs
(mn )

C runs
(mm )

0.00
0.01
o. o 133
0.02
0.05
o.0533
0.0?
0.10
0. 1033
0.11
o.15

1.52

6.56

10.03
74 .46

2.98
3.?6

-9. O1

8.46
-9.46

13.98
-9. 80

33The polarity of ,,tsonnie,, was interchanged.
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x-coordinate efflciency (e) of both drift chambens, which was deflned as

e = number of events with valid coordlnate return (46)
number of trlgge¡ed events

The drlft ehambers typically had a x(y)-coordinate efficiency of

0.81 (0.87) which lmpltes that the track efficiency would have been 0.66

(0.76) respectivety. It is seen then that by requestlng both drift
chambers to have a valid coordinate return for a gtven event, fe¡4¡er

events would satisfy this conditjon thus reduclng the experinental

statistlcs when using FST tmage reconstruction as one of the data

rejection conditions. In addition to the above difftculty, the true

incident proton trajectory could not have been correctly represented by

track reconstruction, for the reason that the true track was not

straight as a result of nagnetlc field deflectlons. To allow us to

retain the FST image reconstruction as a data rejection test, the

coordinate distrlbutions of the drift chanber nearest to the FST

(located 87.2 cn upstream of the target) were used to depict the FST

image. On the average 81 (97)xí of the FST p-p scattering events felL

wlthin the x(y)-coordinate software cuts of the FST inage, depicted as

vertical lines in IFie. gg]. Because the y-coordinate diÌnension of the

incident beaÍì was snaller than the physica.l y-coordinate dinensions of

the target ceIl, runs were performed with different ',Bonnie,' ÐAC

settings (thris steering the incident bean) to flluminate the vertlcar

extent of the target cell. The cuts ln [Fig. ggb] r,¿ere deliberately

chosen so as to enclose the various horizontal drlft chamber

y-coordinate dlstrlbutlons. The sharp edge in the y-coordinate

distributlon [Fig. 33b] is due to the physical cut off of the incident
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lFig.
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run 213.
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trST x-coordinate imaqe { mm)
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proton beam by the top of the ta¡get cerl. The tait of the dlstribution
lllustrates the lower tail of the lncldent beam about the vertical
direction.

IV.2.b Scattered snd Rêcoi¡ protoD Anslysi8

IV. 2. b. 1 Trsck Reconatructlon

As the ecattered protons traversed the four DLCS ,nounted on the

scattered proton detector system, each DLC provlded x_ and

l¡-coordinates' But, because the position of the proton intersection for
a given DLC coordlnate $ras deternined f¡om the tlme dlfference of the

TDCS located on opposite ends of the coordjnate delay_line, the

coordlnate return may not have been a valtd one, due to the TDc

tirneouts. To ensure relatively high track efficiencies the flrst two

and last two DLCS trere grouped togethe} to form two palrs. In this way

if one Dtc ln tbe pair had an invalrd coordinate return the second DLcs

coordinate return could stil] be used. Because of this arrangement, at

least one x- and y-coordinate must be found fn each pair. The software

track reconstruction was then determlned from a reast squares fit to thè

track coordinates as obtained from the four DLCS.

Each scattered proton detector was aligned via softs,rare, by

allowing the centers of the FST coordinate images as deduced frorn the

scattered proton track back proJections, to coincide wlth the x_ray

radiograph coordinate centers. The atignnent was nade by adjusting a

x- and a y-coordinate global offset that was added to the x_ and

y-coordinate return of each of the four DLCS.
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IFig 34] illustrates the typtcat DLc coordinate resorution found

during the exÞeriment. The resolution, defined as the difference

betf.Jeen the actual DLC coordinate return and that of the least squares

fit, was found to be + 1.4 (+ O.g) mn (at FWHM) for the left event DLC 3

x(y)-coordinate. The DLC coordlnate resolution centrofds r,rere set as

c.lose as possible to zero, by adjusting the coordinate return of each

DLc r'¡i th the addltion of a smarr offset via software. The difference in
the x-and !'- coordinate resolutions for a given DLC is attrÍbuted to the

intrinsic coordinate resolution that arises from whether the coordinate

had the cathode strip plane parallel or perpendicular ITable tgl to the

anode wire plane. The deviattons fro,n the intrinisic resolution lwhich

is l1 (+ 0.7) mn for a coordinate with cathode strip plane paralìeì
(perpendicular) to the anode wire plane) are due to multiple scatterine
and the coordinate nonlinearities.

The a\¡erage indi'iduaI Dtc coordinate effici.encies (e). defined as

IEq. 46]. obse^¡ed during both calibration experiments are tabulated in

ITab]e 2al. The individual DLc coordinate efficiencies were then used

to calculate the track efficiency from

€track = e1€2€g€4 + el€2€3(l_€4) * eteAl1_eS)e¿
+€1{1-€2)eg€4 + (1-€1)€Z€3€4 + (1-€t)€Z€3(1_e4)
+e1(1-€2)€3(r-e4) + (1-€1)€2(1-e3)ea
+e1(1-€2)(1-eg)e4

(47 I

where e1 through e4 are the coordinate efficiencies for DLcl to DLc4.

IEq. 47] deternines the coordinate track efficiency from the sun of ar.
of the possible conbinations the four ÐLCs can have a r¡alid le)

coordinate return, provided that at least one valid coordinate return is
attained in each of the front and back DLC pairs. The total track
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fTabte 24]

Average DLC Coordinate Eff i ci enc i es

DLC ldentification Coordinate Average DLC efficiencies (e)
Left events Right events

tHz runs C runs LHA runs C runs

Scattered p¡oton detector:

Dtc 1

DLC 2

DLC 3

DLC 4

o.sso:1 o.se5 o.eoo
o.848ó4 0.901 o.889
0.931 0.938 0 .922
0.933 0.921 0.938
0.916 0.915 0.909
0.904 0.913 0.914
0.907 0.910 0.921
0.919 0.911 0.933

x
v

v
x
v

v

0. 911
0.912
0.934
o.927
0.914
o .922
0.930
0.916

34Due to a malfunction in the left event DLcl durins the A,,,,1Êì
data collection period (prior to the second callbration 

"ip""i.uÈii,'the chanber was repraced. The somewhat rower coordinate efficiencies
could be due to incorrect discrininator level settings.



efficiency for elther left or right event scattered proton detector

sl'stens was then calculated from

€track,total = etrack,x ' etrack,y (48)

Hhere €track,x and etrack,y are the indlvidual x- and y_coordlnate track
efficiencies. The total track efflciencies for left and ¡lght events,

for both callbration exÞerinents, were typically around 0.92.

.The track reconstruction of the recoil protons Íras deternined by

perforning the following steps:

(a) the scattered proton track was proJected back to the FST x = O

plane, which was used as the coordinate for the origin of the

events (the x = 0 plane was preferred over the z = 0 and y = 0

FST image planes for the reason that the x_coordinate

dimensions of the target chamber are much smaller, thus

lntrodueing less uncertaintt' to the orlgin coordinates);

(b) the x- and y-coordinate return of the recoil proton detector

systems DLC provided a second point; and

(c) a stratght line through the above tf,,o points was then used to

. represent the recoil proton track.

fV .2.b.2 Ttre of Fllgbt

The scattered proton TOF lnformation vras obtained from the TOF

start and stop scintlllators mounted on the scattered proton detector

boom [Fig. 12]. The timing signal fron the ToF start scintirrator was

obtained as the softç.Jâre average of the top and botton photomultiplier

tube signals. There was no posltion dependent correction to the net

timing signal since thts detector had dimensions of 1Z.S cm by 1?.S cm.
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the TOF stoÞ scintillators on the other hand, were made large due to

the substantial increase in the scattered proton pro.jected area, the TO!.

stop scinti.llator was placed 3034 mm dogrnstream of the TOF stalt
scintillator. The TOF stop scintillator timing sjgnals were taken to be

the software average of the signaìs that r,rere produced by the

photomultipìier tubes that had fired [].ig. 24l. Because of the TOF stop

scintillator large dimensions, 6? cn by 6? cn, the timing signals had to

halre a positlon dependent correction.

To aid in the TOF stoÞ scintiltators signal a\¡eraging, the stop

scintillato¡ r{as segmented into five regions IFie. g5]. Region s

cor!'esponded to protons that tra\¡ersed the central region of the

scintillator and the net timing signaì was taken over the four

j.ndividual photomultiplier tuÌle signals. Region I on the other hand

Corresponded to ¡ì¡e16n" traversing the top left hand corner of the

sc!Dtillatol' ancl tlìe net timiÌìg signal was taken by requir.ing onl¡,r

three of the four photomultiplier tube sjgnats. The photomultiplier

tube that was positioned hor.izontall]' actoss, in this case the

Þhotomultiplier tube nearest to I'egion 2, r\'as not considered jn the

software sigDal average fof tlìe reason that it had bad Light geomett.I¡

thus ha\¡ir'ìg unreljable signal infornation. A similar discussion can be

made for regions 2. 3 and 4.

The posjtion de¡re¡6*na correction to the TOF stop scintil!ator net

signal eras accomplished bt¡ di\¡idit]g the entire stop scintillator into a

grid pattern consisting of 18 segments along the x-axis and 28 segnents

along the I'-axis. Tlìe transjt times from eacìì of these S04 elements to

tbe various photomultip.lier tubes had been prerriously determined prior
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to the "Test of Charge Symmetry Breaklng,' experiment. The assignment of
a particular el.ement was achieved by proJecting the scattered proton

track to the ToF stop scintlllator posltion and deter¡rlning the point of
lntersection. The coordjnates of this point, which are in the DLC

coordlnate system r{ere then transformed into the 18 x AA array coordinate

system. Durlng the analysis, the positlon dependent correction was

subtracted fron the software TDc sum of the various photomultiprler tube

slgnals. The ToF for the scattered proton was then determined using

[Eq. a0] with the various adJustments for the el.ectronlc delays.

During both calibration experiments, scattered proton TOF cuts were

irnposed on each of the 5 TOF stop scinttllator reglons fo¡ both left and

right events, thus allowing the rernoval of sone of the lower energy

scattered protons.

The TOF efficiency was calculated using

eToF=€'€track,totat

where € is the nu,nbe¡ of times the TOF stop scintillator had a valid
event (event firlng g or 4 photomultiplier tubes) divided by the number

of valid scattered proton tracks (which were defined as e\¡ents whose

proton Èracks had at least one valid x- and y_ coordinate return fron

each of the two DLC palrs). Because the efficiency € r,ras defined with

respect to the number of valid scattered proton tracks, to make €TOF tn

te¡rns of the number of trlgger events, e is nultiplted bV €track,total.
€ was typically 0.99 for both left and rlght events. The total
scattered proton detection systen efficiency was then calculated using

(4e)

2€T=€track,total'€ (50)
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The recol] protons TOF efficiency was not used in iEq. SOl, fo¡ the

reason that the recol] proton ToF stop scintillator nust pro\¡ide a valid
hit to produce a valld coincident event. tFig. 96l iltustrates the

variatlon 1n total detector efflciency with runs, for both callbration

experi¡ìents. The general drop in the left event eT values during the C

runs (as opposed to the LHz run varues), was attrlbuted to the drop rn

the left event DLC1 efficiency [Tabte 24].

The recoil proton TOF was determlned by uslng the TOF stop

scintlllator in the scattered proton detector system to produce the TOF

start signal and the software averaged signal of the AUU(g) experiments

central veto sclntillator as the TOF stop signal. The TOF for the

recoil proton was then calculated from

r-ToF = tstop - tstart *aå10(n-ton) (51)

where tstoÞ and tstart a¡e the tirning slgnaÌ lnformation (in ns) from

the stop and start sclntjllators; p-TOF ls given b¡r [Eg, 40] for the

scattered proton TOF. The third term in tEq. 511 is the tine it took

the scattered ppoton to tra\¡el fron the pST center to the TOF start
sclntillator location on the scattered proton detector systen. DefinÍng

the recoll proton TOF tn thls f,Jay ensured colncident event

identlficatlon. software cuts were arso lmposed on the recoir proton

r'¡ithin these ToF softwaÌe cuts, which a¡e irrustrated as ve¡ticar rines

in IFie. 3?].

The low energy tai.Ls observed in [FÍg. B?] are largely due to the

energy losses of the protons as they traverse the varrous materlals

betrveen scatterlng center within the FST and TOF stop scjntillator. The
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amount of energv a given proton would have lost will depend on the angle

at which lt was scattered and the amount of multiple scatterlng that tt
had undergone. Durlng both calibration experlments, the amount of

multiple scatterlng typically undergone by the scattered and recoil
proton (when being scattered, at A4. (lab) and 61. (lab)) was ln the

order of 0.6'and 1.1o respectively.

IV.2,b.S ProtoD Bûergles r¡d Xot€nta

The scattered proton energv was deterrnined from the ToF infornation

and the path length of the track between both TOF scintlllators. The

energt' deternnined in this way is the average experirnental energy (E"*O)

of the scattered proton at the rocation of the ToF stop sclntiltator.
The theoretical proton energy was calculated fron

Etheo = Ektn - Elo"" (52a)

where Ekln ls the klnematically expected energy and Eloss the energy

the scattered proton woutd have lost as lt tra\rersed the varlous

materlal.s within its path. Both of the terns in [Eq. SZa] are a

function of the proton scatterlng angle. Bkin h,as deternined from the

following relativisitic expres s i on

oEkin = 2EoErn cos"O (52b)

zn" - n *"r"ze
where 0 is the proton scattering angle in the laboratory reference

frame, Eo is the proton rest nass (Ín ¡fev) and Eln is the lncident
p¡oton energy (in MeV) at the centre of the FST target.

The scattered proton energy error, defined as,

AE = E"*o - Eth"o (53)
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t{as reduced to near zero for each of the S TOF stop scintillator

regions, for both left and right events. This was done by addrng a

constant to the timing signal to account for the electronic dela5r5.

This procedure enabled the centroid of the experimental energy of the

scattered ptototì, as determined fron a given region in the T0!. stop

scintillator, to be as c.lose as possible to the theoretical energ¡r. The

experimental scattered proton energl' at the FST sample scattering cente¡

Iocatiorì, was then determined using

E = Eexp * EIo.. (54)

The scattered proton nometìtum could then be determined from IEq. 54] b\¡

52t'pc = [(E-Eo)'- E; l' (ss)
k'he¡e Eo ls the Ìest mass of the proton (in MeV), p is the proton

nomentum (in Me\,.c-1) and c is the speed of light.

Tile recoil p¡oton energr,' and monìentum were Calculated usir)g a

method analogous to the procedur.e used aborre for the scattered proton

energs'. IFig. 38] illustt'ates typicat recoil and scattered proton ene¡giJ

error spectra as deternined fron lEq. 531. The widths of the energ5r

error sÞectra ç{ere t!¡pically 48 MeV and 1g MeV {one standard deviation,

ø) fo!' the scattered and recoil protons respectil,el!t. The rvidths of

these spectra a¡e attt ibuted to the timing resolut-ion of the detectoÌs

(dominated bt' the timing signal from the TOF start scintillator), the

energy spread of the incident beanì and mìrltiple scattering. The high

enelgy tail in IFjg. 38a] resulted from the selection of the high energS,

TOF software cut in the scattered protons l'0!' spectra. To fine tune
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the net scattered proton energy error dlst¡ibutlon a global offset was

added to each of the 5 TOF stop scÍntillator regions tining slgnals, for

both left and riglt events. The centroid devlation fron zero for the

net scattered proton energv error dlstributÍon was a resuLt of the flne
tuning offset setting. The recoil proton energy error centrold

deviation from zero Þras also a result of TOF offset settings.

IV-2.b.4 Scattered rtrd Azhuthal Atrgleg

For the scattered and recoil protons, the scattering and aziÌnuthal

angles are determined with respect to the incldent proton direction_

For the uncorrected3S angres, the incrdent proton direction was assumed

to be parallel to the positive z-axis. For a given scattered proton,

the scattered angle, 0, was cal.culated fron

-rr- + 'l
0 = cos 'lu ' o" I rsol

l-l
lr'"rlL- J

"n""" i" is the scattered proton nonentun vector whose components are

deduced from the reconstructed track. The azlmuthal angle ô, in turn

was calcu¡ated from

Õ = tan ' (57a)

35Thu"" are the
any conslderation of

scattered and az irnuthal
the FST holding fteld.

-1P" 9l*l
angles calculated wi thout
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and r,Jas taken to be

ô=O+1g0" if O<o.andi, na6

=0 if rÞ > 0' and D î > 0 (57b)

=180.+0 tf 0)0.andps î<0

=360.+O if O<O.andi" *tO
The scatterlng and azinuthal angles f.{ere defined positive tn the

regions O <. 0 < 
'I and 0 < þ < 2T, and have been illustrated in [Fig. 39]

for a proton which had undergone scatte¡ing with a proton incident along

the z-axis of the experimental coordinate systen.

As the scattêred and recoll protons traversed the FST holding

field, they underwent a deflectÍon in the x - z pl.ane. This

deflectlon can be calculated from an equation slmilar to IEq. 4â]

ô9 --

I i. I t.or'e * sin2e 
"o"261!

(sB)

where d' takes on rralues shown in [Table 22]. The holding fietd

corrected scattering angle, 0', r,¡as then calculated from

o = cos-lf !, ; II rn " I
Ir-l rsslt--t
ll p' llp'l IL ln s J

whu"e i' and i' ar" the magnetic fle.ld corrected monentum vectors fortn s

the incident and scattered protons. The corrected monentum vector

components were obtained from the uncorrected components by performing

the following rotat I on

f sino'cosó'l f cos(ôe)

f "::.;l*I= 
l=,'1u,,

o -sin(ôg) I f=ine"r"+l1 0 I lsinoslnôl0 cos(ô0) I I coso I
(60)
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which led to the equatlons:

sln0,cosó, = cos(ôe)sln9cosé _ sin(ôg)cosg
sinersinÓ' = sinosinó (61)coso' = sin(ô0)sinocoso + cos(ô0)coso

The use of the above rotation rìatrix can be explained by

considerlng [Fic. 40]. Because the FST hording frerd was atong the

positlve y-axls, a proton along a track deplcted by the solid line
underwent a deflection 6e. The p¡oton detectors then observed the

proton to have a track deptcted by the dashed line. Thus, to correct
the proton monentum vector for the holdlng field deflection, ôe nust be

subtracted fron the observed scattering angle O. In other words, we

ntust rotate the observed proton track bV 60 ln the countercl ockwi se

direction. ô0 in [Eq- 60, 61J is defined posltive in the dlrection
opposite to that illustrated tn IFig. 4o].

[ES. 60] and [Eg. 61] hold true for both scattered and recoi]
protons, but when these equations are used for the jncldent protons, the

sign of ô9 ts reversed. Thls arlses from the fact that the scattered

and recoil protons are detected after they had undergone their
deflection Írhe¡eas the incldent protons are detected (from the nearest

horlzontal drift chamber x- and y- coorinate dtstributions) before their
deflection -

Typical totar' corrections to the scatterrng angres observed fo¡ the

scattered (recoil) p¡otons were 1.boo (2.g0.) during the LHz catibratlon
experiment. Approxinately 0.65" of these total deflectlons were due to
the incident proton deflection. The systematlc er¡or contribution to

the FST polarization rneasurement due to lncorrect estinates of the

deflection angles was calculated to be O.0z% (see Appendix C), whlch is
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negliglble Hhen compared to a O.22'6 (see Appendix C) systematic error
contribution that arose from a + O.05o uncertainty in determinlng the

proton detector phystcal angle settlngs.

IV.2. b.5 FST lrage ReconEtructloD

The FST lmage was also reconstructed for both left and rlght events

by projecting the scattered proton tracks back to the FsT y_z plane.

Because the back-projected polnts were in the scattered proton detectors

coordinate systen thev were napped onto the experinental coordinate

system by the proÞer geometric transformation. tFig. a1l irrustrates
the FST x- and z-coordinate lmage reconstructions.

When a comparison is made between [Fig. gga] and [Fig. 41a], the FST

x-coordinate inage reconstructed fron the scattered Þroton tracks is
obse¡ved to be not as well deflned. This a¡ose fron the rnultlpie

scatterlng the scattered protons underrdent as they traversed the FST,

whlch was in the order of 0.6" (deternined from the proJected mean

multiple scattering angle). Because of thjs effect, the FST x_ and

y-coordlnate inage softwape cuts were placed on the images as produced

by the horizontal drlft chamber nearest the FST. The FST z-coordinate

image cuts [Fig. 41b] were placed on the tmage as produced by the

scattered proton tracks and because of the ìultiple scattering were

deliberately chosen to be loose. On the average, ggtí of the FST proton

scattering events fell within thjs software cut.

IV. 3 llat! ReJectlon

A sunnary of the various software cuts that r,rere used during the

analysis of each pun, with typlcal individual contributions is tabulated
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in ITable 25]. The calculation of the individual software cut

contributions inrrolrred the sequential application of the ',events passing

cut" column in [Table 25ì. The tabu]ated data were taken fron the

analysis of run 271.

It is seen fron [Table 25] that out of the 101600 events recorded

on tape 217, 98.72% r,Ìere coincident events and 26.?% of these coincident

e\¡ents actualJ.y passed all of the software cuts, corresponding to good

Þ-p elastic scattering events.

The software cut labelled as ,,badword,, in ITab]e 2Sl $,as actually a

bit map comÞosed of 13 essential conditions that must be satisfied in
order to process a r¡alid p-p scattering e\rent. The "badword,' bjt map is

tabulated in lTable 2ô1. The incorporation of this software cut in the

anall¡sis ajded in the reno\¡al of events that could not be processed

(bits i through 15) and ei¡ents that did not satisf!, tlìe scattered pÌotolt

TOF cuts (bit 0). 0f the 16 "tsadword" bits, the two most donjnant

effects were bits O and I (bit number g corresponded to e\¡ents that did

not ha\re a valid scattered proton track reconstruction), which comlìrised

39% and 31% of the et¡ents thar, failed the ,'tsadword', conditions.

IV.4 Constraints Used to ldentify Elastic Scatteri¡g Events

Because in a p-p elastic scattering e\¡ent both kinetic energl, and

monentum are conserr¡ed, numerical constraints on their measured r¡alues

can be used to identify the elastic e\rents fron the p-p scatterj.ng

e\rents. In the Þresent analysis the foìlowing four kinenatic

constraint.s were used.



lTab]e 251

Software Cut ReJection of Data

Descriptlon Total number Events passlng X passing
of events cut cut

Event type 2

Not a pulser event
Badword
Incident proton TOF cut
Scattered proton t¡ack

(x2 < o)
FST x image cut
FST y inage cut
FST z lmage cut
Recol I proton ToF cut

10160 0
100298
95 018
60648

45686
4r538
34398
31168
29011

100298
95018
60648
45686

4153I
34398
31168
29011
26800

98.72
94 .14
ô3.83
?5.33

90.92
82.81
90.61
93.08
92.38
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ITable 26]

Badword Bit MaÞ Summary

Bit Number Description

0 Scattered proton TOF cuts
1 Spare - not assigned
2 Spare - not assigned
3 Scattered proton track projected outslde of the ToF

stop sc j.ntiìlator
4 Scattered proton TOF stop sctntillator garre less

than 3 TDCS signals
5 Scatte¡ed proton ToF stop sclntillator garre less

than 4 TDC signals r,¿hen aìl should harre been present
6 Scattered or recoil proton energl¡ less than 10 MeV
? Scattered proton ToF start scintillator up-TDC

tlneout
I Scattered proton TOF start scintillator doh'n-TDC

timeout
I Not a good scattered proton event

10 Not a good recoll proton event
11 Spare - not assigned
72 Scattered proton track roKr but inr¡alid scattering

angles
13 Cosine of copl.anarity angle greater than 1

14 Both left and right events indicated by DCR
15 No left or right event indicated bv DCR
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IV.4. a Energy Sur

Tlìis constraint rdas determined from

. AE"u, = AE" + Â8"

where ÄEs and AEr are the scattered and recoll proton energlr errors, as

defined in IEq. 53] with magnetlc field corrections to the proton tracks

accounted for. [Fig. 42a] illustrates a typical energy sun error

spectrum with width of 50 MeV (one o) . The wldth of thls spectra was

due to the widths of the scattêred and recoil proton energy error

distributions Isee section IV.2.b.3]. Thls can be il.Iustrated by adding

ihe two widths in quadrature, that is

[ ( 4s )2 + (ß)2]U = 50 lreV (62a)

The energ¡' sum error distributions high energy tail. was a result of the

selection in the high energlt ToF softra,are cut in the scatte¡ed protons

ToF spectra, whereas its centroj.d devlation fron zero was attributed to

the scattered and recoil proton centroid deviations in thei¡ energy

(62)

was the opening

(63)

scattering angles.

the f ol lor,ring

(64 )

and reco i I

error spectra,

IV.4 . b Openlng Angle

The second numericaL constraint that was used,

angle defined as

A =A +A-oÞen -s -r
where gi ano el are the scattered and recoil proton

The experlmental opening angle F¡as calculated from

expression

eoP"u, u*P = 
"o"-1

P"'Pr

ln"lln"

$¡here p' and Þ' are the nagnetÍc field corrected scattering's 'r

Pt'o ton nomentum vectoÌs,
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The opening angle error was calcu.lated from

Aoopun = oop"n."*p - oopen.theo

Note that the theoretical opening angle, gopen,t¡"o. wâs determined fronì

an eguation similar to [Eq. 63], whose only difference rr¡as in the

replacement of 0r r,Jith the theoretical recojl proton scattering angle,

t"lan"o. The theoretical angle gi.atuo was deternined from the

following relati\rlstic expression

tan 0r,theo = Eo [2n + 4"]2 sin0"
(66a )

l2ËoEin * E?nl'í - Eo [2n * n2]? co"e"

whe re

n : ZEin cos 9s {66b)

92tio - Einsin<01

The scattering angles, 0, used in [Eq. 66a] were corrected for the

nagnetic field defìections. IFig. 42bj illust¡ates a typical opening

angle errol spectrum. The width of the spectrum. which was 1.23. (one

o). was due to the scattered and recoil proton mul.tiple scattering.

This can be illustrated by ¿¿61¡* in quadrature the indi\¡ldual

approxinated muìtiple scattering effects of the scattered and recoil

protons , that is

[(0.6)2 * (r.i)2]l = 1.2S". (6?)

The opening angle centroid shift from zero [Fig. 4Ab] was found to be

equal to the following diffe¡ence
9op"rl, unso"""cted - 0open,phvsical (6?a)

where the first (second) term corresponded to the opening angle as

calculated from the scattered and recoil proton scattering angles with

no nagnetic field cor¡ections (angl.es at which the scatte¡ed and recoil

proton detectors we!'e pJaced on the floot').

747

(65 )



IV.4 . c Copla¡arlty Angle

Because in elastic scattering, the three proton (incident,

scattered and recoil) momentum vectors are cop].ana¡, the sum of the

scattered and recoil proton azinuthal angles minus 180', thelr

non-coplanarity, should be egual to zero.

The non-cop.l anar i ty angle, ôs6p1 , was caìculated from the following

relatlon

Ócop I "in-lfl 
ri¡ * ii,r * ril x pi) (68)

lni*ninllol.*n;l

where p', p; and pln are the scattered, recoil and incident proton

momentum vectors, corrected for nagnetic field deflection. The sigt of

4copl was defined positive when the z-conponent of the triple product

r.ras aìong the positi\¡e direction of the experimental coordinate system's

z-axis. [Fig. 43a] lllustrates a typical non-coplanarity spectrum,

whose width h'as 1.6" (one o). Because of the manner ln which ócopl was

calculated, the width 1n the spectrum r,¡as attributed to the scattered

and recoil proton ToF resolution and to the widths of the vari.ous

incident, scattered and recoil proton rnomentun vector conponent IEq. ô1]

distributlons.

IV.4.d Tra¡sverae lfo¡eDtu! SUB

Because momentum is conser\¡ed for a given p-p elastic scattering

event, the x-component of the trans\rerse nonentum (that is, momentum

transverse to the incident proton direction) sum must be equal to zero.

The x-conponent of the trans\rerse rnomentun sum (p*) as caìculated

from the expresslon

px = psslneÅcos4ìJ + prsinoicos4'¡ + pinsingincosôin (69)

¡rhere 0' and 0r are the nagnetic fleld corrected scattering and
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azinuthal angles; the subscripts s, r and in correspond to the

scattered. recoi.l and incident protons. The angles Oin and óln were

calculated from the net horizontal and vertical deflections the incident

proton underwent while t¡aversing the various magnetic fields.

IFig. 43b] iìlustrates a typical spectrum for the x-component

transverse monentum sun. The width of the spectrunr, which was typically

34 Mev,/c (one o), was due to the scattered and recoil protons ToF

resolution and to the widths in their sinocosó distributions. The

centroid deviation fron zero is due to the scattered and recoil proton

centroid de\riations in their energlr error spectra.

IV.5 Data Representatlon

The Þ-p e.lastic scattering events were selected from the events

that had "passed" all of the software cuts, bt' imposing cuts on ìe

chi-square (X2) .ur, which was defined as

,4x!,,^ - E x: (70 )

i=l '

wlrere X! is the indir¡iduat ¡2 of the i'th variabte, of the

four kinematic constraints to identif], the elastic e\¡ents. The

lndividuat X2 for the j'th kinematic constraint and j,th event. h'as

determined from

oò
x'. = (xt - <xi>)'

1J -__a-
ì

( 71)

r,rhere xj is the neasured rralue for the j'th e\rent, <xr> is the expected

tralue for the irth constraints distribution and oi is the standard

devlation in the i'th distribution.
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To ensure the consistencv of {, and thus {rr, ouu, the fuìl
angular range of the experinental data, oi was made tndependent of
scatterlng angle. This was performed tn the following $¡ay. The full
angular range of the scattered proton detector system, which spanned

from 19'to 29' (l8b), was blnned tnto 5, 2. blns. The 1'th kinenatic
distribution was then determined for each bln and the standard

devlations for each of the S bins were Þlotted against their
corresponding bin centrold angle. The data ¡{as then fitted by using a

cubic polynonial . Bv repìacing the constant oi in [Eq. Z1] by the

fitted equatlon of or, which is a function of scattering angle, this
removed nost if not all of the angular dependence in the variable ¡2,

,l
and thus X;um. The angular correction to oi was performed for all the
analyzed data for each of the four kinenatic const¡aints. To lllustrâte
the effectlveness of this cor¡ectlon, the centroid in the openlng angìe

tX; distribution ts plotted agalnst the proton scattering angle (for both

constant and fitted standard deviations) in [Fie. 44]. The data point

Ín [Fig. 44] at the 20" scattering angre rocation was not conststant

with the other points, due to lack of statistics ln the ftrst Zo anguJar

bin.

It should be noted though that with this angular correction, the

centroid in the oÞenlng angle X! OistriUution is relatively constant in
the proton scattering angle region betlreen Z!" to 27" (tab), which

corresponded to the scattered proton detectors overlap region (to be

dlscussed in section IV. 6. a. 1) .

IV.5 . a lÞtectoD Counta

The nunber of elastic events that Þassed the above software cuts in
the left (riCht) event scattered proton detector system for a given run
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is symbolized as L(R). A superscrlpt 1s attached to illustrate the

FST polarization state. That is, for a positive (negati\¡e) FST

polarization the left event counts would be symbolized as L+(L-), a

slmilar notation ls used for rlght events. In the analysls, the

detector counts r,¿ere determtned for Xzunl cuts of < 10, f 15 and f 20.

The detector counts IRef. 26] were

r,* = nHoieioo(o)[1 + pAy(o)]

L- = n'NQ;€;do(o)tl - PAy(O)l

n* = nrl0iefroo(o)tl - par,(o)l (,tz\

and

n- = n'NQ*eoog(o)[t + PAy(e)]

where n is the numbe¡ of incldent particles, N is the target thickness

-2(in protons cm -) and 0l,Qn,€L, eR are the solid angles and total

detector efficiencies for the left and right events, oO(0) is the

unpolarized cross section, P is the FST pola¡ization and AU(0) is the

p-p analyzing power. In IEq. ?2], it is assumed that the lncident

proton polarization 1s along the x-axis (and hence contributes nothing

to the left-right scattering asymnetry) and the FST polarization along

the y-ax i s .

In the analysis, it r,¡as assumed that on the average the target

thÍckness did not vary wlth runs (time). This was a reasonable

assurnptlon since the target, throughout both calibratlon experime¡ìts,

Fras never refilled with beads. The detector counts were cor'rected for

backglround and total detector efficiencl'.
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IV.5. a.1 Background Correctlons

Because there $rere no separate runs perforned to determlne the

background, it was estlmated from the experimental data as follows:

(a) for a glven x!u^ cut. "g. X3r, l t5, the openlng angle

distribution was pìotted under the condition X!u, : rS.

The number of e\¡ents ralthin this distrlbutlon corresponded to

the total number of elastic and background events "observed,'

for that detector system: and

(b) the openlng angle distribution Í{as onse again ptotted, but with

the conditions x3um f 15 and | ê"opt | , 6"; determining the number

of events hrithin this distribution, gave an estimate on the

number of the "observed', events that $,ere due to background.

The detector counts were then corrected for background by

subtracting the number of background events fron the total

"obsert¡ed" events.

The 6' cut in ó"opl r.ras determined using [Eq. ?1], by setting Xzr= ts

and o, = 1.6" (width of non-coplanarity distribution) then solving for

the net derriation from the mean, that is lx. - <x,> | The systematic

error contribution to the FST polarization measurenent due to

the uncertainty in determining the background fraction, f¡¡as found for

both calibration experlnents to be O.O% (see Appendix C). Typical

background fractions during the LHZ (C) catibration experiment were in

the order of 2% (5%). The aborre technigue used to obtain the background

fraction had orlginallt' been verified during the ,'Test of Change

Symmet¡y Breaking" experiment [Ref. 95].
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IV.5.a.2 Total Detector Efflctency Correctlons

The background corrected detector counts (N) were corrected for the

total detector efficienc¡r (€T) by performing the following

Ncorrected = Nbackground corrected fig)
€T

Jn the analvsis, €T was determined when uslng iEq. SOl.

IV.5 . a.3 Effective Rung

Because runs $¡ith the same "Bonnie', DAC settings ha\¡e the lncident

protons implnging on the same reglon of the FST sample. the corrected

counts of these runs were sunmed together to imp¡ove experinental

statistics. These runs Írrere known as effective runs. [Tab]e 2?l and

lTable 28] indicate the various runs that were conbined to create the

effective runs. In both of these tables, ,*n* i" the straight average

of the r¡arious run PNMR values tabulated in [Table 19] and [Tabte 20].

For the one or two runs ç,,¡ith slightly different DAC setttngs, these runs

were combined in the effecti\¡e tape group that ga\¡e the closest

agreement to their FST illuminated region.

IV.6 FST Polarlzatlon lleaaurehent

IV.6.a Uslng p-p Blastlc ScatterlDg Bxperirent

IV.6. a. 1 Scatterlng Asymetry

Using the detecto¡ counts IEg. 72), one can form the fol]owing

ratio



ITable 2?]

Effecti\¡e Runs Used in LHA Callbration Experinent

"Bonnie"
Effective run DAc
identifÍcation settlng pNUn Conbined runs

1

2

4
5
6

0.02 0. ?98 223
0.0? 0.796 222/22õ/226
0.15 0.707 224
o.o2 -0.800 27õ/22'l
0.07 -0.777 2t4
0. 15 -0.818 2!3/228/229 /230/ær

ITable 2B]

Effectlve Runs Used in C Calibration Experiment

', Bonni e ,,

Effective run DAC
identiflcation setting pnun co¡nbined runs

1 0.00 0.818 272/ 273
2 0.05 0.820 277
3 0.10 0.814 274 /275/279
4 0. 1036 0.813 276/2'17 /278
5 0.00 -0.811 282/287 /258 /289/ 290/2s2
6 0.05 -0.819 28!
? 0. 10 -o.81? 280/286
a o. 1036 -0. a14 2g9/2g4/2g6/297

36The polarity of "Bonnie" was interchanged
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(7 4a\
L*R- 

= 
nr.rn*.*,t * pAu(o)12

L-R- Q-e-0-e-¡1 t
LLRR_ 

_ PAy(o)l_

By expressing the left event detector solld angles and

efficiencies as

++0t=8o(1 + oL)

++
€L = €o(1 + sL)

(74b)

n, = nolr * rur)

€t=eo(l+sL)

and uslng a similar set of equations for the right event detector, one

can express IEq. 74a] as

l+n- = [1 + PAu(o)]z fie)

L-R+ t1 - pAy(o)12

when only the zero order ternìs ln [Eq. ?4b] are considered.

Solving for P in the above equation, allows one to deternine the

FST po.larlzation fron the left and right event detector counts and p-p

analyzing power. Fron this we find

P= e (76)
Ay(e)

where

€=r-1
r+1

r,rl th

(77 |

(78)"=(*,1'
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1'he term € is known as the scattering asltmmetrt¡ and the method used

to deduce it from the detector counts is known as the ratio nethod.

l'he advaÌìtage in using the ratio method to deiermine e. and in turn P.

is that it allor,,rs first order cancellation of sl'stematic errors arising

fron differences in detector efficiencies, solid angle, target

thickness, scattering angles and incident beam intensity.

The uncertainty in € due to the statistical fluctuations in the

"obse¡\¡ed" counts (after backbround correction), was deternined from

f I-"* rL R-- R: L-. L- H-* ¡-- 1 b (?e)
À€ = " I r B - r B + r ts + r ts 

|

{ 1 ;l? L 
-t L- )r- -( h:;lZ

Irì the above equation the nòtat-iorì L*, L'and Lf corresnonded to the

detector background cor|ected couÌìts, uncorrected "¡ar.l" counts and

background counts respectivelt'. The variable r in IBg. ?91 was

calculated from the background corrected counts.

As a consistency check, the scatliering asymmetry was calcuìated

usir'ìg tlìe rìornal.ization ¡ìethod as !,lell. 1n this methoo, € was

determi ned f l'orì

c = cL - €k

2

where the left event scattering aslrnnetfy (er) was defined as

el = L' - aL- (8i)
- L++aL-

wi th

a = L* * R+ (82.)
L- + R-

The right- e\¡ent scattering asymnetrl¡ (ep) was defined similarl]' to

€L, except the left e\¡ent count ¡ates Here interchanged for the right
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event counts. Because the nornarlzation method was not as effectlve as

the ratio nethod jn systematic error cancellation, a consistencv in the

two methods of calculating €, and in turn p, faould lndicate that most of
the errors arislng fron¡ the detector dlfferences have been correctly
accounted for in the analysis.

In thls wo¡k, only the ratio method data has been presented,

although conslstency betr,¡een both methods has been illustrated (see

following chapter). l{hen using the ratio nethod to determine €, only

events that fell r,rithin the detector overlap reglon were consldered.

The o\¡erlap region was deterrnlned by histograrnmlng the left and right
event magnetic field corrected proton scattering angle distributlons
and then locatfng the region that was coÍrnon to both distributions. The

overlap region was found to be between 21. and 2Zo as opposed to the 19.

to 29' detector full angular acceptance (this dtfference in angular

range was attrlbuted to the scattered proton magnetic field
deflectlons). Software cuts were imposed on the rnagnetic field
corrected Þroton scattering angles to ensure that only events r,rithin the

orrer.Iap region were selected to be anafl¡sed.

IV-6-a.2 p-p Analyzlng poxer

The average p-p analyzing ooru"., i.,(r), r,¡as determined from thev

o\¡erlap regions proton scattering angle distribution by calculating the

following expres s i on

Ay(0) = E Ay(0)il.l(0)r

E W(0).i 'r
(83)
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The magnetlc fleld cor¡ected proton scattering angle distrlbution

¡,ras binned lnto ^ 0.1" bins tPig. asj. Ithere I is the bin jndex,

AU(O)1 was the p-p analyzing poerer for the I'th bin deduced from the

phase shift data and W(0)1 is the weighting term, which corresponds to
the nunber of elastic scattering events that fell wlthtn the 1'th bln.

The term \(9)f *u" calculated ln the folloÌ¿ing fashion:

(a) uslng the phase shlft data [Ref. 3], in partlcular the SpOg

energy dependent solutions, a plot of AU(g) versus proton

scattering angle was made and the data was fitted uslng a

quadratic polynornlal . The analyzing Þower was deternined fo¡
the incident proton beam energy of 469 (501) HeV when analyzing

the LH2 (C) calibration data; and

(b) the value of AU(O), was then deternined from the fit by using

the i,th bins scatterlng angle centroid.

The uncertainty in the average p-p analyzing power, due to

statistical fluctuations in the weightjng term, W(g)i, was calculated
f¡on

aAy(o) = 1 fraftelrwrel, - raurell2lt
rr ,r(o)ilkl:---:J rl(o\ J 

(84)

[Eq. 83] and [Eq. g4] gave the average analyzing power and its
statistlcal error for a given scattered proton detector systen. To

obtain the average anaryzing por,¡er and its statisticar error over both

detectors one uses the expressions:

Ay(o) = Ay(0)r + Ay(9)R (85)
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186 )
À\(0)=\(0)L*a\(0)R

2

Durlng the LHA calibration data analysls, the scattering angle

dlstrlbutlons used were those of the unporarlzed runs. These runs were

lnitiallt¡ co¡nbined into effective runs to lmprove Àu{0) 
"tuti"ti"".

Because the second callbration experlment did not have any unpolartzed

runs, the effecti\¡e "unpolarized,, dtstributions were created bV

comblning two runs of opposite Fsr polartzation. partlcular care Í{as

made to ensure that both of these runs had the sane nu,nber of events

passing the softwa¡e cuts. Effective runs were also made. The

systenatic error contribution to the Fsr polarization measurement due to

the uncertalnty in the analyzing power deduced from the phase shift
data, \(9)i [Eq. g3], was catcutared to be 1.4? (1.40)* (see

Appendix C) for the LHz (C) callbratlon results.

IV.6.a. 3 FST Pola¡lzation

The experinental measurenent of the FST polarization was nade fron

[8q.76]

P= €

Ay(o)

ÞJhere e is the calculated scattering asynnetry and AU(g) the average

analyzing power over both scattered proton detectors. The statlsttcal
uncertainty in P $,as determlned fron

(8?)
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The target pol.arization as calculated abo\¡e corresÞonds to the a\¡erage

target polarization for a given run. Because in realitl' the target

pola¡ization during a run was exponentially deca¡rj¡1g in time lEg. 6aì.

the target polaÌization for a given run as determined from the NÀlR

system was corrected for this deca¡r Isee following section].

The s¡'51s¡¿¡ic error contribution to the FST polarization

neasurement due to the presence of various exiraneous beam and FS'l'

polarization conponents was calculated to be 0.56 (0.28)% for the LH2

(Cl) results (see .4ppendrx C). The slrstematic errol' contribution due to

diffe¡ences in effective run pofarizations was negligible (see .ApFendix

C). The absolute error in P was determined bV adding the statistical

and total systematic ITable 33] errors in quadrature.

IV.6. b Using the NIiIR Systen

The FST polarizatlon was measured at the start (Ps) and end (P") of

a given data collection period. The time (t') betwee¿ì polarization

measurenents was also knosrn. The FST polarization at sorne tine (t) f!.on

t-he P. measurement was determined using IEq. 6a] which was
_t

PNMR (t ) = P.e Ì

l'he time decal' constant, T, of the FST polarization in tlre ab':r'e

eguation was calculated f rom

r = t' (88)
0n/Þl

v"here

R = P. (89)

Bete¡een the pofarizatj.on neasurements Ps and Pe, the data mat' have

been collected (stored) on se\¡eraI magnetic tapes (runs). The a\¡erage

t'S'I' pola!'izatioD for a given run r{as tlìen determined fron



P*o*=P(tr)-P(tl)
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(e0)

,n(R')

where

R' = P(t2) (e1 )

P(t1)

The run had started at a time t1 fron the Ps measurement and ended

at tine tA. The PN¡IR values tabufated in [Table 19] and [Table 20] were

calculated using IEq. 90] and IEq. 91].

The error in the lndifidual NMR polarlzation neasurenent was

estimated to be j 2%. This is based upon the distribution of slx

ther¡nal equilibrium calibratlons which showed a standard deviation of

2%. The error in the enhancement facto¡ [see section II.s.a] was 10

titnes smal.ler and can be neglected.

iV.7 FST Polarlzùtlon DlstDlbutlon

The FST samp.Ie was segrnented lnto three horizontal strips IFig. 46j

of equal height. Software cuts we¡e inposed on the FST y-coordinate

image to isolate the elastic p-p scattering events that had taken place

within a glrren bin. The experiÍrental data r{,as calculated for fun, cuts

of < 10, < 15 and 120, as ¡{ell as for varlous FST bins and effective

runs, $¡hich were characterized by thelr conmon "Bonnie" DAC settings.

The FST polarizatlons Isee Appendlx D] wene calculated from

P(i,j,k) = q(i,j,k) (e2)

Ay(i,J,k)

r,rhen using [Eq. 76], whose statistlcal uncertainty can be calculated

r.rhen using IEq. B?]. The lndex definitions Isee Appendix D] were
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FST sample segmentation. The dinensions of
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beam dinection Has along the positive z-axis.
The diagran is not to scale.



I = FsT bin (1, 2, s)j = "Bonnie" DAC setting (1, Z, 3 or 4)¡ = x!u. < cut (1,2, gl .
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(es)

The FST polarizatton as a function of bin was then calculated fron
the P(1,J,k) neasurements from the relation

3or4
E P(i.J,kt

j=1 [aP(i,J,k)]2
(e4)

P(i,k) =
3or4

E1
j=1 [aP ( i, j, k)] 2

and the statistical uncertalnty ln p(i,k) was calculated from

(95)

1/iaP(i,j,k)12

The sum of j goes from 1to 3(4) when the LHz (C) effectlve runs

were analyzed. The FST polarizatlon dtstributlon was also determined

when uslng 6 bins. The 6 bin setup was achieved by vertlcally
bisecting the exrstrng three horrzontar segments as rrlustrated rn

[Ftg' a6]. Because the polarrzatlon for the left and rlght segrnents of

a given ho¡izontal bin was found to be withln the uncertainty in the

polarization neasurenent of the horizontal btn (before bisectÍon), only

the 3 bin arrangement was used to deternine the FST polarizatlon

Deasurenent.

ITabIe 29j sum¡larizes the FST polerizatlon dlstribution when using

a 3 and 6 bin arrangement. The data in [Table 29] were deduced fron the

zero "Bonnie" effective run data, that had been collected during the

second cal ibnation experlment .

]'



lTabte 29l

FST Polarization Dl stri but ion
Using Three and Six Bin Arrangenents

3 bjn arrangenent

btn FST polarizationST

6 bln arrangenent

bin38 FST pol ar l zat i on 3?

Top 0.792 + o.oz4

Uiddle 0. ?eg + 0.015

Bottom 0.,149 + O.OZ4

Top left 0.299:0.099
Top right Q.?69 + 6.q92

I{lddle left O.?99 + O.Oz3
Middle right O.7Zt + O.OZO

Botton left 0. ?gO + 0. Ogz
Botton right 0.269 + O. Ogz

a7
f,iThe OuoteO uncertainties are purely statistical .--The left-right bin orientation is with respect to an observerlooking do$¡nstream from the FST.
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The dÍmenslons of the bins that f{ere ultlmately used were 16.? nm

high by 20 mm wide by 35 mm thlck. The smallest bins that could have

been used (calculated by projectlng the fourth DLc x- and y-coordinate

resolutlons (typically + 1mm) from the ToF stop sclntillator position

to the FsT center and rotating the projected values lnto the FST

reference frame) had the dimenslons of 15.6 mm high bv 14.2 mm wide by

35 mm th lck.

Iv.8 Average FsT Polarlzatlon

The average FST polarizatÍon was calculated from the FST

polarization distribution uslng the expresslon

P(k) = E P(i,k) , (e6)
i=1

.t

and the associated statisticaì uncertainty was calculated fron

f 3 1t
aP(k) =rl E aP(i,k)z I (e?)

ãLi=' I

IV.9 NllR Polarlzatlon cal ibratlon

The calibratlon constant (È) relates the ¡neasurements of target

polarization made by the p-p elastic scattering and N¡lR methods: and was

defined as:

It = Pscatter (98)
Pn¡,rR

To deternine u fron the experinental P(i,j,k) data (see Appendix D),

the following relatlon eJas used

u(i,j,k) = P(i,i,k) (ee)

PNMR(j)



where

PNMR(J) = | P;MR(i) I - pN¡rnt:l 
I

The varlables e;"at:l anO na*f :) are the Nt{R potarizatton

neasurements, as tabul.ated jn [Table Z?] or [Table 28], for the two

effectlve runs that were used to calculate €(i,j,k) for the J,th ,,Bonnie,,

DAC settlng. The statlstical uncertainty in U was calculated fron

Âu(r,j,k) = u(i, j,k

as opposed to IEq. 8?] for the FST polarlzation measurement. The

experimental g(l,j,k) data have also been tabulated (see Appendix D).

The average calibration constant was calculated fron tbe cartbration

constants distribution in the sane nanner as lndicated in [Eq. 96] and

fEs. e?1.
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CHAPTER V

RBSITLTS å¡{D DISSUSSIOñ

Before the average NltR calibration constant was determlned f¡om its
dlstrlbution thoughout the FST sanple, ít was necessary to determjne the

Fsr polarization distributlon. The Fsr polarlzation distrlbutron was

obtained by seg enting (vla software) the Fsr sampre rnto severar bins

of equal size and then determlning the IìST polarizatlon for the sample

region wjthin each bin. The FST Þolarization distributjon was deduced

fron 3 horizontal strlps of egual height IFig. 46] , identlfled as the

toÞ, niddle and bottom bin. When a 6 bin arrangement (verticalll,
bisectlng the existing g horizontal bins) was used to deduce the FST

polarization distribution, the teft-right dlfference in the FST

polarization for the top, niddle and bottom bins was typically 0.0g,

0.02 and 0.04, respectively. Because the left_right difference in the

Fsr polarization for a given horizontar bin was smarrer than the er¡or
bar in the Fsr porarization ¡neasurenent fo¡ the entire horrzontal bin

lTable 29], this effect was. not slgnlflcant enough to be accounted for.
The FST polarization and NMR calibration constant distributions

ove¡ the.three FST bins, as deduced from the p_p elastlc scattering
asymnetrles, are summarlzed tn [Tab]e 301 and [Table 31]. It is
seen from [Table go] that the FST polarlzation decreases fron top to
botton of the target during both calibration experinents. A possible

explanatlon ls the fotlowing: if we assune the FST sample polarization

to be of uniform distribution when it was initlally potarized, then the

observed FST polarization distributlon can be predicted ,,rhen the



ITable 30]

FST Polarizatlon Distrlbution

FST bin
FST po I ari zat i on39

LHz runs C runs

for x2 f 10 data
sum

ToÞ
I{iddle
BottoÍr

for ¡2 < 1s data
sun

Top
Middì e

Bottom

for x2 < 20 data
sum -

Top
MiddIe
Bottom

0.808 + 0.015 0.792 + 0.008
0. ?68 10.010 0.762 l0.006
0.734 + 0.015 0.760 + 0.00A

0.818 + 0.014 0.796 + O. OO8
0.766 + 0.009 0.?68 + 0.006
0.728 + 0.014 0.766 + o. OOB

0.805 + 0.014 0.789 + 0.008
0.762 + 0.009 0.768 + O. 006
0.728 + 0.014 0.761 + 0.oofì

39The quoted uncertainties are purell' statistical .



ITable 31]

N¡{R Calibration Constant Distribution

FST bln
Nt'lR Callbration Constant4o
LH2 runs C runs

lor yz : 10 data
sum

ill dd 1e
Botton

for X' < 15 data
sum

Top
Middle
Botton

for X" < 20 data
sun -

Top
Middle
Botton

1.009 + 0.019 0.971 + 0.010
0.961 10.012 0.935 + 0.007
0.922 + 0.019 0.937 + 0.010

1.023 + 0.018 0.9?6 + 0.010
0,959 + 0.012 0.942 j 0.00?
0.915 + 0.018 0.940 + 0.009

1.006 + 0.018 0.96? + 0.010
0.955 + 0.011 0.942 + 0.00?
0.914 + 0.018 0.934 + 0.009

40The quoted uncertainties are purely statistical .
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po.larization deca!¡ constant for each of tlìe 3 bins rdas different and

dec¡eased fronì top to bottom. The onl¡' FSl'parameters that could cause

the polarization decay constant IEq. 6b] to vart' r4ithin each bin would

be changes in the sample tenpe¡ature and in the holding field. consider

the sample termperature possibilit]' first. Because the polarization

decat' constant decreases from top to botton ITable 311, then from IEq.

6bl it would indicate that the sample must be cooler at the top than at
2the bottom. Thu X"u,n < 20 data in [Table 30], indicate a FST

polarization difference of 0.07? and 0.028 from the top to the bottom

bin, fo¡ the LH2 and C runs resÞecti\¡ely. Thj.s corresponded to a

tempe¡atu¡'e difference between the top and botton bins of 19 nR and

1Cì mK, ¡especti\tely. The tenperature difference (AT) !ùas calcu]ated

fronì the observed FSl poìarization difference {AP), using

AT=TTAP
6tP

I 1t\2 \

and lTabìe 32|, where T is the average poìarization deoal' constant

deduced from the NlìfR neasuÌements. t is the tolal data colleciion

pel.ioti, T is the sampìe temperature and P the a\¡erage !'ST po.larization

deduced from [TaL'le 301. IEq. 102] was derived from lEq. 6al and

IEq. 6bl. tsecause there was only s¡s nixing chamber thermometer

[Fig. 7] located at the bottom of the FST sample, it r4as not possible to

verifl¡ this conjecture for the obser\ted FST polarization distl'ibution.

Consider now the hoìding field possibility. Since the polarizatio¡

decay constant decreases from top to bottom, then from [Eq. 6b], it

r,roul.d indicate that the holding field is larger at the top than at the

botton. If once again we emplot' the.xlur: zo data in [Table .301, tlìe

up-dor.:n FST poìarization difference of 0.07? (Cl .028) would correspond to



ITabte 321

FST Experimental parameters

I tem tHz runs C runs

Average FST polarizatton 0.?66 O.?55
Top-bottom polarization

2
difference (X"u, ( 20 data) 0.077 o.oag
Avenage po L ar i zati on
deca¡'se¡s¡¿¡t 429.3 Hrs. 899.6 H¡s.Total data collection period 1g.? Hrs. 23.g Hrs.Sanple teÍìperature 45 nK 45 mK
FST holdlng fietd O.Z5? T O.A5? T
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a holding fieìd difference between the top and bottom bins of 0.16

(Cì.08) T. The holding field difference (ÄB) Ras calculated fron Ap.

usilrg

aB = rB AP (103 )
4tP

and [Table 32], where B is the FST holrling fjeld. [Eq. 1Og] in turn was

derived from [Eq. 6a] and [Eq. 6b]. prior to the ,,Test of Charge

Symmetr]r Breaking" experiment, rrarious holding field maps were made

above and bel.ora' the central plane of the target cell. l.rom these field
maps the holding field change r{'ith vertical distance (at the target

center) was found to be 0.cì06 T cm-l. The abo'e calculated o.16 T and

0.08 T holding field differences over the ful.l S cm height of the

target, co¡responded to change of t).032 T cr-1 and 0.016 T cn-1 for
the LH2 and C ¡uns !'especti\¡ell'. Because the observed hoìding fietd
variatjon with r¡ertical distance (as calculated fron field maps) is muclr

smalle. then that predicted. it wouìd be .easonable to assume that the

obsenred polarization difference from i-he top of the target to the

bottom is not due to a holding field \ra¡j.ation between the top and

botton bin.

-AnotheÌ explanation for the obserr¡ed polarization distributìon
F¡ould be to harie the sample temperature constant thro[ghout the FST

sample, and thus the polarization decal' constant, and have the FST

polarization distribution to be such that the bin poìarization decreased

from top to bottom Hhen the sample was injtiallt, poìarized. Thjs effect
is somes¡lìat justified from the fact that the mic¡owa\re photons tìlat are

used to initially po.larize the FST sample rria the dynamic nuclear

pola¡izatron method eìter the FST sample fron the top IFis. ?1. 1.hus,
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the top bin may have been polarÍzed nore than the bottom bin ttue to

photon attenuation r.rithin the FST sample. It is not possible to

distinguish whether the resulting FST polarization distribution is due

to the tenperature \rariation throughout the FST sample or. the initial

microwave photon attenuation withj.n the sample, or a combination of both

ef f ects.

The NMR calibration constant (p) was defined as

B = Pscatter

Pt't:rtH

Hhere Pscatte| and P¡yt are the !'ST polarj.zations deduced from p-p

elastic scattering and t-he NMR s]¡stem. ]t shouid be noted that U Fras

obse¡'r'ed lTab]e 311 to be near unity at the top of the sample, not in

the mlddle where the NMR corl is phl'sicall]¡ sjtuated.

l'he a\¡erage NMR calib¡ation constant over the entire FST sanple was

calculated in a manner as indicated in Isection IV. 9]. lFig. 4?l

illustrales the experimental results $¡ith their associated statistical

error bars. Ag!'eement between the average NMR cal.ibration corìstatìts

ca.lculaied from the asl'mnìetries using t-he ratio and normalization

nethods indicates that systematic erro¡s arising from differences in

detector solid angles, efficiencies, target thickness, scattering

angle and incj.dent bean current have l¡een correctly accounted for.

IFig. 48] illustrates the various contributing effects the background

and detector efficiencV corrections to the detector count rates had on

the final resuli-s.

'1. he sI¡stematj c error

was evaluated fron

Á!r = fÁ L{

in tl'ìe ave¡age NMR caiibration constant (¡J)

(105)
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where the scaler fA ls assigned the value 0.0216 (O.O2Og) when analyzing

the LH2 (C) data. The scaler fA was dete¡mined by adding the individual
systematlc ernor contrlbutions lsee Appendix C] in guadrature [Tabte

331 excluding the p-p analyzrng power systenatrc error contribution.
The latter was determined from the phase shtft analysls results [Ref. g]

to the existing p-p data base, and was kept separate fron the other B

due to the iìethod used to estlmate lt [see Appendix C]. The systematic

error in the average NnrR caltbratlon constant due to thls effect alone

was calculated using [Eq. 105] but fA raas now assigned the vaÌue

0.0147(0.0140) [Table gg] when analyzing the LHz (c) data. fTabte 94j

summarizes the average NMR ca¡ibration constant resur.ts which have

asslgned to them three uncertainties. The first of these is due to

statistical fluctuations in the data, the second is due to the first 8

systematic erro¡ contributions as tabulated in [Table 33] and the thlrd
is due to the sl¡stenatic error of the p_p analyzing power deduced frorn

the phase shift analysis.

After the data analysis, the priÌnary proton bean energy loss from

cycìotron exit to FST center Isee sectlon fV.Z.a.2l h¡as re_ca.lcuì.ated

and it was found, that the LHz run beam energy at the center of the FST

should harre been 46?.ô MeV and not 469.0 l{eV [Table 95] as previously

calculated. 
.To conpensate for this change in bean energ"y, the LHz

results ln [Tabie 94] were re-calculated. This involved the scaling of
the observed analyzing power data, that is

ou"lf,' = ou.[3) tt

where

(106)
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ITable 33]

Svstematic Brror Considerations

Contrlbuting ef fects
(aPlP )

LHz runs C runs

Error in P due to e¡ror in
incident proton bean energ'y 0. OO2l O. OOll

Error in P due to error in determlnlng
the detector physical angle O.O\ZZ O.OOZz

Error in P due to wrong corrections
for deflections in holding field o.OOOZ O.O0O2

Error in P due to different effective
run FST polarizations negllgible negligible

Error in P¡¡1¡ due to reproducibilitv
of the NMR system O.O20O O.OZOO

Error in P due to error in determining
the background fraction 0.0049 O.OO4?

Error in P due to incorrect sÞin
precession of superconductlng negliglble negltglble
solenoid

Error ln P due to the presence of
various beam and FST polarization 0.0056 O.0O2B
co,npone nt s

Adding the above in guadrature 0.0216 0.0209

Error in P due to the error in
the analyzing power 0.0147 0.0140
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lTable s4l

Average Nl,{R Calibration Constant Results

xa 5 cut
sum

LH2 runs C runs

10 0.9639 + 0.0084(+O.OZOS)(+O.014Z) 0.94?? t 0.0046(+O.O19g)(+O.O1gg)
1? 0.9654 + 0.0081 (+o.ozos)(+o.o14z) 0.gsa? + o.oo4s(j0.0199)(;o.o1s3)20 0.95?9 + 0.0080(+o.ozo?) (+0.0141) 0.94s0 + o.oo44(lo.o19s)(Io.Olss)

Stra i glìt
average of 0.9624 + 0.0082(+.o2oB)(+.0142) 0.9495 I 0.0045(+0.0198) (+0.0133)
above results

Weighted nean of above
results uslng the statisticat O.9SZ I O.OO4(+O.OA0)(+0.014)
errors as weighting



lTabie 3sl

LH2 Run Prinar'}' Proton tseam Energlt Losses

Previous Recalculated
Values Val ues
(MeV) (MeV)

At cl'clotron exit
.At BEI1 kapton foil exit
At center of secondarl' beam production
target
After 9' (]ab) scattering at centeÌ' of
secondary beam production target
At secondary beam production target exit
.After passing through 31?.13 cm of air
At TOF start scintillator exit
.Af t-er passing thÌ'ough 166.28 cm of a!Ì
.At horizontal drift chanber exit
.After passing through 124.22 cn of air
.At horizontal drift chanbe¡ exit
After passing through 9.?5 cm of ai¡
At 1'0! stop scintilLator exit
.Af ter passing through 21.55 cm of air
At FST cent er

49?.0
49? . Cr

493.0

47',t .9
476 .a
4?5.8
475.6
A'.t5.1
475. I
4'.7 4 .',l
474.6
4'.7 4 .6
474.4
474.3
469. L)

497.O
49',7 .O

493.0

471 .9
473. B

472 .8
472.L:
4',72.O
477.7
471.6
471 .5
411.4
471.3
471 .2
46?.6
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fg = Au (z¿')
467.6

Av (24" ',t

469

= 0.9988 (107)

and necaìculating the N[tR callbratlon constant data fro¡n the observed

scattering asymmetries. The scaler fB was determined from Arndtrs phase

shlft analysls [Ref. g] Spgg energy deÞendent solutlons. The ne¡{ LHz

run average NlrlR calibration constant result, after the above correction,

was found to be 0.9ô96 + 0.0082(l .0209) (l .0142). The new weighted

mean of the average NüR calibration constants of both experiments was

0.953 t 0.004(l 0.020)(+ 0.014), whlch had an absolute error of

1oo x [(.004)2 + (.oeo)2 + (.014)2lh = 2.6% (108)
0.953

As a finishing note, during the ,'Test of Charge Synnetry Breaking,,

experlment an average NûtR calibration constant value of 0.961 10.024
(+0.027) [Ref. 1] was obtained. The first and second uncertainties

were due to the statistical and systenatic errors, respectively. The

NMR calibration constant (R) was calculated from

R = Ps cat te r
P¡lnn

where PNMR is the NMR target polarization measurenent and pscatter is
the Fsr polarization measurement determined from an experinent that used

a secondary beam of neutrons to lrnpinge upon the FST's p¡otons.

Pscatter ra'as deterrnined fron the neutron bean polarization (pn), using

Pscatter = Pn /dep/de\. (110)

\.."r* i

(109)
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In the above equation, €n (€p) is the obser\¡ed scattering asynmetry ¡{hen

the neutron beam ls polarlzed (unpolarized) and FST is unpolarized

(polarized); e r,¿as the proton scattering angìe, that was observed over

the angular range of Z7o to 97. (Iab.).

I.lhen a comÞarlson ls made betr.¡een the average NttR calibration
constant found here 0.953 + 0.025 (absolute), and that of the charge

synnetry experlnent 0.9ô1 + O.096 (absolute) tt ts seen that they agree

!¡lthln thelr assoclated error bars. The present nesult, is taken to be

a better representation of the true average NI{R catlbration constant,

due to lts smaller error bar and the fact that lt was determined from

the Nl'lR calibration constant dlstribution throughout the FST sanÞle.

V.1 Corclu8lon

The average Nt{R calibration constant was determined frorn its
distribution throughout the Fsr sampre and has been measured with an

accuracy of + 2.ô , using p-p elastic scattering. prior to this
measurement the NMR calibation Constant ¡{as known to 1g.6% [Ref. 1].

The NUR calibration constant distribution for a 3 horizontal bln

arrangement, indicated that the top bin of the sample obtalned the

hlghest value, and the nlddle and botton bins nere consecutively Lower.

".,""ï:":::"":"ï", :;,"i:. ï:":""i"":::.î"k 
ln'io'ihe Auu ( 0,

f Ayy(0) and Au(0) [see

chapter Il to be determined to an absolute accuracy of + 0.03. The

resulting new data had a great jrnpact on the phase shift pa¡anetrization

of the I = 0 scattering amplttudes [Ref. 2].
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APPENDIX A

RROZBII SPIII ÎARGBT PtOT,ARIzATIofl grcsmAlmy RaQI,IR&IB¡{T

The n-p sÞin correl.ation paraneter AUU(9) can be shown to be of
the form:

\v(o) = ,þ, (år+) (41)

r,¡i th

(^21

where L++ and R** are the counts in the left and right detectors, the

subscripts indicate the beam (first) and target (second) polarlzation

direstions; PT and pB are the target and bean polarizations.

lEq. All can be slmplifled to

A'...(0) = €

PtPs

r,rhen € is defined as

e = Ê - 1 (A4)
É* 1

The n-p spin correl.ation parameter uncertainty can be determined

from [Eq. A3] and is written as

o f o" o" o" 1t"Avv lt t, t,, 
I-- =l_ * _ * _ I

Ayy L.' nfi r; J 
(45)

where opT , \u 
, or, and o€ are the unceÌtainitles ln the variables pT,

Ayy(o), PB and €, respectively. It should be noted that [Eq. AS] assumes

that PB and pT or opB und op, u"" not correlated.

(43 )
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The beam polarization can be determined to ìess than +z%, assuming

that the spin transfer coefficient ra is known, so

d^
l'R- <. o.o2

" 
" "' (A6 )

'ts

atrd assuming the s¡rs!s¡¿¡is er¡ors in the observed scattering asymmetrl,

(e) al.e unde¡ control then

o.- < 0.ol
a

(A? )

If the target polarization can be deternined to at nost r.29ó. that
is

oPn
' < o.oz r^rr

t\

then by subsritutins IEq. A6], tEq. .a?l and IEq. A8] into IEq. As.] it
can be shown tha t

ot"l'I¡ < o.o3 (A9)
Â'-t'I'

since I .4s,\¡ | < o. s then f rom [Eq. .A9 ]

- At,y < 0.0ar (.41tt )

It is seen then from the abo\re derivation that a target
po-1a¡ization with absorute accuracy of ress than +2% is necessar'r' to

achie\¡e atì absolute accuracl' of j0.08 in the n-p spin correlation
parame t er .
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APPENDIX B

PN(IION BIISBIIBLB P1OTIIRIZâTIOII AT TEBNXAL BQT'ILIBRII'H

Consider an ensenbfe of .independent particles each having the same

spin S. The Hamiltonian for the interaction between each particle and
*,..

the statlc external magnetic field B = Bk, is given as

t = -llzB (81 )

where ld, is the z-component of the ensenble magnetic moment. Since

Irl, = lS, ( 82 )

where Sz is the z-component of the spin operator S and 7 is the

gyromagnetic ratio of the particles, then fron IEq. 81 ]

¡ = -yBS, (83)

The nuclear spin polarization for the ensemble of particles is

defined as

P = <Sz> (84)

S"

*nu"u Ç is the ensenbfe a\¡erage of the spin operator Sz, and can be

determined b¡¡

(85)<Sz> = Tr(psz)

with p being the denslty matrix. If we assume that the ensemble is at

thernal equi I ibrium then

^ ^-HlkTp = 9 - "- (86)
z



Using the above equations, [Eg. 86] can be expressed as

TBSz-TT-
<Sz> = Tr(e 8z)

TJ

Recall ing that

srìsn>=drlsm> (Bs)

where I S m > ls the eigenvector of the operator Sz with elgenvalues nrh

(m taking on 2I+1 vålues between -I and I) and summing over all the

states m, puts [Eg. 87] into the form

(87)

(89)

Fron the nornaLization condition of the denslty natrix, the

partition function Z can be shown to be

I YBMñ

z= f e kr (B1o)
m = -I

By substitutine [Eq. Blo] into [Eq. 89], and assuming that the

lndividual particles are of spin 1/2 such as protons (that is, n = I/2

ot -7/2\, Í¡e get frorn [Eq. 89] and [Eq. BlOj

*r,=¡ ["rsnzzxt_"-rsnzzkt'l . (811]z 
L eYBn/zkr + e-7Br¡/zkr J

From the definition of the tanh function vre can rewrjte [Eq. 811]

as

I TBMñ

.t-t =¡ f r" kt
' z 

^=-j

.s-t = ¡.tant¡lZshl ." 2 l2krlLJ
(8121



Now substltutlng [Eq. 812] into IEq. B ], we obtain the nucl.ea¡

spin polarization for an ensenble of protons as

e = tanhflg¡l
lztrJ

(813)
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APPENDIX C

SYSTBTATIC ERROA CA"LCT]IÂTIOIIS

To estimate the various systematlc error contributlons to the FST

polarization neasurenent the followlng nunerical values were used:

I tem LHz runs C runs

Incident proton beam energy (E) 469 MeV 501 MeV
Nominal scattering angle (0) 24'(tab) 24'(1ab)
Average p-p analyzlng power (Ay) 0.4092 O.42O4
Average FST polarization (P) 0.8O 0.81

ro= 1+PAy 1.9734 2.0327

1 - pÁ- "'v

The average p-p analyzing power was calculated for the above 0 and E

values using Arndt's phase shift analysls IRef. 3], 1n particular, tlìe

SP88 energy dependent solutions.

Before the varlous systematic error caLculatlons are presented the

following comnon expression is derived here to elininate repetition.

By defining the ratio
2 L_ro = !_Ã_ (cl )

L 
_R+

and using the following detector count rates [Eq. ?2]

+l. = oo(1 + PAt,)
R_ = o6(1 - PA¡,) (cz)
L_ = 06(1 - PA¡r)
R =oo(1 + PAy)

it can be shown that

P=t fro-l] . (cs)
-t-lAv Lro + 1.1
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It should be noted that the above count rates and thus ro are

defined to be ln the absence of any systematic errors. Taking the

derivative of P with respect to ro then gives us

ap = _______?__ ar (c4)

Au(1 + ro)¿
where

Ár=r-ro (c5)

The ratio r is defined sl¡nilarly to the ratio ro [Eq. C1] but now

the count rates have some systematic error contrfbutions Writing r

ln terms of ro vla the scaler ô

r¿ = ôr. (C6)
o

allows [Eq. C4] to be expressed as

ts
OO= Zrc (ô'-1) (c?)

P (ro - 1)(ro + 1)

We then have

AP = 1.3636 (62 - 7l for LHz runs
P,,

= 2.0327 (ôo - 1) for c runs

C.l Incldeot Prototr B€u Bnergy

Because the Þ-p analyzing power is a functlon of the incldent proton

beam energy there would be a systematlc error contribution to the FST

Þolarization neasurenent as a resu.It of the beam energy uncertalnty

This contribution can be calculated from

aP = -ÀEfôA I I

-l 
Yl l. (cs)P \ L* lr,rj

Using a + 2 MeV and 11 MeV estimate of the Íncident proton beam

enengy uncertainty for the tHz and C runs respectivelv, and
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(ce)ô\

ôE

= 4.2 x 1O-4 (4.6 x 1O-4)

0.8

via the Arndt phase shift analvsis (SP88 solutlon), the fractional error

in the FsT polarlzation measurement $ras estimated to be

ÁP = 0.0021 (0.0011) (c10)
P

Because throughout this appendix data is presented for both

callbratton experlnìents, the terns ln the brackets wtll correspond to

the c run data.

c.2 Scattered Proton lþtectoD PosltloDiDg

Because the p-p analyzing poerer was deternined from the detector

scattering angle distrlbutlons, there will be a systematic error

contrlbution to the FST polarlzation measurenent as a result of the

uncertainty in determining the detector physical angular Þositions.

Estimates of this contribution were calcu.lated from

ÀP=-Äe fô\l I
l_l I (c11)

P \ Lô0 lE,oJ

Using an angular positioning uncertainty of Á0 = +0.05' (lab) and

(c12)

via the SP88 solution of Arndtrs phase shift analysis rJe find

AP = 0.0022 (0,0022) (c13)
P

c.3 [oldiDg field lÞflectloD ADgleg

There could ha\¡e been systematlc error contributions to the FST

polarization measurenent arsing fron wrong corrections for deflection in

ÀAv I = -0.0183 (-o.o1s3)
_t
ao lE,e
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the holding field. As a result of this, there would have been a mismatch

ln the ]eft and rlght event scattering angles. To estimate this

contribution the following deflnltions r,rere applled. The subscrlpts

were used for left (L) and right (R) event identifícation.

By deflnlng the folloÍ,ing scattering angles

gt=e'- p and 0a=0,+p (C14)

f\rh e re

0'=Of,*0R and P=01 -9n (c15)----z- ----z--
the analyzing por.¡ers could be expressed as

AL=\(0,-p)
22-A'y pdAy+pdAy (C16)

do 2 dae

and
A*=Au(9'+P)

22-A'r,+pdAy+pdAy (C17)

d0 2 d02

The difference between the left and right event anaìyzing por,Jers is

due to the scattering angle misnatch, p. Substltuting IEq. C16] and

tEq. C1?l into IEq. C2] r,re get

L+ = oo [1 + P(A'y - ôA + 6'A)]

R+ = oo 11 - P(A'y + ôA + ô'A)l
(c18)

L = oo t1 - P(Ary - 6A + ô'A)l

R = oo [1 + P(A'v + ôA + ô'A)]

r4her e

¿2ôA=pdAu and 6t4=p dAu (c19)

do 2 daz
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Using [Eq. C18] and performlng the ratio in [Eq. Cl] one flnds the

relation r¿ = 6r¿ to be satisfied when

z?¿22
ô = 1 + Zp A | .,ô | A + Ap6 ' A - p (6A) + p (ô'A)

v

(1 + PA'y)
(c2o)

1+ ap¿A,vô'A - apô'A - p'(ôA)" + p¿(ô,A)¿

(1 _ PA' y) 
¿

since p = -0.32o (-0.37"), 0t = 24-20" (zg.84.), A'y = o.4o5g (o.4zg4),

¡¡ I-"1' 
| = -0.0184 (-0.0181)

oe le'
and

d'¿ I

, I = -o'oool (-o ooo1)
d9 I 0'

then

ô = 0.99968 (0.99968) (cz1)

substltutlng IEq. C21] tnto IEq. C?] we obtain

AP = 0.0002 (0.0002) (czzl
P

C.4 p-p Analyzl¡g Porer

Because the FST polarizatlon is calculated from the ¡neasured

scatterlng asymmetry and analyzing power, there r,Jould be a systenatic

error contributjon to the polarization neasurenent arising from the

analyzing por.¡er uncertainty. This contrlbutlon was determined frorn the

relation

(c23)
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the analyzing power uncertainty Á]qy was deterxnined fron the Arndt

phase shift analysis by estimattng the largest differences between

energy dependent (SP88) and single energy solutions. The following

differences were formed for the LH2 data

ÂAv = Augpgg 

"o1,n 
- ouanuo 

"oI 
,n= 0'0060

(c24\
ÀA__ = A__ - 4,, = 0.0015v vsPog sol 'n YsSoo sol 'n

and C data

AA =A - 4., = -0.0039v vspB8 sol.'n Ycsoo sol'n (czs)

AA,, = 4., - 4,, = -0.0059
' "SP88 so]'n rS500 solrn

respectivell'. Using A]Ay = 0.0060 (-0.0059) in [Eq. C23] we obtained

AP = 0.014? (0.0140) (c26)
P

c.5 DlffereDt FST pola.rlzatlong

I{hen the FST polarization measurement was calculated fron the

scattering asymmetry and analyzing power, two effective runs were used

of opposite FST poìarization directions. The measured polarization was

then taken to be the average of the two effective run polarizations.

Systematic error contributions to the FST polarization measurement would

exist arising fron differences between the effective run pofarizatlons.

Taking this effect into account, IEq. C2] becomes

++L =o.(1 +PAy)

R+ =o.(1 - p*Ay)
(c27 \

L- = o"(1 - P-A--)
v

R =q"(I * p-Ay)
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Definlng

n=lp*l *lp-luno op=lp*l-lr-l (cz8)

and substltuting [Eq. C27] lnto the ratio in [Eq. C1], we find 6 in the

relation ra = ôr¿ to be
o

ô=1-A'(6p)'
v

(1 + pAu) ¿

1 - A¿y(ôP)a

(1 - PAv)'

(c2e)

using ôP = -0.0059 (0.0014) fronì the NMR polarization values we find

ô = 1.000010 (1.0000006) (cao)

Substitutins IEq. C30] into IEq. C7]

ÂP=?x10-6 (a x to-?)
P ( cal )

It is illustrated above that this contribution ls negligible.

C.6 Eackground Fractlon B8thation

Another systematic error contribution to the FST polarlzation

measurement could have arisen fron the method used to estlmate the

background fractlon Isee section IV.O.a.1]. Rearranging IEq. C2] to

take into account the various background contributions

f, = oL + Aflog

+++R = oR + AfRoB

_ (c32)
L =oL + ÄfLøB

R = oR + AfRoB
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it can be shoHn then, that
+-+-ô= 1+ AfLdB + AfRoB - ÅfRoB - AfLoB

oL o[ oi o, 
(c33)

for the relation rt = ôr" to be true. The varlous terns in tBq. Cggl,

which wilt be refered to as ôfi, ar*, affi and afr, correspond to the

calculated background fractlons. Caìculatlng these terns from the

general equation

af =aö.df I (co4)
d+10=60

where the derivatl\re is the rate of change of the calculated baskground

fraction wlth non-coplanarity angle û, evaluated for 6 = ôo, and Àg the

root-mean-square of the multiÞle scattering angle. It can be shown,

fron the folloe¡ing X!u,n < fS Oata

+. +.df¡, I = -o.0zo8 (-0.ozos) df* I = -0.0133 (-o.ots3)
ao lo = o" o+ lo = u" (c3s)

1t I = -o.0148 (-0.014s) di* I = -0.01ee (-o.o1ee)
oo lo=0" oo lo=e"

and

Â$ = 9.62o (0.580)

that

AP = 0.0049 (0.004? )
P

(c36)

(c3? )

c.7 SupercoDductlng $olenold SplD preces8lon

Systematic error contrlbution to the FST polarlzation neasurement

could have arisen bt¡ not havjng the incident beam polarization in the

horizontal , x - z plane. There r,rere tr.¡o independent effects.
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C.7.a lDcorrect l::rllenold Current gettlng

After the experiment, the spln Þrecession angle, 0t, of the solenoid

was measured (see section iIi.3.c) and it was found to be 89.8o j 1.80

(2%). If we conslder the worst case, 0p = 8Bo, then the lncident beam

polarization along the y - axis, Pf;, would be

v\tei = r". sin(goo - 0p) (c38)

where Pv Ís the secondary proton bean Þolarization along the y - axis,

as a resuìt of 90 (Iab) scattering of the unpolarized primary proton

beam, within the secondary beam productlon target. Rearranging [Eq. c2]

It
for the presence of PB we get

¿ V V VVL = oo[(1 *AyPT){AyP;+PiPiAuui

R* = oot(1 - AyPrY) - AvPl * e{e} auui

L- = oolti - auervr . +i - rþi ^rr, 
(c3e)

_ \t v v\t
R = oo[(1 * A'PT ) - AvPä - PiPÁAvv]

where P, is the FST polarization assuned to be parallel to the y - axis

and Auu is one of the p-p spin correlation paraneters at 0 = 240 (]ab)

and incident proton bean energy E. Substituting [Eq. c39] into IEq. c1]

we find the relatÍon "t = Orå to be satisfied when

1-(AvPË*PTPåsvul'

---T 
.(1 + AypT )

ô= (c40)

YY z
1-(AyPB-PTPBAyy)

ç2(1 - AvPì)



Using the val ues

PY = 0.4099 (o.23ss)

AUU = 0.6368 (0.6086)

207

( c41 )

¡{hich were derived from the SP88 solutlon of Arndtrs phasè shift

analysis, lt can be shown

Ae = ? x tfu (, x 1o-5) rc4zl
P

The syste¡natlc error contribution to the FsT polarization as a

result of the above effect has been 1ìlustrated to be negllgible.

c.7.b Solenold flsallglletrt

The .fB.d, of the superconducting solenoid due to a misalignment

anele, 0", wi 1l be

sings (/B dt)sotenoid (c43)

thus the change ln .fB.d, r{1ll be

[l - sino"J.(.fB dr)solenoid (c44)

But since the spin precession angle of a solenoid is directly

proportional to the (.fB dt)solenoid, then the spln precession angle, 0t,

will change to

0r(1 - sinO") (C45)

due to the presence of 0s. Thus if 0p = 9oo and 0" = 0.1o then the ne[¡r

precession angle, 0'a, would be 89.80. Substituting this value for

0, in [Eq. C38j and once again sohring [Eq. CAo], it can be shown that

ÄP wtll be Just as negllgible.
P
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C.8 Brtraneous B€r¡ and FgT Pola¡lzetloB CorpotreDt8

Because the scattering asynmetry was caJ.culated b¡r ¡¡si¡t [Eq. C2], a

systenatic error contribution to the FST polarlzation ñeasurement could

have arisen from possible extraneous beam and FST polarization

components. Rea¡ranglng IEq. C2] for the various polarizatlon

conponents 9Je have

+VL = oo[(1 * pT-AU) * a]

+VR = qo[(1 - PT-Ay) + bl
(c46)

l,- = oo[(1 - RrvAu) * c]

R = qo[(l * Pt-Au) * d]

where

v vv xx zz xz zxa = AyPB + PiPóAyy + PTPBAXX * PIPBAzz * (PTPB + PrPr)Ar*
y vy xx zz xz zx0 = -Ay Ps * PtPn\v + PrPBAxx + PrPBAzz - (P'PB + PrPr)Ar*

c = AvpË - e{e$au" - e}eln*" - ezrvlarr- refefi * plpä)Azx (c471

d = -AvpË - n{nlaru - n{n[a** - "Ir3o,,. rnfnfi * efefira,*

In the above equation PB and PT are the bean and FST polarizations,

r,rith thei¡ various x, y, and z - components identified as superscripts;

Ar*,\u, Azz, and Azx are the proton spin correlation parametera

obtained from Arndt's phase shlft analysis (SP88 solution) and were

deternined for I = 24o (lab) and incident proton energy E, as indlcated

at start of the appendix. Substitutlng [Eq. Ca6] and [Eq. C47] into

[Eq. cl], one finds the relation r2 = 6r? to hold when



+ad

and uslng the following data

Axx = -0.51?8 (-o.5oo1)

Ar" = O.5O25 (0.4574)

PT = o.Bo (o'81)

Ps = 0.4Ogg (0.2389 )

0=2o ô=880

0=880 6=20

then after some substitution we find

. ÂP = 0.0056 (0.0028)
P

Auu = 0.6369 (0.6086)

Ar* = O iL627 (0.1399)

for FST polarization

for beam po I ari zat i on

for beam polarization

for FST Þo I ari zat i on

ô = 1 + (a * d)(1 * aue{)

203

(c48)

ya
(1 + AvPT )

v1+ (c+b)(1 +AvPl) +cb

ye
Aft)

If we deffne the bea¡ì and FST polarlzation conponents as
Y

(t

È = Pcosgs inó

PV = Psing

Pz = Pco s gco só

(c4e)
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APPENDIX D

BXPER I XEI{TAf, DATA

The following data that wlìl be presented belof.r are for the ratlo

Eethod calculated scattering asynmetrles uslng effectlve run count rates

corrected for background, lncldent proton bean current and detector

efficiencies. The various effective run data that eras used is tabulated

in [Table D1]. The PNMR(J) values as tabulated, were calculated using

[Eq. 100] which ls the straight average of the spin up (+) and spin

down (-) effective 
"un 

F*n* values, listed i¡ lTable 2?] and [Table 28].

The index used throughout this aÞpendix and their asslgnments are

defined below:

(1) 1 index:

index nunber FsT bin

I bottom
2 ¡ri ddle
3 top

(2) j index:

index nu¡nber "Bonnie" DAC setting
LHz runs C runs

1 0.02 0.00
2 o.o't o.os
3 0.15 0.10
4 o.1o*

[*oolaritv Ínterchanged]

(3) k index:

2
lndex nunber Xsum < cut

1 10
2 15
320

All of the uncertainties that r.¡ill be stated beloh' are due to

statistlcal f luctuations only.



lTabte D1l

Effectlve Run Data

j index
"Bonnie" DAC Effective run ldentlflcation

setting Spin up (+) Spin dor.¡n (-) PNMR(j)

For LHz run:

For C runs:

0 . 7991
o . 786?
o.807ô

0.8149
0.8193
0 .8156
0.8135

4
5

6

5
t)
,l

8

I
2

1

2

3
4

1

2

3

1

3
4

0.02
0.07
0.15

0.00
0.05
0.10
0.10*

x The polaritv of "Bonnie" was lnterchanged



ITabIe Ð2]

LHZ Run Data

index
ijk

Ay(i,i,k) e(i,i,k) P(i,i,k) u(i,j,k)

111 .4!257 ! .00062
2 .4t265 + .00061
3 .41261 1 .00060

t21 .41221 + .OOO43
2 .41243 I .00042
3 .41260 + .00042

131 .41083 j .00132
2 .41727 t .00128
3 .41135 + .00125

271 .41129 + .00048
2 .47t42 I .0004?
3 .41141 + .00046

22t .47236 ! .O0O21
2 .47246 + .00027
S .41246 I .00026

. 2969 1 .0085

.2959 + .0082

.2958 I .0081

.3093 t .0107

.3056 j .0104

.3037 1 .0103

.3071 1 .0155

.3045 : .0151

.3069 I .0150

.3083 1 .0073

.3040 I .00?1

.3047 I .00?1

.3288 j .0069

.3274 ! .0067

.3251 I .0066

.3115 + .0062

.3141 1 .0060

.3119 +.0060

. 3438 + .0179

.3456 ; . 0173

.3451 j .01?1

.3352 + .0112
. 3328 I .0109
.3313 + .0108

.3283 I .0081

.3371 + .00?8

.3284 + .00?8

.719? I .0206
. ?171 + .0200
.7170 + .0198

.7503 + .0260
. ?410 1 . 0253
. ?360 + .0251

. ?4?5 + .0379

.7403 + .0368

.7461 j .0365

. ?495 + .0179

.'1384 ! -O714

.7407 + .O!12

. ?974 + .0166

.7937 + .0162
. ?881 + .0161

.7564 + .0151
.7625 + .0146
.7672 + .0746

.8354 I .0435
. 8393 + .0419
.83?8 + .0416

.8130 + .0273

.8068 I .0265

.8033 : .0263

.7991 + .0198

.8202 + .0190

.7988 + .0189

.900? I .0258

.8974 + .0250

.8973 ! .0247

.9538 I .0330

.9419 +.0322

.9355 + .0319

.92s7 I .0469

.916? + .0455

.9239 I .0452

.9380 + .0224

.9241 ! .0218

.9269 + .0215

1.0135 j .0211
1.0089 +.0206
1 .0018 I .0204

. 936ô + .0186

.9442 + .0181

.937? + .0180

I .0455 I . 0544
1.0504 + .0525
1.0485 + .0520

1.0334 + .0346
1 .0¿56 I .033?
1 .0211 + .0334

.9896 I .0245
1.0156 + .0236

.9891 + .0234

23t
2

311
2
3

.41180 I .00056

.41188 + .00055

.41188 +.00054

.41152 I .00091

.411?8 + .00088

.41194 + .00086

321 .4t227 + .OOO43

2 .47245 + . 00041
3 .47244 + .00041

331 .41080 + .00064
2 .41103 + .00062
3 . 41115 I .00062



lTable D3l

C Run Data

lndex
iJk

Ay(r,j,k) €(r,J,k) P(1, J,k) u(1,i,k)

111 .42918 + .00047
2 .4294A + .00045
3 .42966 + .00045

721 .42973 + .OOO42
2 .42938 + . 00041
3 .42955 + .00040

131 .42749 + .00065
2 .42785 + .000ô3
3 .42801 + .00063

741 .42869 + .00026
2 .42858 I .00025
3 .42919 + .00025

2f1.42865+.00030
2 .42902 + .00030
3 . 42911 1.00030

227 .42972 + .OOO27
2 .42947 + .00026
3 .42951 + .00026

231 .42937 I .00029
2 .42563 + .00028
3 .429'17 I .00028

247 .42893 + .OOO27

2 .4293t I .00026
3 .42947 + .00026

311 .42878 + .00050
2 .42494 + .00049
3 .42910 I .00048

321 .42932 + .00040
2 .42949 I .00039
3 .42963 + .00039

.3324 j .0066

.3351 + .0064

.3337 + ,0064

.3243 + .0134

.3193 + .0131

.3171 + .0130

.329? + .0116
. 333? + .0113
.3267 + .0113

.3250 + .0043

.3260 + .0042

.324'l + .OO47

.3271 + .0043

.3292 + . 0041

.3294 + .0041

.3261 + .00?2

.3300 + .0070

.3314 + .0070

.3219 + .0052

.3245 + .0051

.3250 I .0050

.3307 + .0043

.3334 1 .0042

.3329 + .0042

.339s I .0066

.3412 + .0064

.3366 + .0063

.3509 + .0093

.3544 I .0091

.3499 + .0090

. ?745 + .0155

.7903 + .0150

.776'l + .0749

.7556 + .0312

.743? + .0304

.7385 + .0303

.7713 + .Oz',tz

.7801 I .0265

.7633 + .0265

.7581 + .0100

.7600 + .009?
. ?565 + .0096

.7631 I .0100

.7674 + .0097

.767? I .0096

.?600 + .0168

.7684 1 .0163

.7716 + .0162

.7497 + .0721
. 7553 + .0118
. ?562 + .0118

.?711 + .0101
. ?766 I .0098
.7751 + .0097

.7918 + .0154
. 7955 + .0149
.7845 + .0148

.8173 : .0217

.8250 j . 0211

.8144 + .0210

.9505 + .0190

.9576 + . O184

.9532 + .0183

.9218 + .0380

.9073 I .03?1

.9009 + .0370

,9456 I .0333
.9564 + .0325
.9359 + .0324

.9320 + .0123

.9343 +.0119

.9300 +.0118

.9364 + .0122

.9418 + . 0119

.9421 + .0118

.9271 + .0205

.9374 + .0199

.9412 + .0198

.9191 I .0148

.9260 + .0145

.9272 ! .0744

.9479 + .0724

.954ô I .0121

.9528 + .0120

.971? + .0189

.9762 + .0183

.9628 + ,0182

.9970 + .0265
1.0065 + .0258
.9935 + .0257



continued

204

.9551 + .0161

.9613 I .0156

.956? + .0155

.9927 + .031?

.9896 + .030?

.9845 + .0306

331
2

341
2
3

.42927 + .OOO32 .3344 1 .0056 .?790 + .0131

.4296? i .00031 .3369 I .0055 .7841 1 .0128

.42992 + .00031 .3355 + .0054 .7804 ! .0127

.42863 I .00067 .3461 I .0110 .8075 j .0257

.42889 + .00065 .3452 + .0107 .8050 + .0250

.42915 + .00065 .3437 j .010? .8008 I .0249


